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Externalist Approach of Japanese Historians of Science
Shigeru Nakayama*
Two generations of science historians

Counting active members in the field of the history of science in Japan, we
are immediately struck by the two peaks that stand out in the age-groupings,
namely, a generation born in the early 1900's who started their professional
careers in the late 1920's and early 1930's (hereafter called the prewar group),
and the other group born in the late 1920's which entered the field after World
War II (referred to below as the postwar group).
Unlike a mature academic field where a mechanism for recruitment through
the higher education system has been established, a brand new discipline like the
history of science has no assured way for the continuous production of those
professionally committed. Younger scholars have had to commit themselves
to the field without guarantees of job prospects, and thus have the possibility of
being dropped out of the established academic world. Hence, the rise and fall
of the production rate of science historians has necessarily and directly reflected
various external causes as well as an overall Zeitgeist. It may not be too far
fetched to explain the emergence of these two distinct generations in connection
with the two major wars of this century.
Not involved in World War I to any serious extent, Japan reaped a huge
economic harvest in the absence of Western competitors. Just after that war

the Japanese government in 1919 issued the "University Act" with the stated
purpose of expanding higher education to match the now enlarged national
prestige and economic capacity of Japan.
The pre-World War II generation of science historians enjoyed the benefits
of this Act; numerous students flooded into the expanded system of higher edu
cation. When they graduated from the universities in the late 1920's, however,
the Great Depression came and a surplus of college graduates suffered from
widespread unemployment. This was also the time of a rising Marxist ideological
wave. As a matter of course, this generation turned out to be very socially
minded and some of them were, no doubt, influenced by the Marxist approach
to the history of science, as exemplified by Hessen.
This sketch of the typical Japanese historian of science belonging to the

prewar group—albeit an oversimplified one—is superbly confirmed by Tosaka
* College of General Education, University of Tokyo, Komaba, Tokyo.
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Jun, the leading Marxist philosopher in prewar Japan, in his article, "Saikin
Nihon no kagakuron (Recent Japanese arguments on science)", in Yuibutsuron
kenkyu (Studies on materialism. No. 56, 1937) as follows:
"For the last ten years favorable industrial and technological circum
stances have led to an increase in the number of young intellectuals who
choose careers in science or engineering. This is evident in a comparison
of the number of students in higher schools who major in the sciences and
humanities. However, even an expanded industrial sector has not in fact
been able to absorb sufficiently the rising generation of young engineers
and natural scientists.

At least this was the situation before the recent

passage of the new defense budget, narrowly defined. Hence, young engi
neers and natural scientists have faced a kind of unemployment problem.

Actual unemployment occurs only in extreme cases; in most cases graduates
form a quasi-professional class in the natural science field, that is, a reserve
supply,or indeed, a congested surplus of those seeking legitimate professional
status. This quasi-professional group, unlike established university scientists
before them, have been exposed not only to training in post-World War I
social thought but also to the various social contradictions directly affecting
their personal livelihood and future job prospects. Therefore, they are
naturally led to play the role of bringing natural science, heretofore pos
sessed exclusively by bourgeois academies, into the context of social thought.
...Thus it is that, despite the limitations described above, the quasi-professionals in natural science are destined to perform an extremely useful
social function. Their participation in the 'philosophizing' of, or scientific
examination of natural science studies is, whether conscious or not, an out
come of this function."

The next occasion of encouragement for scientific careers came just before
and during the World War II effort to meet the wartime shortage of scientists
and engineers. During the war science majors were regarded as reserve scientific
manpower and enjoyed the privileges of exemption from, or postponement of
compulsory military service, while students majoring in the humanities were
called into service and nearly eradicated from the campuses.
When the war ended the surplus of scientific manpower found it difficult to
obtain regular scientific jobs as the whole industrial sector was closed down,
university laboratories had been destroyed by sustained bombing, and equipment
for carrying out scientific research was not available. Again, in the late 1940's,
a generation offrustrated young scientists turned out to be very socially conscious.
Such were the shared circumstances of science historians in the postwar genera
tion, to which the present author belongs, though individual motivations to give
up a normal career in science and turn instead to its history are complex and
varied, and it is not easy to generalize about them.
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History of science for the frustrated

Anyone who is content with the practicing of science, more or less taking
for granted the conventional value of the professional community to which he
happens to belong,can be a good scientist but not always a good critical historian
of science. When such a person turns to writing a history of his profession, the
work usually turns out to be a self-congratulatory narrative of the orthogenetic
evolution of his discipline.
Only for those who fail to conform or otherwise accommodate themselves

to the norms of the existing scientific community does the gap between one's
original image of science (or something within that image to which he cannot
conform) and the existing community become the vital source of a critical atti
tude toward the practice of the contemporary scientific profession. Some of
them may seek possible alternate courses of development of science by returning
to historical origins, or by examining the later points of divergence precipitated
by particular choices as to developmental courses. In such a search history
plays at least the role of liquidating the seemingly fixed authority of the scientific
establishment and gives one an advantageous height of perspective.
The sources ofdiscontent among reflective scientists can perhaps be classified
into three categories: (1) social,(2) institutional, and (3) internal.
Those who cannot find an ideal social milieu in which to carry on their
scientific research tend to be critical of their own societies, or of the existing
social system as a whole. Such was the case for the prewar Japanese generation.
Their frustration often happened early in their scientific careers, if not at the
very time when they chose their future careers, that is, precisely when they had
reached their most perceptive years. Consequently, they developed on acute
sense of problems relative to the social aspect or the social history of science.
Those who are involved in a particular scientific community yet cannot as
similate themselves to the existing institutional setting tend to develop critical
attitudes toward the current institutions, such as academic snobbery, university
systems, and science policy. In the middle of the nineteenth century, when
scientific work was being established as a profession young scientists actively
participated in the advancement and formation of their own professions. But
in the twentieth century, now that the professionalization of science has been
completed, new recruits are inevitably forced to follow readymade courses of
prescribed curricula and must adjust themselves to standardized behavior, con
ventionalized values and customary rules of a given community. Professional
behavior is no longer a matter of personal choice. If one fails to conform, he
will be labeled as "uniqualified" and eventually purged from the professional
community. The qualification for a historian of science may well be, on the
contrary, independence of such conformism. Lacking the necessary critical
stance toward current systems, a historian of scientific institutions merely ends
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up as a dull, bureaucratic archivist.
Those who embark upon inherited courses toward normal scientific careers

only to reach a deadend may, in desperation, seek a way out through historical
reflection on their trade. This sort of internal crisis can be recognized only
after one has plumbed the esoteric depths of a discipline, and usually is not reached
until the graduate or post-doctoral levels of study. Thus, a critical attitude to
ward the internal aspects of science often finds support in one's own experience
of trouble spots. It is doubtful whether future generations of science historians
professionally trained in an American graduate school, and lacking experiences
of frustration on the research front, can be effectively critical toward the con
temporary frontiers of research. They can hardly be expected to overcome
psychological barriers on the front which they have never reached.
Exceptions are most likely to arise from among the recent generation of
American historians of science who, despite assured, if not promising, career
possibilities, have "dropped out" of established scientific professions and entered
the history of science, presumably because they have, self-consciously or other
wise, traversed one or more of the above paths leading to professional frustration.
In scientifically less developed countries, like Japan in the past, still another
element may come into play, namely, dissatisfaction with the pettiness of the
research climate in one's environment that prompts one to seek refuge in the
historical moments of great discoveries of the past, rather than in present reality.
To illustrate the activities of the frustrated, let us review briefly three im
portant, consecutive periods of the history of science in Japan.
Beginnings of the Marxist approach to the history of science

It is commonly recognized among the prewar group that the man and the
paper that shocked them in their youthful days^ was Ogura Kinnosuke and his
article, "Class society and arithmetics," written in 1929, or two years earlier
than Hessen and his group of Russian historians of science produced a similar
shock to science historians at the Second International Congress of the History

ofScience held in London. Stimulated by G.V.Plekhanov's"Artin class society,"
Ogura published successively a series of articles on the relation between mathe
matics and social classes,^ marshalling historical evidence to demonstrate that even
1 Kondo Yoitsu, one of his pupils, testified to this shock in his article **Ogura Kinnosuke
sensei no sugakushi kenkyu"(Ogura's research in the history of mathematics), Kagakushi kenkyu
1963, p. 17.
2 They are,

"Kaikyushakai no sanjutsu" (Arithmetics in class society), Shiso, No. 1, August, 1929—a
treatise on arithmetics in the Renaissance period; No. 2, December, 1929—a treatise on Colonial
American mathematics.

"Sanjutsu no shakaisei"(Social character of arithmetics), Kaizo, September, 1929—British
society and economy in the sixteenth century as observed through books of arithmetics.
"Kaikyu shakai no sugaku"(Mathematics in class society), Shiso, March,1930—a treatise
on the history of mathematics in France.
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in mathematics, supposedly the most abstract branch of knowledge, class struc
tures are reflected. This thesis created quite a sensation and was widely acclaimed
by Marxist-oriented intellectuals in Japan.
When he wrote his first article, Ogura was not too familiar with Marxist
doctrine, as he later confessed.® In a private conversation with the present
writer, he said that his research just happened to coincide with the Marxist ap
proach. Later, after more conscious study of Marxist literature, he extended
his research beyond Japan to China, as he felt at a serious disadvantage with
respect to Western mathematics due to the inaccessibility of original source mate
rials. My own view, however, is that he remained throughout his life a liberal
democratic thinker and an outspoken critic of authoritarianism, rather than a
committed dogmatic communist. This may be one of the sources of his personal
attraction and power of persuasion.
His influence was certainly widespread. After the war he was installed as
the first president of Minshu-shugi kagakusha kyokai (Society of democratic
scientists, a nationwide movement of Japanese scientists), and also as the second
president of the History of Science Society of Japan. His most direct influence
was exerted on the prewar group of historians of mathematics, such as Kondo
Yoitsu and Mita Hiroo, who soon after the war published their works on the
social history of mathematics, in a more elaborated and systematic fashion.^
Actually, Ogura was a bit older than pre-war Marxist generation which in
cluded J.D.Bernal,J.G.Crowther,and Joseph Needham—men who were heavily
influenced by Science at the Crossroads(Account ofRussian delegates to the Second
International Conference on the History of Science). This work was, of course,
welcomed in Japan by the prewar group(being put into two different translations),
but the way toward development of the social history of science was already
paved in Japan by Ogura's earlier works.
Ogura's interpretation of Japanese science, based on his own historical re
search, can be summarized as follows:

1. While science in Western Europe played a crucial role in the develop
ment of political liberty, Japanese science does not have such a glorious tradition.
It was an imported product, and hence naturally imitative and superficial.
2. Since Japanese science has been placed under the heavy protection of
feudalistic and bureaucratic governments, scientists are cowardly, uncreative,
and dependent.
3. Governmental institutions monopolize all learning, and hence even
natural science retains a strong feudalistic and bureaucratic flavor.
4. The scientific community is controlled by feudalistic academic cliques,
3 Ogura Kinnosuke, Ichisugakusha no kaiso (Reminiscences of a mathematician), p. 102.
4 For instance, Kondo Yoitsu, Sugaku shisoshijosetsu(A history of mathematical thought;
a preliminary study, 1947, Sanichi).
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minimizing mutual criticism.
5. Scientists are lacking in social consciousness.
These aflBrmations may appear hypercritical of his own tradition, while uncriti

cally laudatory toward modern European science (Ogura was a great admirer of
the French Revolution and its scientific institutions). But they can be understood
as one of the best possible forms of resistance against the background of an au
thoritarian nationalistic bias in the 1930's and early 1940's in Japan. This way
of understanding provided the basis of the postwar leftist science movement, and
was adopted as the official interpretation of the Japanese communists.®
Wartime actiyities

From the late 1920's on, the communist party and its sympathizers suffered
both police persecution and public condemnation. Their open activities were
outlawed, so many scholars concentrated their energies on the analysis of the
philosophical implications of Marxist doctrine rather than indulge in concrete
realities. The "Yuibutsuronkenkyukai"(Society for materialistic studies, 19321938)was most active in such philosophical affairs. Ogura was one ofthe founding
members, and Saigusa Hiroto, who after the war succeeded Ogura as president
of the History of Science Society, was an original organizer.
Saigusa, after his arrest for an offense involving 'dangerous thought'in 1933,
devoted himself to working on past Japanese thought and to editing a number
of Japanese scientific classics. Ostensibly objuring Marxist belief, he maintained
and defended rationalistic thought. History was a safe ground—the older, the
safer—to explore even amid current repressive measures to control thought. In
the late 1930's it became difficult to employ Marxist terms outspokenly, and they
were gradually replaced by the vocabulary of 'science'. Inside the cover of
'science,' which could not easily be penetrated even by fascist demagogues, the
history of science provided for leftist liberals a shelter from the eyes of govern
mental censorship and from the arms of police thought-control.
The History of Science Society in Japan was founded in the same year that
the Pearl Harbor Incident occurred. Why so? There was at the time a boom
in the history of science in the popular reading world. One of the main causes
of this popularity was the effort to enhance and glorify the scientific achievements
of the ancestors in Japan's past, by which it was intended to wipe out the inferi
ority complex of the Japanese toward Western science and to encourage selfconfidence in their cultural heritage.
This boom had a parallel in the enhancement of Aryan scientific contribu
tions in the Nazi ideology, but it does not appear to have been directly connected
to the latter. Japanese scientists, even on the extreme right, were not so irrational
5 Hiroshige Tetsu, "Ogura Kinnosuke to Nihon kagakushi" (Ogura Kinnosuke and the
history of Japanese science), Kagakushi kenkyu, 1963: 9-16.
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as to accept Nazi science at face value, and moreover, the latter was too ethno

centric to be adopted by non-Aryan races. Adolf Hitler in Mein Kampf defined
Japanese science as culture-supporting rather than culture-creative. This part
was omitted from the prewar Japanese translation and revived only in the postwar
version.®

According to the editorial notes ofthe first issue of Kagakushi kenkyu (official
journal of the History of Science Society), the society was founded in order to
correct uncritical popular versions of the history of science current at that time
and to demonstrate the genuine standards of scholarship in the field. This prin
ciple has been well maintained, as testified by the wartime issues of the journal,
which was continued up to the end of the war despite various difficulties. It was
not affected by any nationalistic bias, as other semi-popular journals were obliged
to be.

It is apparent, nonetheless, that founding the society did depend somewhat
on taking advantage of popular support. Parallel to that, an extensive series on
the history of Japanese science before the Meiji era (Meiji-zen Nihon kagakushi)
was projected to commemorate the 2,600th year in the Japanese chronology in
1940. The editing of this series was seriously interrupted by the war and its
publication was postponed to the postwar period, when it finally appeared in
1954-1968 in twenty-six volumes.''
The postwar heyday

Postwar Japan has been characterized by the triumph of Marxist doctrines.
Primarily because of the prewar persecutions suffered by Marxist ideology, its
postwar prestige has run extremely high among intellectual circles as a counter
action. Many Marxist-oriented authors writing on science who had been sup
pressed during the war years, now found opportunities for uninhibited expression
in postwar literature. Some examples include Kondo's history of mathematics,
Taketani Mitsuo's three-stage scheme of scientific development, and Hara Mitsuo's advocacy of Engel's dialectics of nature. As a result, Marxist doctrine
became established orthodoxy in the period 1945-1950, gaining hegemony espe
cially in the fields of economics and history.®
The postwar generation of science historians received the full impact of the
postwar version of Marxism in their youth, but their reaction to it differs some
what from that of the prewar generation. While for the earlier generation Mar
xism meant a new scientific outlook, a new world-view to be advocated and

diffused, it was the academic establishment for the second generation. Once
® Nikon kagaku-gijutsushi taikei, kokusaihen(Compendium of the history of Japanese science
and technology, international relations), edited by S. Nakayama et at., 1968, p. 333.
^ See S. Yajima's review in Japanese studies in the history of science. No. 7, p. 159 (1968).
8 Nihon kagaku-gijutsushi taikei, Shisohen (Compendium of the Japanese history of science
and technology, ideology), edited by T. Tsuji, p. 396.
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established, it tended, because of trying to exterminate unorthodox views, to
become stereotyped and to lose its creativity. Hence, the new generation shared
with the old a deep sense of problem but is often inclined to be critical toward
the code of the established "Marxist."

For instance, Hiroshige Tetsu criticized Ogura and his followers on the basis
of his own analysis that the postwar leftist movement in science depended too
heavily on their assessment of the historical conditions of Japanese society in the
late 1920's and early 1930's, and thus failed to face squarely the newly arisen
postwar factors; the earlier group had adhered faithfully to the formula that science
is a superstructure determined by its social base, but overlooked the new phase
of science established now as a "social institution."^

Nakamura Teiri made a

critical appraisal ofthe Japanese versionofthe Lycenko controversy and Yamada
Keiji has tried to find a new perspective on science in New China under the
Cultural Revolution as a sign of the bankruptcy of modern Western science."
Generally speaking, though, Japanese historians of science are stronger in
the externalist rather than the interanlist approach. While a great deal of Marxist
and externalist literature in Western languages—such as works of J. D. Bernal,
J.G. Crowther, D.Struik, Franz Borkenau,and even Sir Eric Ashby—is available
in Japanese version, no work of Alexandre Koyre has yet been fully translated.
(So far only an article by him in the Journal of the History ofIdeas has been trans
lated as a part of a collection of essays by many authors.) This externalist cha
racteristic necessarily originates in the historical recollection of the Japanese.
In Western history, historians of science almost unanimously agree that
modern science was founded at the time of the Scientific Revolution in the seven

teenth century. But this is true only from the viewpoint of intellectual history.
The Scientific Revolution was only an intellectual movement of a handful of
scientific intellectuals. Institutionally, modern science was founded,on the other
hand, in the nineteenth century when scientists tried to advance their social status
and eventually succeeded in establishing themselves, when their uninterrupted
reproduction through a recruitment mechanism based in institutions of higher
education was accomplished, and thus when science was fully professionalized.
Some people therefore call the nineteenth century of the Second Scientific Re
volution. The nineteenth century gave birth to the present day behemoth sci
entific establishment, and hence it is worthwhile to examine the historical origins
of the various complex problems existing between contemporary science and
society.

When we try to locate the point of departure for modern science in Japanese
history, our attention is riveted to a big revolutionary break at the Meiji Resto9 Hiroshige, "Ogura Kinnosuke to Nihon kagakushi", p.

10 Nakamura Teiri, Ruisenko ronso(Lycenko controversy), Misuzu, Tokyo, 1967.
11 Yamada Keiji, Mirai e no toi(Question for the future), Chikuma, Tokyo, 1968.
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ration in the latter part of the nineteenth century when Japan embarked on its
wholesale importation of Western science and related institutions. Prior to that

time there had been, of course, Japanese scientific endeavors; but it is totally
anachronistic to think of Japanese participation in the seventeenth-century Sci
entific Revolution. Premodern Japanese had nothing whatsoever to do with the
Scientific Revolution in the internal sense. The Japanese encountered modern
science from the very beginning as the developed Western institution of the nine
teenth century. Thus, this century is doubly important to the Japanese since
both the internal and the external Scientific Revolutions coincide in the same

period in their history. Hence, the Japanese may have a keener sense of the
problems of external history ofscience in recent history than the average Western
historians of science who tend to be concentrated in the seventeenth century or
even before.

In the historical recollection ofthe Japanese,the term'modern' may summon
up the image of American gunboats anchored in Tokyo Bay in 1853; or it may
be synonymous with the economic capacity and technological innovation—pro
ducts of the Industrial Revolution—that supported the military superiority of
the West. To the contemporary-minded Japanese, technology has almost equal
status with science and therefore the Japanese History of Science Society has a
stronger complement of historians of technology than is found in its Western
counterparts.

This outlook was materialized in the recently completed 25-volume Nihon
kagaku-gijutsushi taikei (Compendium of the history of science and technology
in Japan, 1964-1971), which deals with Japanese scientific development since the
middle of the nineteenth century. It is, at least in bulk, an astonishing achieve
ment; though judgements as to its quality are in the hands of future historians
of science.

Nouvelle vague in the history of science?

Which way the future generation of Japanese historians of science will pro
ceed is not easily predicted. We have seen few fruits from the labors of the
"mid-war" generation who came between the prewar and postwar groups,because
the devastations of war sapped their youthful energies. We find still less harvest
from the new recruits in more recent days, who thanks to the science and tech
nology boom, have been unwilling to follow such a precarious career as that of
a historian of science. Such new recruits as do in fact appear tend to commit
themselves to the field only when conditions of worldly and academic success are
assured them.

Only very recently, however,can there be seen symptoms ofa new generation
coming forth—due perhaps to recent university struggles and environmental prob
lems. They will face science with entirely new perceptions and preconceptions.
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For the prewar generation science was the last gleam of rational thinking to
be defended from stormy wartime demagoguery. For the postwar group science
still stood at the center of the democratization choir. For the new generation
science may appear as a monolithic establishment not easily to be undermined;
it is no paradise to be discovered, but only a harsh and inescapable reality. What
new picture of science, then, may come out of this "paradise-lost" generation?
In the cold war atmosphere two sciences have prevailed: Japanese science has
in actuality consistently and definitely accommodated itself to the American
model, contested without much success by adherene in some circles to the socialist
version of science. Now that the American model has faltered seriously, are
there any frustrated youth searching for a third model of science, and if so, will
they find a new paradise?
(This paper is primarily prepared for a Festschrift for Professor Struik, to be published in
the Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science. The author acknowledges the editor's kind
permission.)

Recent Studies in the EKstory of Biology
by Japanese Historians
Zenji Suzuki*

This report reviews the activities of Japanese historians of biology during
the later half of the 1960's and the early 1970's.
Section of History of Biology (Seibutsugakushi Bunkakai), History of
Science Society of Japan, is the only organized group of Japanese scholars
working in this field at the present time. Although the organization is
seventeen years old, the number of historians have joined is very few. The
Japanese Journal of the History of Biology {Seibutsugakushi Kenkyu), which is
published bi-annually, has reached its 22nd issue. The sources of this report
are mainly articles from the above mentioned journal, from the Journal of
History of Science, Japan {Kagakushi Kenkyu), and from Japanese Studies in the
History of Science.
History of Western Biology

Teiri Nakamura (1965a) noted that the interests of many researchers have
been focussed on the biology of the "scientific revolution" in the 16th and 17th
centuries. Nakamura, one of the most active researchers in this area, has

studied the role of William Harvey's work in expanding biological knowledge.
In 1965b and 1969, he reviewed his researches and those of other Harveyan

scholars, and suggested that the process by which Harvey discovered blood
circulation could be divided into the following phases: 1) observation that the
blood always flows in the same direction, 2) measurement of blood stream
volume, 3) conception of the idea of blood circulation by combining the know
ledge gained in the first two steps, 4) verification of his idea through testing.
Nakamura further concluded that the ideas held by Harvey in his later years
concerning the movement of the heart were established upon the influence of
Descartes' theory, and that Harvey was fundamentally not a mechanist but an
Aristotelian.

After studying the biological thought of Francis Bacon, Nakamura (1968c)
concluded that, although Bacon's mechanism did not reached Descartes' level,
he was more mechanist than Aristotelian, and his ideas on biology were very
progressive for his age.
* Kanagawa Prefectural Education Center.
JAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 11 (1972)
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Nakamura(1972) also introduced the work of Richard Lower as an example
of the relationship between the new knowledge of biology and the theories of
mechanism which were common during the modernization of biology. He
contended that, though Lower was not an Aristotelian, he had been deeply
affected by the philosophy of mechanism, a fact which was detrimental to his
work. His success resulted from the designing of experiments without a special
philosophical system.
Several historians have studied the history of evolutionary theory. Toshiaki Yokoyama (1971), examining the relation between William Paley and
Charles Darwin, asserted that, although Darwin did not accept Paley's theologi
cal theory of design, he was, nevertheless, influenced by this natural theology,
and that Paley's influence was different in direction from that exerted by his
experience in the Beagle and by Thomas Malthus' ideas presented in his work.
On the Principles of Population,
Fuyuko Egami and Ryuichi Yasugi(1972)studied the influence on the works
of Charles Darwin of the writings on the philosophy of science, considering
especially the influence exerted by W. Whewell and J. Herschel. From the
evidence of his autobiography and letters, they concluded that Darwin owed
much of his academic motivation to Herschel and learned his approach to the
scientific method from Herschel's writings, opposing T. Yokoyama's argument
(1971) that Darwin had been influenced by natural theology.

Yoshito Sinoto (1969) reviewed the works of Mendel from the standpoint
of evolution. He argued that, in the course of analysing the numbers and
behavioral characteristics of hybrid offspring in successive generations, Mendel
attemped to find some solution to the problem of evolution by discovering laws.
Several works have been published on the history of genetics and embryology.
F. Egami (1966, 1967) studied works on cell differentiation and discussed the

significance, methodological problems and the origin of ideas in the experiment
al works on nuclear transplantation conduced by R. Briggs and T. J. King.
She also (1968, 1969a) studied the role of T. H. Morgan in this field and

concluded that Morgan tried to explain developmental phenomena by relating
them directly to the gene, the key element in explanations of phenomena in the
field of genetics. In her view, Morgan's genetic ideas were founded on a
mechanical mechanistic outlook.

Mieko Ishidate (1967), who is concerned with the history of molecular
genetics, studied the origins of its establishment, and also (1968) compared the
method of hypothesis, on which the operon theory was founded, with the
method of analytical geometry advanced by Descartes. She concluded that the
former method was the successor to the latter.

Keiko Miura (1970) analysed the mathematical method used by Mendel in
his experiments on plant hybridization.
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Zenji Suzuki (1967) reviewed the history of genetics from several stand
points considering the effects of materials, instruments and tools, technics and
social factors on the development of genetics.
Tatsumasa Doke (1967a), an active historian of biochemistry, discussed the
concepts of vital force held by several scientists of the 18th and 19th centuries.
He suggested that, although there were differences in their concepts, they all
shared the idea of vitalism outlined by Aristotle and that differences were the
effect of advances in physics and chemistry.
T. D5ke (1968) further studied the origin of biochemistry by considering
the controversy between Liebig and Pasteur. He wrote that biochemistry is a
union of two sciences, i,e, chemical biology and biological chemistry, and can
be said to be a field of chemical research of vital phenomena which keeps
expanding and will expand indefinitely in future. Biological phenomena could
be explained by a law of non-biological molecular movement and organic matter
also could be synthesized with inorganic matter.
Kei Nagano (1968) reviewed the history of physiology and biochemistry
from the viewpoint of the history of thought, especially the concept of vital
force.

Akira Yoshida(1972)studied the scientific thought of Claude Bernard, and
suggested that Bernard, who opposed to both vitalism and mechanism, had
searched for a third viewpoint on living matter.
In addition, there are other researchers in this area: for example, Masao
Kawakita (1971) has studied the history of researches on respiration; Makoto
Kitsuya (1971) studied the history of researches on mitochondria and the role
of the electron-microscope in researching mitochondria; and Sensi Sone (1968,
1972) also studied the latter problem.
In the field of ecology, Makoto Numata (1968), who is one of the most
active ecologists in Japan, and is interested in the history of biology, has
reviewed ecological history. In his paper, he pointed out the importance of
Humboldt and Darwin in the history of ecology.
Kazuo Shibuya(1969) published a book on the history of ecology in which
he discussed the role of Darwin and evaluated the works of T5kichi Kaji who,
like Shibuya, was a Japanese ecologist.
A few historians have been interested in the biological thought of ancient
Greece. Kazuo Mahune (1971) for example, studied Aristotle's theory of

plant nutrition, viewing it from the standpoint of Greek agricultural pattern.
In addition to these, some researches about Goethe have been conducted.

Michiko Omori (1970) studied Goethe's idea of plant type "Urpflanze"; and
Yukio Murakami (1968) compared Goethe's "Farbenlehre" with E. H. Land's
dual color system.
Kanji Tachibana(1971)studied the origin of the Male and Female Symbols
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in biology, and found that there were two theories on this subject, one that they
originated in astrology and alchemy, and the other that they arose from the
thought of the Germanic Race.
History of Japanese Biology

Several researchers have been interested in the process of modernization of

Japanese biology by means of the introduction of the western biology.
Masao Watanabe (1967a) evaluated the contribution of Edward Sylvester
Morse to three areas: Japanese zoology, the introduction of the theory of
evolution to Japan, and the study and appreciation of Japanese culture, parti

cularly Japanese pottery, architecture and ethanological matters. According
to Watanabe, Morse's unique contribution was in the third field.
Watanabe (1967b) also considered John Thomas Gulick who was an
American missionary in Japan. Watanabe discussed the contribution of J. T.
Gulick to the development of science in Japan and his evolutionary and religious
thought.
Following above-mentioned works, Watanabe and Yoko Ose (1968, 1969)
studied the Japan's response to Darwinism, applying statistical analysis to the
academic subjects published in three main journals in early Meiji era. From
this analysis, it was made clear that the theory of evolution constituted an un
commonly high percentage of articles as compared with those on other subjects.
This theory, however, was discussed mainly on the ground of social science
rather than natural science in the two periodicals, the Gakugei Shirin and the
Toyo Gakugei Zassi, In the other periodical, the Rikugo Zassi, which was a
leading Christians' publication, Darwinian topics appeared more frequently.
Watanabe(1968, 1969) reported on the Japanese response to Darwinism at
the International Congress, with the conclusion that Darwinism was first
accepted in Japan mainly as a form of thought, particularly in its sociological
aspects, and that science and Christianity were taken as being quite separate
from each other.

Tadashi Yoshida (1968) introduced a letter written to Morse by K. Mitsukuri, a Japanese zoologist. Yoshida discovered the letter when he visited the
Museum of Peabody, Academy of Science.
In addition to the above works, there are other researches on the history
of evolution theory in Japan. For example, Sinoto (1970)reviewed the process
of the introduction of evolution theory, and Tomoyuki Ishii (1968, 1969), after
reviewing the history of evolution theory, called for researches on activities of
farmers before and after the Meiji Restoration, for studies on the inheritance
of acquired characteristics and for the ecological study of species.
Zenji Suzuki (1967, 1968a) studied the Japanese response to eugenics as a
case study of the characteristics of Japanese biology, especially of its pattern of
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introducing western biological thought and theory. From this study he
discovered the following facts: (1) Yukichi Fukuzawa introduced the thought
of Galton on human faculty in the middle of Meiji era, but this thought did not
take root in Japan at that time. (2) When the thought of Galton, under the
name of'eugenics', was again introduced in late Meiji era, many people discussed
it from social and political points of view. (3) Most geneticists were not
concerned with eugenics, however, perhaps because human genetics was very
difficult to handle. Therefore eugenics did not advance as a pure science but as
a eugenics movement.
Hisaharu Tsukuba and Z. Suzuki (1967) evaluated the role of Fukuzawa in

eugenics, and discussed the reason why Fukuzawa changed his idea of the
human faculty. Suzuki (1968b) further compared the response to eugenics of
Asajiro Oka and Kametaro Toyama. Oka, who was a famous Darwinist,
criticized the introduction of eugenics, while Toyama who in the early 1900's
rediscovered Mendelism by using insects, held that eugenics was necessary.
Next, Suzuki (1972a) studied the relationship between the development of
human genetics and the eugenics movement in Japan, and concluded that
while some geneticists were motivated by that movement, others were not.
Yasuaki Kimura (1968) asserted that the book ''Saishin IdenrorC' (The
modern theories in Inheritance, 1919) written by Asajiro Oka should be analysed
in order to evaluate the works of Oka.

Fiji Tomizawa (1971, 1972) studied the social thought of Chiyomatsu Ishikawa who spread evolution theory in the Meiji era. Teiri Nakamura (1967)
studied the thought of Yoshio Koya, a medician, concerning racial biology.
Zenji Suzuki (1968c, 1969a, 1969b) studied several subjects in genetics
and cytology as case histories in the Japanese response to Western biology. He
examined reactions to molecular genetics, to T. H. Morgan's theory of linear
arrangement of genes, to population genetics and to Protoplasmics. From these
studies, Suzuki concluded that, though its beginning was early, Japanese
genetics always followed Western and American genetics.
In the addition to the works of Suzuki, the development of biology in Japan
has been investigated by other historians in various branches of biology. Teiri
Nakamura(1968a, 1968b) studied Japanese embryological works as a case study
in the molecular approach in biology promoted under the influence of social
surroundings and thoughts. Doke (1966, 1967b, 1969) studied the establish
ment of biochemistry in Japan.
F. Egami (1969b) reviewed the biological thought and research in Japan
after the Meiji restoration and concluded as follows: (1) The biological
researches in Japan which were performed after the introduction of evolutionism
did not grapple with the basic concepts of evolutionism. (2) In Japan the
mechanistic view of life was not introduced in opposition to vitalism. (3) The
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wholistic view of life produced nothing positive to the development of biology
in Japan. (4) The dialectic view of life has not been fruitful to biological
thought. Of all views introduced into Japan, the mechanistic view of life seems
to dominated.

H. Tsukuba(1968)reviewed Japanese biology before the Meiji Restoration,
comparing Japanese and European thought on nature, and discussing why
natural science was not produced in Japan. In his opinion, the reason lies in
the fact that the Japanese did not recognize human existence as being separate
from nature, while Europeans did.
Concerning the history of biology before Meiji Restoration, several
investigations have been done as historical study of "Rangaku"(The study of
Western science and culture by means of Dutch Language). Goro Achiwa
(1969) published Studies of Herman Boerhaave in which he examined the
influence of Boerhaave's thought upon Japanese medicine in the period of Dutch
learning. In his opinion, Boerhaave's achievements have done much in the
modernization of Japanese medicine.
Achiwa(1966)also introduced the public Toyo Yamawaki's first anatomical
chart in Japan and referring to his predecessors' opinions, clarified the great
significance of his marking the first step in the modernization of Japanese
medicine.

Y5an Udagawa was one of the most famous "Rangakusha" (scholars of
Dutch learning) in Edo era. Though his works of chemistry have been studied
by some historians, there are few studies of his biological works. Ichiro Yabe
(1971a) translated ''Shokugaku Keigen (Textbook of Botany)" from the classical
Japanese used Udagawa into modern Japanese; he has also examined Udagawa's
thought on spontaneous genesis(1971b), genetics(1972a), fermentation(1972b),
classification (1972c), reproduction (1972d), etc. as case studies in introduction
of the western biology during the Edo era.
According to Yabe, although Udagawa knew about the classification system
of A. L. Jussieu, he introduced mainly that of Linne, perhaps because he did
not recognize the importance of natural classification. Udagawa also introduced
Kolreuter's ideas on genetics and, realizing that almost all living things
reproduce sexually, denied the theory of spontaneous generation. Yabe(1971c)
also studied Udagawa's ''Shokugaku Dokugo'\
Shizu Sakai (1972) studied the introduction of Harvey's blood circulation
theory into Japan, and concluded that it was introduced first by the book
''Kaitai Shinsho (Anatomical Book)", but that book ''Ihan Teiko (Anatomical
Book)" written by Genshin Udagawa (1805) showed a better understanding of
the theory.
Yojiro Kimura (1970) studied Japanese herbals mentioned in Carl Peter
Thunberg's books,''Flora laponica(1784)" and
(1788-1793)",and found
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that Thunberg made use of six kinds of herbals.
Teiichi Ishiyama (1970) considered historically the botanical name of
Eupteleae polyandra and discovered it to be a new genus named by von
Siebold.

Theoretical Biology and Biology Education applying History of Biology

Ryuichi Yasugi(1966) reported that, given the complicated nature of living
things, and the imprecision of biological concepts, precise systems such as in
physics can not be developed in biology; therefore, induction from facts is of
central importance in this field.
Hideo Mariko (1970) took up the Theory of hierarchy in biological
phenomena, and suggested that these theories could be divided in three as
follows: (1) theories which do not recognize the existence of hierarchy in living
matter, (2) theories which do not fully analyse the law of each level as an
indication of historical development, and (3) theories which all phenomena of
each level could be explained by the law of the lower level. Mariko (1972a,
1972b) further studied Ludwig von Bertalanffy's view of life.
Akio Kusanagi (1972a) reexamined the history of biology with the aim of
establishing a new philosophy of science. He suggested the possibility of
applying to biology the "Theory of three step development" proposed by the
famous physicist, Mitsuo Taketani, givining the process of the discovery of the
materials of inheritance. Kusanagi (1972b) further pointed out the need to
clarify prescription of causality in view of the frequent confusion of condition
and cause.

There are several activities on the use of the history of biology in biological
education.

Z. Suzuki (1967) proposed that case histories should be studied by science
teachers, because they provide a useful guide to the study of scientific method.
He cited as examples the history of respiration, photosynthesis, and genetics.
Suzuki (1971) discussed the teaching of enzymatic conception from a historical
standpoint, and further (1972b) that of gene conception.
Nobuyuki Kato, science teacher actively applying the history of biology to
biology education, reported (1970)on the practical application in his classroom;
further (1971, 1972) he reported a similar attempt, using the case history of the
plant hormone. He emphasized the need for students to understand science.
K. Mahune (1970) reported the relationship between the history of the
investigation of photosynthesis and the study of that subject in primary educa
tion; he emphasized the need for the application of de Saussure's level of
research in investigations in this field. I. Yabe(1970a)commented on Mahune's
articles.

In addition, Kiyoshi Takeuchi (1968) discussed the relationship between
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the history of science and the science education, and Takashi Katsuya (1968)
emphasized the need for science teachers to study the history of science well.
Lastly, reports on science textbooks will be surveyed.
I. Yabe (1970b) analysed the textbook ''Seibutsu no Kagaku (The biology
science)" from the viewpoint of history of science. Kazuo Mori (1971) also
analysed textbook of biology published after Meiji era from the viewpoint of
evolution theory.
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The System of the Book of Changes and Chinese Science*
Ho Peng Yoke**

One of the best known Chinese classics, frequently translated, much vener
ated by traditional Chinese scholars, yet quite complex, is the / Ching
or
the Book ofChanges, compiled sometime between the — 8th and the — 3rd century.
The system of the Book of Changes, is based on the ancient Chinese concept of
the two cosmological forces Yin 1^ and Yang Pf. The first conveys the idea of
something that is feminine, or dark, cloudy, shady and cold while the second
reminds one of something that is masculine, bright, sunny and warm, among a
host of other meanings. In the Book of Changes, Yin is represented by a broken
line - - and Yang by a full line —. Taking these two lines, three at a time, eight
different possible combinations are obtained. These are the so-called eight Trigrams, Ch'ien ^5, K'un 5S, Chen M u, Sun, P ==, K'an ^ 5^, Li M SS,
Ken S zs, and Tui ^ u. The significances of these Trigrams are shown in
Fig. 1.
Going a step further and taking the Yin and Yang lines six at a time, the
total number of possible combinations is 2®, i.e. 64. These are the 64 hexagrams
in the Book of Changes. These 64 hexagrams have been put down by the Chinese
in two different orders. One of these two orders, namely the 'prior to heaven'
{hsien fien
system, so fascinated the great mathematician Leibniz towards
the end of the + 17th century that the inventor of the calculus went to the extent
of deriving the binary notation to account for it. In the binary notation we
can write down the figures 0 to 63 as follows:
000000 = 0
000001 = 1
000010 = 2
000011 = 3
000100 = 4
000101 = 5

etc.

111110 = 62
mill = 63

* Yale University 1969 Edward H. Hume Lecture.
**
University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, and Chairman-Elect, School of Modern
Asian Studies, Griffith University, Brisbane.
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Fig. 1. The Trigrams in the Book of Changes.
No.

Trigram

Name

polarity

associated
Element

associated natural

1.

S

^ Ch'ien

Yang

Metal

heaven

deep red

2.

=s

i#K'un

Yin

Earth

earth

black

objects

Primary concept

associated colour

being, strength, force, roundness,
expansiveness

docility, nourishment of being, squareness,
form, concretion

^ Chen

3.
4.

u

i^^K'an

Yang
Yang

Wood
Water

thunder
moon and fresh

dark yellow
blood-red

water

5.

Bi Ken

Yang

Wood

mountain

6.

HSun

Yin

Wood

wind

^Li

Yin

Fire

lightning

^axui

Yin

Water/

sea and sea

Metal

water

—

white

movement, speed, roads, legumes and
young green bamboo sprouts
danger, precipitousness, curving things,
wheels, mental abnormality, abysses
passes, gates, fruits, seeds
slow steady work, growth of woods, vege
tative force, mercantile talent

7.

8.

EZ

=

—

—

weapons, dry trees, drought, brightness,
catching adherence of fire and light
reflections and mirror-images, passing
away

ir:
o
o

CJ
QTQ

O

7^
w
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Now if we replace the symbol 0 by the broken Yin line - - and 1 by the full Yang
line —,then we can write out the 64 Hexagrams in exactly the same fashion as
we have just written down the numbers 0 to 63 using the binary notation. Thus
we have

The fame of Leibniz and the usefulness of the binary notation in modern
computers both have a catalytic effect on the revival of interest on the system
of the Book of Changes in recent years concerning its application to science.
This will be discussed briefly towards the end of this lecture, but right now we
still have more to speak about the system itself.
Although the order in which the 64 Hexagrams are arranged according to
the numbers 0 to 63 in the binary notation has been called the 'prior to heaven'
system and attributed to the legendary emperor Fu Hsi
himself, we have
not yet been able to trace it in writing further back than the middle of the +11th
century, the time of the celebrated Sung philosopher Shao Yung gp®. The other
system of arrangement of the 64 Hexagrams has been called the 'posterior to
heaven' {hou Yien ^3?) order, said to originate from Wen Wang
(c. —1150)
father of the founder of the Chou dynasty. The significances of the 64 Hexa
grams and their traditional arrangements according to the Wen Wang system
are shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that the Hexagrams are grouped
in pairs, nearly all with a mirror-image relationship, for example, 3 & 4, 5 & 6,
7&8,9&10, 11&12, while the remainings are grouped such that the corre
sponding lines are complements to each other, as in the cases of 1 & 2, 27 & 28,
29 & 30, and 61 & 62.

Together with the Yin and Yang theory and the theory of the Five Elements
(Wu hsing 51tr), the system of the Book of Changes became a fundamental idea
of traditional Chinese science besides its many other applications. One can give
examples to illustrate how this system was applied to explain problems in as
tronomy, biology, anatomy, and medicine. The system of the Book of Changes

may be a marvellous one in many respects, but even Joseph Needham cannot
find a favourable Judgement of the role it played in the progress of traditional
Chinese science. He says that it tempted those who were interested in Nature
to rest in explanations which were no explanations at all, and calls it a stupendous
filing-system where natural novelty was filed and then nothing more was done
about it. If we observe the part it plays in the history of Chinese alchemy we
shall not fail to notice its correlation with the rise and decline of this particular
field of human endeavour.

For a long time the idea of whether the human life span could be prolonged
indefinitely by one way or another had occurred in the minds of the Chinese
people. This concept of physical immortality went back to prehistorical days

Fig. 2. The Hexagram in the Book of Changes.
No.

Hexagram

1.

M

2.

11

Name

Ch'ien

hfiK'un

meanings

heaven, paternal, dry, male
earth, maternal

concrete or social significance
Heaven, king, father, ordering,
controlling

Donator

Earth, people, mother,supporting,

Receptor

sprout

Initial difficulties

Factors showing the onset of a

^ Meng

cover

Youthful experience

Early stages of development

^Hsu

need, procrastinate

Cunctatory policy

Stopping, waiting

m Sung

litigation

Strife, contention al law

Opposition of processes

fiili Shih

army, general, teacher

Military affairs

Organised action

JrbPi

assemble

u

4.
5.

S-=

6.

i

7.

S3
=-=

abstract significance

containing, docile, subordinate
Tg Chun

3.

common lexicographical

process

o

•13

8.

Union, concord

Coherence

o

p
CTQ

10.
s

11.

33
sst

12.
13.

i

14.
5

15.

33

3^

16.
5

17.

Creative force modified by mild
ness, taming

Lesser inhibition

shoe, to tread

Hazardous success attained by

Slow advance

S T'ai

prosperous

circumspect behaviour, treading
delicately
Geniality of Spring, peace

Upward progress

5Fi

bad

Beginning of autumn

Stagnation, or retrogression

|iTj A T'ung Yen

lit. people together

Union, community

State of aggregation

lit. great having

Abundance of possessions,
opulence
Hidden wealth, modesty

Greater abundance

/Jn^ Hsiao Hsu

9.

® Li

Ta Yu

to rear

K
o
m

m Ch'ien

humility

^ Yu

pleased

Harmonious excitement, enthusi
asm, satisfaction

Inspiration

giSui

follow

Following

Succession

Highness in lowness

18.

19.
20.

a Ku

virulent poison

Troublesome work in a decaying
society

Corruption

as

sa
SJS

^ Lin

approach

Approach of authority

Approach

H Kuan

to look

Contemplation, looking for
omens,letting influence radiate

View, vision

i^lg Shih Ho

gnawing sound of voices

Crowds, markets, and courts,

Biting and burning through

0

21.
u

criminal law

H
E3*

22.

=-a

23.

*Pi

bright

fij Po

to peel, flay

Ornamental

Ornament, pattern

CO

Falling, overthrowing, coll^se,

Disaggregation, dispersion

like a house held together only by
its roof

25.

26.

a a

88

27.

Return

Wu Wang

not reckless, not false

No recklessness, no insincerity,
not guilt, yet difficulties

Unexpectedness

Ta Hsu

to rear

Creative force suppressed by
something stationary and heavy

Greater inhibition

jaws

Mouth

Nutrition

to overstep

Large excess, strangeness not
necessarily unfavourable

Greater top-heaviness

The edge of the ravine, danger

Flowing motion

8^
LS

:ki^ Ta Kuo

28.
n

29.

8-8

o

Year's turning-point

s

^^K'an

pit

8-8

and the reaction to it; below, the

31.

^ILi

separate, apart

^ Hsien

all

S

M
88

The meshes of a net, catching
adherence of fire and light
Mutual influence, interweaving,
wooing

o

Deflagration, adherence
Reaction

y

g H6ng

constant

Perseverance

Duration

33.

y

m T'un

to hide oneself, conceal

Withdrawal, retreat

Regression

34.

y

great strength

Great strength

Great power

35.

II

to rise, advance

Advance in feudal rank

Rapid advance

^ Chin

g.
3*
B'

32.

Ta Chuang

f
p

torrent of water
30.

CO

o

3

return

^Fu

24.

O

g

Fig. 2. (Continued)
No.

36.

Hexagram
ss

sS

37.

38.

0
0

39.
40.

Name

mM Ming I

common lexicographical
meanings

intelligence repressed

concrete or social significance

Lack ofappreciation of the services

abstract significance
Darkening, extinction of light

of a good official

family people

Members of a family or household

Relation

^ K'uei

separated

Division and alienation

Opposition

^ Chien

lame

Lameness, inhibition

Retardation

^ Chieh

dissection, analysis

Unravelling

Disaggregation, liberation

Sun

spoil, hurt, subtract

Removal of excess, payment of

Diminution

Chia Fen

n

41.

Ej

taxes

42.

benefit

Increase of resources, addition

Increase, addition

fork, settled, decision

Breakthrough, release of strain

Eruption

^Kou

copulation

Advance to casual encounter,

Reaction, fusion

^ Ts'ui

thicket, congregate

Process of collection, consolida

Condensation, conglomeration

to rise

tion of people around a good ruler
Career of a good official

Ascent

surrounded, distressed

Straitened, distress, bewilderment

Enclosure, exhaustion

u

113
o

43.

M

44.

=

Kuai

S

sns

45.
46.

B

y

meeting, intercourse

^ Sh6ng
® K'un

47.
=-=

o

48.

£5

# Ching

a well

Dependableness

Source

49.

g

^Ko

skins

Moulting of skins, hence change

Revolution

50.

M

iBf Ting

tripod cauldron

Nourishment(of talents).

Vessel

M Chen

quake, rock, thunder

Moving exciting power

Excitation

^K6n

limit

Stability, as of a mountain

i|[ Chien

gradually tinge

Slow and steady advance

Immobility, maintenance of
stationary position
Development, slow and steady

51.
u

52.

53.

§-5

crq

advance

w

Kuei Mei

54.

lit. returning, younger sister

Marriage

Union

Ss

55.

y

MF6ng

abundance (good harvest)

Prosperity

Lesser abundance

56.

sS

i^Lu

travel, travellers

Strangers, merchants

Wandering

H Sun

gentle

Penetration of wind

Mildness, penetration

S:Tui

exchange

Sea, pleasure

Serenity

^ Huan

broad, swelling, irregular

Dispersion, alienation from good

Dissolution

a»

0 Chieh

joints of bamboo

Regulated restriction

w

==

57.

M

58.

i

59.

==

TJl

S-5

Chung Fu

lit. central; confidence

Term, section, regular division,
regulation, meditation
Inmost sincerity, kingly sway

Hsiao Kuo

to overstep slightly

Small excess

Lesser top-heaviness

=-=

Chi Chi

lit. end; up to the mark

Consummation, perfect order

y

Wei Chi

lit. not quite; not quite up

Completion, successful
accomplishment
Position when all is not yet
completed nor successfully
accomplished

60.
==

61.

-

u

62.

H
tr

3
Truth

o

ss

63.

64.

to the mark

Disorder, potentially capable of
consummation, perfection, and
order

s

I%
p

a
O
cr
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in Chinese legend. One of the ways and means to achieve such a state was to

procure and eat an elixir of life. By the — 4th century such a concept has already
firmly established itself. Besides the emperor Ch'in Shih Huang-ti
we
read from the official dynastic histories the exploits of not a few Han emperors,

each regarding himself as worthy candidates to the rank of the immortals. The
end of the Han period became a land-mark in the development of Chinese alche
my, for it was then that the first book in the alchemical language was written.
This was the Chou I Ts'an-fung-ch'i
written in about the year +142 by
Wei Po-yang
Written in a beautiful but very obscure style the book has
given rise to a large number of later commentaries and interpretations, usually
Fig. 3. Different interpretations of the Trigrams.

the Trigrams

SJ

R

R

u

Tui

K'an

Chen

the 'Elements'

Metal

Water

Wood

Fire

Earth

Colours

White

Black

Blue

Red

Yellow

metallic
lead

lead ore

mercury

cinnabar

lungs

kidneys

liver

heart

Li

wai tan

(practical alchemy)
interpretation according
to TT/994
nei tan

(physiological alchemy)
interpretation according
to TT/991

TT refers to the book number in Wieger, L., Le Taoisme\ Bibliographic Generate, Hsienhsien,
1911.

m

Fig. 4. Diurnal heating process.
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with one commentator criticising its predecessors. Most of them, however, fall
within two main schools, the wai tan
or school of practical or operative
alchemy and the nei tan
or school of physiological alchemy. Wei Po-yang
makes use of the system of the Book of Changes freely to explain his process.
Fig. 3 shows how some of the Trigrams used by him are interpreted by two dif
ferent commentators of these schools. According to an operative alchemist the
trigram Tui could refer to metallic lead, K'an lead ore, Chen mercury and Li
cinnabar. In another commentary Ch'ien refers to the stove and K!un the reaction-vessel. I shall now proceed to demonstrate how the Hexagrams and the
Trigrams are used by Wei Po-yang in two rather obscure passages to explain the
process of heating and cooling. Let us take a look at a translation of one of
these passages as shown in Fig. 4, which was rendered by Wu Lu-ch'iang and
Tenney L. Davis in 1932 as below.
At the first double-hour of the day, which corresponds to the
Fu
[Fu] Hexagram, the Yang ch'i (positive ether) begins to operate
and at once appears to be slightly strong. At this time when the
Tzu
Huang-chung coincides with the ordinal [Tzu] a flourishing be

Lin

Ch'ou

Yin
Ta Chuang

ginning is promised. Let there be warmness and all will be well.
When the furnace [is working with] sticks, room is made for
the propagation of light. With the increase in brilliance the day
becomes longer. This corresponds to the ordinal [Ch'ou] and to
the Ta-lii. Appropriateness is now realised.
Face upward to attain the [T'ai] (greatness). Hardness and
softness both come to have sway. Yin and Yang (negativeness
and positiveness) are in contact with one another. Undesirable
things give place to desirable ones. Activities centre at this, the
ordinal of[Yin] when fortune is at its high tide.
Gradually the rule of the[Ta Chuang](great brave)Hexagram

is passed. This corresponds to the Chia-chung and the ordinal
Mao

Kuai
(Ch'6n)
Ch'ien
Ssu

Kou

[Mao]. The elm seeds fall, returning to their origin. Just as
punishment and forgiveness are opposite to one another, even so
is the day distinguished from the night.
At the [Kuai] Hexagram when the Yin (negativeness) beats
its retreat, the Yang (positiveness) rises forth, washing its feathers
[to rid them of] accumulated dust.
The strong light of the powerful [Ch'ien](male, positiveness)
covers the neighbourhood on all sides. The rule of Yang comes
to an end at the ordinal [Ssu], which occupies a central position
with good connections.
A new period begins with the [Kou] Hexagram. As this is
the transition to coldness, it should be faced with perfect calmness.
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It is now the ordinal[Wu]corresponding to the Sui-pin. Yin has
come to be the mistress.

Tun
(Wei)

P'i
(Shen)

When the [Tun] Hexagram is here, retirement is in order.
With the retirement the unusual powers go into hiding, waiting
to reappear at the propitious time.
The [P'i] Hexagram brings with it an unpropitious time, when
Yin [gathers power] at the expense of Yang and vegetation grows
no more.

Kuan
(Yu)

Po (Hsii)

K'un

(Hai)

At the [Kuan] Hexagram the powers and capacities of things
are observed. In [mid-autumn] different things happens to the
plants. Some plants ripen their flowers into fruits and seeds so
as to enable the aged and decaying to flourish anew. Wheat and
shepherd's-purse bud forth to thrive.
And then comes the [Po] Hexagram. [The body is torn to
pieces so that the form is no more]. For, as the ch'i (ethereal
essence) of transformation is exhausted, the divinest is lost.
When the limit of the Tao (Way) is reached, a return to the
primordial [K'un] (negativeness) is made. The lay of the land
should always be given due consideration and the sky should be
obeyed. The mystically obscure and distinctly indistinct are
[separated] yet related. To propagate according to the proper
measures is the foundation of Yin and Yang. Everything is ob
scure and unknowable. Although at a loss at first, it finally be
comes the ruler.

Without the valley there will be no hill. This is in the nature
of the Tao (Way). Similarly there exists a contrast between rise
and fall, and between growth and degeneration. The K'un Hexa
gram marks the end and the Fu hexagram marks the beginning:
like a cycle they go. Throughout and forever the monarch lives
to rule.

It is extremely difficult to understand what the author Wei Po-yang had in
mind from the translation, and indeed one cannot help agreeing with one of the
statements in this text that 'everything is obscure and unknowable'. Let us now
look again at the original Chinese text. It is possible to guess what Wei Poyang was trying to explain without having to go into the philological aspect of
the text or to provide a translation. This passage is taken from a text with a
commentary written in +1197 by the Sung neo-Confucianist scholar Chu Hsi

for the reason that this is the only version that illustrates the Hexagrams,
although we can note immediately that its first Hexagram is wrongly printed.
Altogether 12 Hexagrams are used, and associated to each is an ordinal (ti chih
:Nfe^). This is not very clear at first sight, but we shall soon see that 6 of them
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are concealed in the text itself by the author in the form of puns or cryptograms.
Let us now examine how these 12 Hexagrams were selected and also the particular
ordinal attached to each of them.

The first Hexagram in the list is Fu U and the ordinal that goes with it is
Tzu

which is the double-hour 23.00 hr to 01.00 hr. The second Hexagram

Lin y goes with Ch'ou i(01.00 to 03.00 hrs); Tai y with the ordinal Yin ^
(03.00 to 05.00hrs); Ta Chuang^y^'iih Mao (05.00 to 07.00hrs). The next
hexagram is Kuai s, but the ordinal associated with it is not clearly indicated
in the text—instead it is concealed in the right-hand-side of the word chen Jg,
which Wu & Davis render as Ho rid them of. This ordinal is Ch'en Jg (07.00
to 09.00 hrs). The next Hexagram Ch'ien g has with it the ordinal Ssu E(09.00
to 11.00 hrs), and then Kou a has with it Wu ^(11.00 to 13.00 hrs). After this

things become a little more complicated, as the ordinals are either concealed or
described in rather obscure terms.

The ordinal that goes with the Hexagram Tun5is Wei^(13.00 to 15.00 hrs),
but this is hidden in the right-hand-side of the word 'mei ft', meaning 'obscure
or dark'. The Hexagram P'zMgoes with the ordinal Shen (15.00 to 17.00hrs),
which is hidden in the right-hand-side of the word sh6n #,which the translators
renders as 'gather power'. Next comes the Hexagram Kuan , with its corre
sponding ordinal indicated only by the words 'mid autumn'. From the Huainan-Tzu

book we find a statement to the effect that 'in the month of mid-

autumn the stars of the constellation Chao-yao
point towards the direction
Yu M'. Hence the ordinal indicated here is Yu (17.00 to 19.00 hrs). For the

Hexagram Pa|1 its ordinal Hsu^is to be found in the word'mieh g'(to destroy),
and explained by the pun 'the body is torn to pieces so that the form is no more'.
After removing the 'water radical ^'and the word 'huo jk'(fire) from this word,
we obtain the ordinal Hsu (19.00 to 21.00 hrs). Lastly, the ordinal that goes

with the Hexagram K'unW can be found right inside the word 'ai M', which
means 'to obstruct' or 'to shut out', and which is rendered by the translators
here as 'separated'. We can see the word Hai%(21.00 to 23.00 hrs) enclosed
by the 'door radical PTThe whole passage that we have here is meant to describe the cyclical heating
and cooling of the alchemical substances, which were probably gold amalgam,
if not lead amalgam or mercuric sulphide. Wei Po-yang has chosen these par
ticular 12 Hexagrams out of the 64 of them such that the first of these, i,e. Fu
begins with one single full line of Yang — counting upwards from the bottom.
This marks the beginning of the firing process, starting with a gentle fire, at the
Tzu double-hour, i.e. from 23.00 to 01.00 hrs. The full line Yang is added one
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Fig. 5. Monthly heating cycle.

at a time to explain the gradual increase of the fire, to form the next four Hexa
grams until Ch'ien is reached at the double-hour Ssu (09.00 to 11.00 hrs), when
the fire is at its maximum intensity. The single broken line Yin — in the next
Hexagram Kou shows that the fire is to be decreased from midday, and each ad
ditional broken line Yin tells us that the cooling is to be carried out gradually
until finally there is complete cooling at the Hai double-hour(19.00 to 21.00 hrs)
as shown by the six broken lines in the Hexagram K'un,
The system of the Book of Changes is also employed by Wei Po-yang to ex
plain the monthly cycle of heating and cooling [See Fig. 5]. Here he uses six
of the eight Trigrams, namely Chen, Tui, Ch'ien, Sun, Ken, and K'un to explain
the state of firing on the 3rd, 8th, 15th, 16th, 23rd, and the 30th day of the
lunar month. These six Trigrams are shown below:
Chen

Tui

Ch'ien

Sun

Ken

K'un

It is obvious that these Trigrams indicate the gradual increase of firing from the
3rd to the 15th day, and gradual cooling from the 16th to the 30th day. Of
course the description in the text itself is not so obvious, and Chu Hsi illustrates
the Trigrams with Hexagrams.
The use of the system of the Book of Changes has contributed directly to the
obscurity of the text of the Ts'an-fung-ch'i, One is reminded of a statement
made by the author Wei Po-yang himself that 'a thousand readings will bring
out some points, and ten thousand perusals will enable him to see. At last
revelation will come to bring him enlightenment.' Indeed, believing himself to
have already attained enlightenment, each one of the host of commentators of
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this book has set himself about to write criticising his predecessors for not un
derstanding the real meaning of the text!
The +4th century saw the beginning of the golden age of Chinese alchemy,
which lasted some five hundred years until the end of the +8th century. This
began with Ko Hung
the author of the Pao-p'u-tzu neip'ien
which,
in contrast with the Ts'an-fung-ch'i, was written in a lucid style. Ko Hung made
no attempt to hide his descriptions on alchemical procedures under the cloak of
the system of the Book of Changes, in spite of the fact that he has demonstrated
his skill in the use of this system in his defense of a cosmological theory. Ko
Hung was followed by a number of other great alchemists such as Su Yiian-ming
T'ao Hung-ching
Sun Ssu-mo
and Meng Shen
There
appeared to be a general trend to write in a clear and simple style. Su Yiianming for example even went as far as to explain the synonyms and the so-called
'hidden names' used by the other alchemists. The absence of the use of the
system of the Book of Changes is also significant among the writings of these
alchemists. Sun Ssu-mo, for example, used the Trigrams Li ss and Tui s£ only
in a rare occasion to denote two alchemical substances. These, according to
some commentators of the Ts'an-fung-ch'i could refer to cinnabar and metallic

lead, but Nathan Sivin has recently shown that they probably meant cinnabar
and white lead in Sun Ssu-mo's alchemical text.

From the writings of Su Yiian-ming and Sun Ssu-mo we can find that many
of their elixirs were highly poisonous, contain mercury, lead, arsenic and other
minerals. A clear case of elixir poisoning is that of the Chin emperor Ai Ti
(reign +362 to +365), who, as a result of his effort to avoid growing old, died
at his very prime aged only 25. Among the T'ang emperors in the +9th century,
as another example, we can easily count no less than five emperors, namely
Hsien Tsung
(reign +806 to +820), MuTsungS^(reign +821 to +824),
Ching Tsung
(reign +825 to +826), Wu Tsung
(reign +841 to +846),
and Hsiian Tsung
(reign +847 to +859), who fell victim, one after another,
to the elixirs they took. Many alchemists themselves must have also fallen
martyr to their own beliefs. The same fate was shared by some of the aspirants
to immortality among the officials, the scholars and the wealthy.
There seems to be a general trend in alchemical writings since the +9th
century to change from originality to compilation, from clarity in style to ob
scurity and from the emphasis on wai tan i.e, practical alchemy, to nei tan, i.e.
physiological meditational alchemy, whereby longevity was supposed to be at
tainable through meditation and proper control of respiration. Here we can only
take up the problem of obscurity in style, and once again we see that the system
of the Book of Changes comes into play. First, the Ts'an-fung-ch'i regained
popularity and it was followed by a long series of commentaries since the Wu
Tai period in the + 10th century. Other original writings tried to match them
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Fig. 6. An obscure passage in a Taoist alchemical text.

in obscurity. A good example is furnished by the last paragraph in the Ta huan
tan chao chien

(Reflection on the Great Cyclically-Transformed Elixir),

written by an anonymous author in the year +962. This is shown in Fig. 6.
It says:

Lead is lead, mercury is mercury. Only these two (substances) are lead
and mercury. The Dragon is the Dragon, the Tiger is the Tiger, and only
these two share the same ancestors. If one can understand this(one can next
consider) the positions of the trigrams K'an and Li, Under the position of
Li is found yellow earth, from which comes forth the yellow sprout that
bears the golden flower. When the golden flower is formed beneath it con
geals the purple essence. When the golden flower comes into being the white
metal is formed below it. The white metal sinks, while the yellow metal
floats. The part which sinks is taken as the concentrated elixir portion,
(but) a search has to be made for the red marrow. After mixing they have
to be sown. There is proper time for sowing and for reaping. Muscles
are changed and bones are added so that one lives as long as the heavenly
and earthly immortals. Do not think of transmuting lead, iron and frag
ments of broken tiles. One, Two, Three, Four, and Five: Water, Fire,

Wood, Metal and Earth. To understand just this one secret instruction is
the way to achieve immortality.
After the Ts'an-t'ung-ch'i the most influential Taoist book bordering on
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alchemy since the Sung period is the Wu chen p'ien'tSMM (Poetical Essays on the
Understanding of the Truth), written in the +llth century by Chang Po-tuan
We can see that the author made use of the system ofthe Book of Changes
in the following passage so that it is not easy to decide whether he was actually
writing about alchemy or something else. He says: [see Fig. 7].
The sun occupying the position of the (trigram) Li turns over to become
female. The (trigram)iCa/i when paired with the moon becomes male. One
who does not appreciate the meaning of this inversion (principle) ought not
boast about with his shallow knowledge.
After Chinese alchemy had seen its heyday by the +9th century it continued
to flourish for about another five centuries. With the fall of the Chinese empire
into the hands of the Mongols in the +13th century alchemy began to lose

popularity together with Taoism. Many alchemical writings were destroyed
along with other Taoist texts when the Mongol emperors ordered that to be set
on fire after the Taoists were defeated by the Buddhists in open disputes in the
imperial court. Chinese alchemy soon fell into a state of decline, from which

Fig. 7. A passage from the Wu Chenpien.

Fig. 8. A passage from the late +16th-century
alchemical text Huang pal ching.
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it has never recovered. During the Ming dynasty (+1368 to +1644) there was
some revival of interest in alchemy, and we know that one of the emperors, Shih
Tsung
(reign +1522 to +1566)even ventured to take some elixirs prepared
for him by an alchemist-physician named Wang Chin 3E^ and became seriously
ill. However, alchemy was already caught in the doldrums ofthe general decline
of indigenous science in China. Not a single alchemical text of any significance
was produced in the Ming period, with most of the writers regressing to the
+2nd century, still arguing among themselves as to the exact meaning of the
Ts'an-fung'Ch^i if not debating about Chang Po-tuan's Wu-chen-p'ien. An ex
ample taken from the well-known so-called alchemical text ofthat period, namely
the Huang-pai-ching SSM (Mirror on Alchemy), written by Li Wen-chu
in +1598, once again shows how much the system of the Book of Changes has
contributed to the obscurity of the text. The passage reads [See Fig. 8]:
14. {The Mirror) reflecting on the real Yang and the real Yin {hsuan p'in
The two things real Yang and real Yin occupy the main seats of heaven
and earth and hide within the middle lines of the K!an and Li (Trigrams).
The line in the middle of the K'an (trigram) g-s is an odd line, which is the
Earth (Element) of the (cyclical number) wu iZ, the metal lead, the male
Yang, and the real father. Hence it is said: "The K'an (trigram)'s (cyclical
number) wu, being the male Earth (Element) is the father of the Metal
(Element). The even line in the middle of the Li (trigram) m is the Earth
(Element) of the (cyclical number chi B), mercury of the wood (Element),
the female Yin, and the real mother. Hence the saying: "The Li (tri
gram)'s (cyclical number) chi, being the female wood (Element) and mer
cury, is the mother".
We do not know whether the author was writing about alchemy or some
thing else. But if he was talking about the amalgamation of lead then he had
gone backward by more than 1400 years in the progress of Chinese alchemy.
We thus found the Chinese alchemists too much engrossed in and diverted by
the system of the Book of Changes, The same can be said of those of many other
branches of Chinese indigenous science. If they were fully satisfied with an
explanation they could find from the system of the Book of Changes they would
not go further to look for mathematical formulations and experimental verifi
cations in their scientific studies. Looking at the system of the Book of Changes
in this light, one may regard it as one of the inhibiting factors in the development
of scientific ideas in China.

In recent time there has been some revival of interest in the system of the
Book of Changes, stimulated by the attention paid by Leibniz to this system and
to the modern applications of the binary notation. Let us take a few examples
as a matter of interest to see how the system still has its appeal.
If we represent the Yin - - symbol by x and the Yang — symbol by y then
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the 64 Hexagrams will yield the result
X®, 6x®y, 15xy, 20xy, 15xy, 6x/,/ which is the sum of x and y raised
to the power of 6, i,e, (x + yf.

Again if we replace the eight Trigrams by the letters a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and
A, then the 64 Hexagrams can be produced by taking these eight letters two at
time. We shall find that these 64 Hexagrams give the square of the sum of the
polynomial, i,e, {a+ b + c + d+e-\-f-^g + hf.
If we look back into Fig. 1 we shall notice that the Trigrams are also classified
according to their 'sex'. Ch'ien consisting of 3 Yang lines is male, K'un with 3
Yin lines is female. However the next Trigram Chen is classified male although
it has two Yin lines and one
lines, and this applies again to the next Trigram
K!an, This is an analogy with what we have in modern genetics in what the
biologists call the recessive and dominant factor in a genotype.
All these sound rather fascinating. But not a few among the Chinese literati
regard the Book of Changes as something which would not only affect human
destiny but also solve the riddles of the universe. From a sentence in its socalled 'Appended Judgement' {hsi tz'u
which says: 'When it is stationary
the Ch'ien Hexagram does it with one mind, and when it moves it keeps straight'
some claim that the Book of Changes anticipated Newton's 1st law of motion.
Some even believe that the idea of the mass-energy equivalence of Einstein and
his unified field theory already occurred in the mind of the originator of the Book
of Changes, for in this system all the Hexagrams can be unified into the eight
Trigrams, which can be explained in terms of the two signs Yin and Yang, and
which can go back to the so-called 'Supreme Pole' {t'ai chi
the source of
all things. The important difference between the present and the past is that
those absorbed in the system of the Book of Changes are seldom the scientists
themselves, although it may be regarded by scientists as a hobby. Hence the
system can no longer play a part as an inhibiting factor to the progress of modern
science among the Chinese people.
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"Word" is used for a natural word.
"Term" is a word used as a classification.

"Key-word" is a word used as a term of the thesaurus for indexing.
n. General Principles

When Key-words are arranged and packetted in a classification system,
resemblant or roughly similar words appear together, thus permiting the use of
a hierarchical order in the classification of cross references in a thesaurus.

A

multi-dimensional classification system is one in which a certain Key-word
occurs in various classifications. One merit of using a multi-dimensional classi
fication system in compiling a thesaurus is that it enables one to link coupling
facets of Key-words in independent fields such as science, industry, policy and
economy. On the other hand, a catch word index, a Key-word list arranged
in the order of the Japanese syllabary, results in sets of words of similar pronounciation, such as "industrial educations" and "industrial psychology." These
sets permit a convenient check of related terms. In compiling the thesaurus of
history and technology in Japan, we used a combination of the multi-dimen
sional classification and the catch-word index. In choosing the format of the
thesaurus, we adopted the "Cross Index" style used by the publishers of Biological
Abstracts, since it is most suitable for an index which is printed and bound as
a book. Index numbers of Key-words are printed within the Key-word list in
the order of Japanese syllabary.
ni. Special Characteristics of a Thesaurus of Historical Documents

Although the thesaurus has often been used in assenbling information in
the fields of science, technology, management and economy, no previous at
tempt has been made, to the best of our knowledge, to prepare a thesaurus of
historical documents.

Let us consider some characteristics of historical docu

ments. Historical documents are similar to the experimental or the observable
data used in pure sciences. They differ from scientific papers or news items.
In that the data which they contain must be processed before it yields useful
information.

The characteristics of the historical documents include:

(1) The contents of documents are limited to special events or special
circumstances in particular areas and, therefore, they have no uni
versal validity.
(2) As each document is independent and isolated from other documents,
one document cannot be used in place of another. This characteristic
rejects the making of abstracts of historical documents.
(3) Some historical documents are valuable not because of their contents

but because of the circumstances under which they were made or the
influences they exerted on society.
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(4) Documents relating to any social problems may be historical docu

ments of science and technology.
(5) The form, style, language and other bibliographical data of documents
Table 1.

(1) Number of pages does not include preface pages etc. because irrelevant for select a
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may be important to historians, as for example, the first editions of
text books in national languages or architectural illustrations.
These characteristics of historical documents have a bearing on thesauri as
follows:

(A) Proper nouns such as names of persons, institutes, universities, com
panies, congresses, acts, and treaties are necessary Key-words.
(B) Famous notorious events, e.g., large earthquakes and great fires, or
social tendencies, e.g.,'Tax Britannica," are important Key-words.
(C) Chronological and geographical data are necessary.
(D) The form or style of documents, e.g. language, style of printing, are
relevant in many documents such as diaries, essays, autobiographies,
official documents, statistical data, graphs, maps, pictures, and
blueprints.
(E) Terms in all fields are necessary because the various fields in which
historical documents are related to developments in science and tech
nology are unlimited.
ly. On Taikei and Indexing Numbers

"Taikei" consists of 25 volumes of source materials in the history ofJapanese
Table 2. No. of documents per chapter in 21 volumes.
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science and technology during the last 100 years. Each volume consists of min.
9, max. 19, average 12.7 chapters, and contains min. 130, max. 288, average
178 selected documents. The total number of documents is 4,451 and the aver

age number of documents per chapter is 14.1 (A-value documents in Table 1).
Each document has a document number which refers to be a chapter and
to the order within each chapter, for example, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6. Some document
numbers are divided further, as 5-4A, 5-4B and so on. When we count docu

ments, taking into account these subdivisions, they total 5450 (min. 149, max.
349, average 218 documents per volume, 15.4 documents per chapter).
When these document numbers are used in the Cross Index, the numbers

ending with 1 (for example 3-1, 5-11, 6-21) are nearly double (1,93 times) of
those ending with 0 (2-10, 3-20, 6-30) (in Table 2a-b, Fig. 1), the length of
the column ending with 1 needs twice that of the column ending with 0. There
fore, another serial, "indexing number," is used instead of the document number
to refer to each B-value document. Thus, "Vol. 1 document 1-1" is indicated
as "1001," and "Vol. 19. document 2-14C" is "6037."
V. Index of 25 Volumes and Key-Words

Generally, in preparing a thesaurus, analysis of all documents is seldom
achieved since, in many cases, the number of documents to be analysed in
creases with time, resulting in a large accumulation in future. Thus, usually,
one prepares a thesaurus with old documents supplementing it with new terms
later. In our case, however, all documents for analysis have either been printed
or are being prepared for printing. Therefore there will be no future accumu
lation of documents. Moreover, there will be no opportunity to maintain the
thesaurus after publication. In addition, no arbitrary or random characteristic.
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which would indicate statistically currents and trends of history, can be ascer
tained from Taikei since it was compiled from selected or typical documents

only. Therefore, the method of sample analyses of documents was hardly ap
propriated. This pointed to the need to analyse all documents, a task requiring
the investigation of 14,088 pages of documents. Therefore, we considered using
the index included at the end of every volume as a rough indication of the con
tent of the documents in the volume. The number of terms appearing in each
index is given in Table 1.
Each index contains min. 533, max. 1834 average 1,290 words. These are

regarded as valuable guides in compiling the thesaurus owing to the following
factors:

(1) Words given in the index at the end of every volume are natural
words.

(2) It is certain that those words exist in some parts of the volume.
(3) It is supposed the editors of each volume thought those words some
what important.

(4) As every volume has an index at the end, we can see which words are
important in the 25 volumes as a whole without twice analysing the
documents.

(5) Each Index has deviation and bias of picking up words, but we can
cancel such deviation by amassing the words of the 25 indices, since
the diviation or absence of common words of a certain volume may
be corrected by other volumes. If words are not supplied, their ab
sence justly indicates the lack of documents in a particular field. It
is unnecessary to supply such words in our work.
VI. Index of Every Volume

The index at the end of every volume contains min. 533, max. 1,834,
Table 3. List of frequency of terms used in index
attached to end of Volume 1.

No. of pages corresponding

No. of index words

to each index words

(B)

(A)
I
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average 1,290 words, the total for the 25 volumes is 32,243 words. This means
that 5.92 words have been extracted from a B-value document or 2.28 words

from a page. But some words in an index may correspond to several pages, so
we have defined the frequence of words in the index of Volume 1 as referring
to the number of pages in which the words occur (see Table 3). By this count,
a word is extracted from 1.26 places. Therefore, the number of words extracted
from all 25 volumes is 40,500, or 2.88 words per page, 7.45 words per docu
ment. We concluded that the words of these indices have suitable depth as
resources of Key-words.
Vn.

Names of Persons

The words of indices at the end of every volume were written on cards and
then the cards were classified. In classifying the cards, all cards of personal
names were first extracted. The number of personal names in an index is min.
116, max. 681 and total 8,655; amongst these, the number of foreign names is
min. 0, max. 461, average 63.4 and total 1,584. At first, terms were selected
from personal names according to frequency,^ resulting in 824 names. By
adding names of persons who appear more than once as writers of documents,
a total of 1,137 names were obtained as Key-words.
ym. Analysis of Words in Indices and Extraction of Key-Words
The total number of words in the index of all volumes is 32,243.

After

extracting the 8,655 personal names, 23,588 words relating to subjects remained.
These were classified and necessary terms were extracted.
The thesaurus was compiled in the following five stages.

Stage 1
Stage 2

Rough sorting of cards in several (first 10 and finally 40)fields.
Detailed re-sorting of Stage 1 cards by dividing each field into
from 10 to 40 groups (a group contains from 10 to 40 words).

Stage 3

Writing up words on cards in a group.

Stage 4

Picking up or extracting important words from written up words.

Stage 5 Preparation of the thesaurus.
5A Making small hierarchical term lists with words extracted from
several groups.

5B Sorting the term lists into seven major fields, z.^.. Research and
Science; Technology and Industry; Policy and Economy; Social
and Labour Problems; Life-Medical and Educational Problems;

Philosophy, Religion and Fine Arts; and Unusual Events.
5C Fusing small classifications into one field.
1 T. Tomita and K. Hattori "History of Science Society (ed.): Nihon Kagaku-Gijutsu-shi
Taikei (History of Science and Technology in Japan), 25 Vols., 1864-1970." (Japanese Studies
in the History of Science No. 9, 1970).
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5D Fusing all classifications into the seven fields, making uniform
different words of similar meanings and giving them cross
references.

5E Editing a term list in the order of the Japanese syllabary.
Attention was also paid to following four points.
(1) When we sorted cards in Stage 1, we took vertically crossing divisions
of fields, in contrast to the divisions of the 25 volumes. We also

took various vertically crossing facets in classifying words during the
assortments.

(2) Currents or trends of developments of society, /.e., historical trends,
are often changed by unpredicted or accidental events, such as wars,
revolutions, earthquakes, typhoons and floods, and epidemic diseases.
In China and Korea, historians paid attention to such unusual events as
premonitory symptoms of social perplexity. Therefore as will as myths
we devised a special facet entitled "Unusual events and phenomena."
(3) Many kinds of proper nouns are necessary. Besides personal names,
we took the following proper nouns as facets: academic societies, re
search institutes, research organizations, international organizations,
congresses, governmental organizations, companies, societies, labour
unions, acts, treaties, objects of policies and social movements, social
tendencies, universities, schools, libraries, museums, hospitals, im
portant edifices, journals and newspapers.
(4) To construct the thesaurus, we combined different facet to construct
a field or group, for instance, for the classification of contents of re
searches, we combined the three facets "branches of learning," "con
cepts and objects of research," and "experimental techniques."
Further, our thesaurus has the following distinctive points:
(5) One part of the classification system was based on names of places such
as continents, oceans, seas, countries, prefectures, important cities,
mountains, rivers and lakes. Since borders of nations change because
of war, we used the borders of 1940 as indicators of Key-words.
(6) In chronological data, we took three different sets of Key-words: Key
words indicating era, those indicating each year since 1800 A.D. and
those indicating five-year intervals.
(7) We prepared a facet for styles or kinds of documents. Key-words
of the facet are also included in other facets, for instance, "ab

stracts of papers" is also classified under "tools of sciences" and
"publications."
IX.

Structure of the Thesaurus

Finally, we obtained three term-lists: a classified Key-word list, a Key-word
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list in the order of the Japanese syllabary and a list of personal names in the
order of the Japanese syllabary.
The classified Key-word list consists of general terms classified into the
aforesaid seven fields; place names grouped in classifications such as seas, coun
tries, prefectures,important cities, mountains,lakes,and rivers: and chronological
divisions, such as eras, five-year intervals and individual years. Key-words are
grouped and serial numbers are given to each Key-word to indicate addresses
in the classification. Similar numbers are also given to Key-words in the list
following the order of the Japanese syllabary. Therefore, a Key-word in order
of Japanese syllabary produces a kind of cross reference by relating different
Key-words from the classification systems. As some of Key-words appear at
several different places in the classified list, we can make multiple relations
between Key-words in different classifications.
A part of classified list is shown in Fig. 9-1, and a list following the order
of Japanese syllabary in Fig. 9-2.
In the right columns of both lists are Key-word numbers for input into the
computor.

As the Key-words consist not of sentences, but of single or compound
nouns, hierarchical relations between words are not strictly logical. An item
in a hierarchy is not a word including all terms, but a noteworthy or repre
sentative word. Sometimes we took plural terms as headings of groups or
items.

Terms having hierarchical relations are regarded as Broader Terms or
Narrower Terms, and terms of same rank are regarded as Related Terms.
The serial numbers indicating adresses in the classification have no func
tion except that of indexing Key-words. After finding a Key-word in the list
in the order of the Japanese syllabary, it is easy to look for the word in the
classified list with the aid of the serial numbers, (regional numbers of classifi
cation in Fig. 9)
The following symbols are used as cross references.
See.
i=>

^

See also.

Used for.
Cross both words.

( ) Words not used as headings of the index.
Symbols are used, for example, as follows:
(1) Rivers («=>ig3 800)[800 is the address of names of places.]
(2) (Electric irrigations Electricity ^ Irrigations).
Among the symbols, we think "Cross both words" is unique and very useful
in the deletion of rarely used words. The symbol( ) is sometimes used with

"See," and plural terms of similar meanings, for example, "phonographs" and
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"gramophones," "valves" and "vacuum tubes," can be reduced to single terms.
In the Key-word list which follows the order of the Japanese syllabary,
words of similar pronounciations are arranged together, thus giving "Related
Terms" of a different type.
Therefore, this thesaurus is very rich in associations of words, providing
hierarchical relations, terms of the same rank, cross reference symbols and lists
in the order of the Japanese syllabary. It contains 3,709 subject descriptors,
1,137 personal names, 200 chronological terms and a total of about 5,000 words.
X. Number of Pages of the Index

As printed matter, the index must be organized into a limited number of
pages. Each term of the index consists of the head line (Key-word) and 10
columns of Indexing Numbers. Indexing Numbers are divided into 10 groups
according to the final number and are arranged in corresponding columns. The
number of pages of the index is calculated as the product of the number of
Key-words and the average lines for a Key-word.
When an Indexing Number corresponds to a Key-word, a certain column
is filled with IN and we must take two lines for space of a Key-word including
a head line. When two IN correspond to a KW, excluding the head lines, we
found that in one case out of ten the end numbers of both IN are the same, for

example, 2301 and 3821; we take two lines in this one case and one line in
other nine cases. We get 1.1 lines on an average.

In the same way, we get average lines L{n)for a Key-word corresponding to
n INs as

L{n) =^
t (z-Lai
lO'^ L^n/10 \ Oi

loP.,i • aP.3
••
1 J

P.)^
J

where

^1

^2 "I" • * * "I"

^^

10 ^ ^1 ^ ^2 ^

^

1.0

0.5

bJO
O

0.25

0.2-

0.1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

n (No. of document)

Fig. 2. Presumed value of rj (average lines per document).
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Table 4. DN per Key-word and average lines per document.
n

No. of documents

37 {L{n)ln)(value measured)

37 (value presumed initially)

per Key-word
1

1.00

1.00

2

0.55

0.55

3

0.41

0.43

4

0.36

0.40

5

0.35

0.36

6

0.32

0.33

7

0.29

0.30

8

0.27

0.30

9

0.28

0.30

10

0.26

11

0.24

12

0.23

13

0.25

14

0.23

15

0.22

16

0.22

17

0.21

18

0.21

19

0.23

20

21 to

0.20
30

31 to 40
41 to

50

51 to 60
100 to 110

150 to 160

average 0.20
average 0.18
average 0.17
average 0.16
average 0.14
average 0.13

—

—0.28

—

—0.25

—

Since this equation is difficult to solve, we obtained an indicator rj of the

average density of printed space on a graph by calculating L(n) for the case of
« = 1 to 4, where

,= M
n

If 37 = 1, there is an IN in a line, i,e, only one-tenth of the space is printed.
If 37 = 0.1, there are 10 INs in a line, and the space is completely filled.
If w = 1, we get 37 = 1, but if /2 = 2, 37 = 0.55, therefore it is better to

delete the Key-word of 37 = 1 except for a few important descriptors. Thus
the smaller value of 37 will result in a denser print, and the cost of the index
will be reduced. We deleted Key-words of 37 = 1 to avoid blank spaces, except
when those words were personal names or descriptors of a unique meaning.
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Our estimation of 27 and its real value obtained by the index is shown in
Fig. 2, 3 and 7 and Table 4.
XI. System Design

In compiling this index we decided very early to use a computer-oriented
system of arranging the index file. In Dec. 1970, we chose a system known as
'
'Input—Computer—Monotype'' system.
According to this system, each document is first recorded in the computer
memory, then the computor arranges each document in a file-order. This file
is output not only on lineprinter in list form, but also on paper tape in punched
form together with type picking code for monotype setting. These elements are
described in detail below:

(1) Key-word coding and parity check
In general, it is very difficult to input a data such as Key-words
of this index which are written in Chinese characters.

To solve this

difficulty, we developed a process by which a Key-word written in
Chinese characters is converted to a number. For this, we developed
a parity-check to guard against errors in analyzing, punching and
handwriting. The parity check is achieved by writing the initial letter
of the Key-word expressed in the Hepburnian system of romanization. This (1) provides direct correlation between the Key-word and
KWN which indicates the full name of Key-word,(2)error input helps
to make more easily detectable (26 characters of the English language
as compared with 15 charactars in Japanese language and 0-9 nu
merical character). (3) When we check the alphabet of KWN with
the initial letter of Key-word, the computor will check other errors
in KWN (see Fig. 8). Regarding KW for Japanese names generally
the initial letter of the personal name appears more frequently than
that of the family name. So in the parity check we took the initial
letter of the first name as written in Roman Alphabet. For chrono
logical KW, the parity check code is the letter 'Z' in the case of a
year, the letter '7' in the case of year intervals.
(2) Compilation of dictionaries;
Two dictionaries used as a manual of computer input. One dic
tionary consists of KW terms arranged in the order of the Japanese
syllabary; the other consists of KW terms arranged as element: in a
facet or multi-dimensional classification.

These KW terms are used

to convert from KW to numerical bit when recording them in the
computor memory.

(3) Flowchart (at initial stage)
First, we designed our "Input—Computer—Monotype" system
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matching
mne

ctwnary

program (X)

error hst
IN-KW

KW-Japanese

syllabary dictionary

KW-IN
numberlist

rewrite

merge

sorting

order file

out-put

sylialary order

arranging program (10

(V)

vm.

list

program {Z)

convert

monotype

program

punching

•paper punched!
tape for monotype

program

(9 to 6 channel)

Fig. 4,

Initial flow chart.

as follows: (Fig. 4)
(i) program card I —»tape I and program card III -> tape III will
be the same. When an error occurs, error IN should not always
be deleted unless it does not exist in the list.

(ii) the following steps are designed to add IN omitted from KW
dictionary AT on to a card
TAPF

CARD^

V

^MERGE

TAPE YI

TAPE IV/

a: KW (m, m', m", • • •), stored in the computor memory moves to
or is duplicated on to KW («), and KW(m)to KW («i, 5?3,• • •)
b: To delete KW {m, m', m", • •
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In the above case (a)(6),(a) ith, (a)/ + 2th, • • • {a)i + yth
merge to (a)/th, and (^) i move to k as merging. In both cases
the same number is deleted through duplication. In addition, it
is necessary to devise a program which can merge 1111 to 1152,
for example, and a program which can merge (7-), (ct) and (/3).
(Hereafter KW move is defined as MOVE, KW delete as DELT,
and KW duplicate as DUPL)
(iii) Program (S) is needed when documents are to be retrieved from
the computer memories, as shown bellow,

U

^^KWg) n

(2
dn)
n(S
VkW^
/
\KWy

U

U DNjfWg • • •)• • •(Sj)

(Sg)

/

(4) Debug
There are two steps to produce a debug, that is:
VTTV

Kw/ MQVE\
^ DUPL
'
First Step

"

^

O'

/ MOVE y
^ DELT
'
Second Step

(5) Out-put tape and format for type setting.
The main aim of this system is to ensure that out-put is directly
converted to punched paper tape for use in monotype. In order to
achieve this aim, out-put must be punched in 6 channel paper tape
which codes two figures 00-99 depending on the type set box. As
KWN in the index consist of four figures, from 1000 to 9999, the type
setting code for our index requires a 20 code (10 10) to indicate
KWN.

(6) Flow chart in operation.
Final results of the compilation of the index by computor are

shown in Figure Fig. 5-1, 5-2. The program consists of five sub
programs named as SAKUIN 1-5, with 2,200 job-steps. Program lan
guage is COBOL, and the Computer used is TOSBAC 3400/41. Pro
gram documents are as follows,([ ]• • • indicates a sub-program):
(a) Compiling data for a KW dictionary.
(b) Arranging KW dictionary according to the classification list with
facets. [SAKUIN 1]

(c) Matching IN data (after IN modifier to up-date IN tape) with IN
classified dictionary. [SAKUIN 2]

(d) Printing out an error list, which appears as a date-sheet written
by manual, from the IN tape (Fig. 8).
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KW data

KW dictionary
SAKUIN 1

jKW dictionaryj(2)

KW dictionary^l

in Japanese syllatery

V

monotype

ykW dictionary 2
in KW order

, ..

.

KW dictionary (1)

tape

monotype

code program
SAKUIN 5

old
IN data

IN data

paper tape
8 channel

IN matching
SAKUIN 2

convert

IN

tape

error list

paper tape
6 channel

KW-IN
SAKUIN 3

|KW.IN\

I KW-IN list
IN no.-KW
list

IN in order

SAKUIN 4

mpnotype
tape

index list

Fig. 5-1. Final flow chart.

(e) Using on error list to modify IN data and merge to IN jfile.
(f) Matching modified IN tape with IN Japanese syllabic dictionary,

then outputting KW-IN list as an Index text. [SAKUIN 3] In
this case, IN-KW lists are numbered for statistical use.

(g) Arranging INs, of the KW order-IN type list in numerical order

[SAKUIN 4] whth this, the text index list is complete. Tape is
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control card

KW up-date

KW-IN

control card
list up

Fig. 5-2. Up-date file of KW-IN tape.

then used as a convert-tape for punching of monotype setting.
(h) By the code-convert sub-program [SAKUIN 5], the above tape
is converted to digital code for monotype.
(i) Finally, the tape out-puts in punch 6 bit code for monotype
from 8 bit tape(FACOM 230-50).
(j) In addition, a modifier (DUPLE, MOVE, DELET)is used as up
date KW-IN tape (shown in Fig. 5-2) and steps in the modifica
tion are inputed by a control card, to produce a new KW-IN tape.
Control card-lists are printed out when a modification appears.
Xn. Analyzing and Indexing of Historical Documents

(1) Analysers of documents

A large number of analysers were necessary to prepare an index as
Table 5. Consistency check on analysers.

Analyser

No. of correct KWs

Total No. of KW
selected from
4 documents

Statistical method

Complementary
method

A

40

20

25

B

35

17

21

C

33

22

17

D

32

18

19

E

41

16

15

F

33

20

18

G

36

21

19

H

27

17

16

I

45

22

20

J

30

17

17

K

21

16

15

L

25

16

18
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Table 6. Errors of analysers, output by computor.

^olume^^^

No. of errors per document
Total
1

1

3

2

5

3

12

4

12

5

17

6

6

7

9

8

12

2

3

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

9

1

8

11

16

1

12

6

2

13

12

14

24

15

12
—

17

3

18

28

19

11

20

18

21

16

22

28

23

12

24

17

25

18

3
—

10

16

3

1
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

3
—

3
—

2
—

3
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

9
5
12
12
19

6
9
12
3
8
18
10
12

29
12

0
3
34
11
24

16
32

12
23
21

comprehensive as ours. They had to be graduates of a college of tech
nology, thus having a basic knowledge of science and technology and
they should also be trained librarians, having some experience of in
dexing and classification. We decided to assign two volumes per
analyser.
(2) Consistency check of analysers
Since analysers have different backgrounds and experience, the
analysed results may differ widely. To guard against such differences
and to measure personal error we devised a consistency check for
all analysers.
(3) There are two methods of devising a consistency check. The first is
a statistical method, which examines the KWs selected when the

same document is distributed to all analysers. KWs selected by many
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o •— statistical method

A — complementary
method
30

1
20

10

30

20

40

50

Total KW number selected from 4 documents by each aiudyser

Fig. 6. Total correlation diagram of KW number and number of correct KW
selected by each analyser from 4 documents.

analysers are more valuable than those selected by few or by no ana
lysers. Those selected by few or no analysers are referred to as
"Noize."

Arranging the selected KWs in the order to frequency of selection we set a
boundary line at the KW where the summed frequency of the KW of the highest

frequency reaches half of the total. By this method, the range of high frequency
KWs is too broad. Therefore we need a more rigorous method of check
consistency.

5
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40

50

60

70

80

90

Numbers of documents (calculated by indexing number) correlated with key-words.

Fig. 7. Numbers of documents(calculated by indexing number)correlated with Key-words.

*ERROR*

♦DOCUMENT-CARD ERROR LIST*
S
1727-4702K4840K1097H2484H2885D2663H9931X

S

*

MULTIPLE D.N

1753
S

♦ERROR*

1754-3555G3552T4265T3909I3392S3397T3610Y2399T3554S6431S9923X

"1~ *

Indexing

S

1756-3552T3554S3909I2686T3585G3941H9925X
♦ERROR*
MULTIPLE D.N
MULTIPLE D.N

♦ERROR*
MULTIPLE D.N

number

*

1808
1904

1906-3262S3520S9903X2267T2284K2348J2225K2348J1528A2059T1753S2606B1679R1689A24477M
I

1 I

II

1

*

CO

O

H
o

1908-6040J1001K1326K3909I3514K9933X1310N

g

*

H
>

3

1910-2492D5636K3520S2494S2495K9936X3289T3909I
♦ERROR*

*

Kev-word

P

g.

code

3
♦ERROR*

o

c

1906
64

♦ERROR*

H

W

1911-2492D3520S5636K3305K9936X3289T3909I2586H3330G

P

N

73

♦ERROR*

2004-1378S3289T9937X9938X2026W2186K3721Y3720Y
*

w

73

►

2005-2870P3522S1378S2867S3110M9938X1741G
♦ERROR*

*

2006-1741G1378S2204H2870P9940X
*

73

2007-1741G1378S9938X2204H3418S
♦ERROR*
MULTIPLE D.N

*

2026

S

♦ERROR*

2038-3909I9941X1001K3289T1059K6266K
*

I
♦ERROR*

O
90

73

♦ERROR*

Mark of error

H

2052-3909K4857T2586H3287K9943X3677S2378G2597S1059K
*

Fig. 8. Error list output by computor.
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Regional number

Key-word code

of classification
217

itSS

.

111

2384S

111

■=^

111

mmmm
^mmm
(=>504, 509, 609)

111
218

i

^—

2386Y

2387K
2388K
2229S

218

MX

2389S
2390K

218
218

2385E

2388K

218

218

2383K

WM.mm

2391Y

218

2392M

218

2393S

218

2394R

218

2395T

218

mmmm

2396K

PIO^^

2398G

2397J

218
218

Fig. 9-1. List of classified Key-words.
Regional number
of classification

Key-word code

323

3483K

324

3514K

324

3513K

322

3400K

530
322

3445K

126

1315K

322

3444K

121

1157K

121

1170K

133

1370K

263

2875K

352

3767K

323
352

127

3488K

1327K

100
403

3930K

607

4665K

323

3477K

126

1311K

603

4632K

107
126

1312K

Fig. 9-2. List of Key-word in the order of the Japanese syllabary.

61

H
H
O

>

cs

8

p

g

o

o

$

H

IIretfAraW
IIerofeB
raW

are ohsiaT
are ijieM

Table 7.

Number of KW in each volume

Data from all 25 volumes of "Taikei".

are odE

lareneg ni
ygolonorhC
seman
lanosrep
ngieroF
seman

43.9

latoT
5450
668
699
3803
4042
3465
5187
14098
2139
655
6693
347
3712
1260
262
1252
1382
50897
age

lanosrep
esenapaJ

Aver

seman
hpargoeGlaci

190
912
227
470
1
7601-7790
634
62
55
37
25
35
4
7
69
0
87
1815
55.9
47
382
153
42
14
362
154
87
19
178
7401-7553
041
182
28
2
0
69.9
44
2512
149
165
1
38
0
32
075
12
85
4
87
5
7201-7349
8
18
3
59
2
8
0
16
37
16.11
1730
619
624
132
661
603
1
170
22
55
2
140
6901-7131
46
43
12
13
237
2
19.11
25
5725
344
1
677
243
17
8
75
4
12
19
6601-6843
11
331
61
58
82
55
37
57
6.98
1697
601
530
127
02
112
9
360
16
85
22
4
82
6301-6511
40
6
321
2
7
4561
43
98.7
319
97
19
042
471
689
6
08
1
8
2
6001-6240
158
11
33
90
14
48
17
43
1862
97.7
59
10
19
812
740
318
14
501
5701-5908
11
15
12
45
18
137
208
32
69
66
73.9
1942
317
652
192
190
324
153
41
17
113
287
572
5401-5675
92
32
132
52
103
97
6582
61
10.38
61
375
011
129
11
012
48
359
29
5201-5373
30
371
193
64
6
19
52
1
3
34
3491
32.11
39
978
15
491
5001-5194
66
37
69
9
51
121
175
7
62
25
34
23
35
1824
4
9.40
1941
6
349
471
178
37
0
5
41
4601-4949
04
151
17
34
14
312
85
562
87
801
6343
58.9
87
1105
41
13
4401-4598
198
63
61
1
672
49
27
15
103
2
63
34
5
95
1995
10.85
59
39
107
1223
263
91
21
42
205
57
4101-4363
654
37
6
98
5
32
15
3
1162
127
39.9
11
572
99
67
116
3801-4029
461
166
229
33
121
3
822
9
2
35
47
1909
60
12
112
43.8

stnevE

ahp&,otshog,luniohhitgP
is,ltyernoitacude

,enicideM
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&scimonoce
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&
s
c
i
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i
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o
P
er&utcyarftsuundanmI
ygolonhcet
& ecneicS

204
01
361
096
3501-3707
162
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112
207
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4
5
2
6
0
9
1
7
113
19.8
1844
9
035
138
129
89
35
3
361
37
205
1
201-3405
1335
67
277
101
0
18
560
16.7
135
210
227
885
9
133
259
1
63
489
8
72
901-3159
0
49
081
214
3625
9.12
99
490
11
34
69
311
302
7
152
47
213
17
227
31
235
701-2852
32
68
6971
53
11.86
142
47
217
6
164
423
187
642
2161
61
501-2687
82
69
12
48
13
1081
33
35
9.63
218
218
662
676
347
351
4
5
47
201-24187
4
16
8
1
0
7
1
2034
33.9
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14
149
155
397
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42
135
1
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3
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3
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7
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4
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0
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672
49
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217
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47
591
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80
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2
112
971
9.08
0
367
1
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260
135
37
001-1257
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405
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27
285
82
242
24
0
469
132
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1800 A.D

1850

1900

1950 ages

Fig. 10. Chronological distributions of materials in 25 volumes.

The second method, which is a complementary method, investigates how
many KWs selected by an analyser match the KWs we have already selected as
correct KWs for contents of the documents. Then we count matching KW
selected by each analyser.
We recognized that both statistic and complementary, counts are not based
on how many KW are selected by an analyser, but how many correct KWs are
matched according to their choice. The result of the counts are shown in
Table 5, 6.

There are some tendencies or characteristics of individual analysers which
affect the number of KW selected and the number of KW matched thus aflfecting
the total number of KW. This tendency is indicated in Fig. 6.
After the examination of the consistency check, we asked analysers to
analyse each of the volumes.
Xni.

Duration

The work of compiling, the thesaurus began on 9th October, 1968, and we
spent 3-4 hours of voluntary work in one evening each week, with 2-4 mem
bers attending a meeting.

It took nine evenings, a total 24 persons' evenings, for the work of stage 1,
and 56 persons' evenings for stage II.
In the Stage III, a member of a graduate course in librarian science listed
words for most ofthe cards, and his work amounted to about 58 persons'evenings.
It took 9 evenings and one day and night, a total of 30 persons' evenings,
for Stage IV; and 14 evenings and 3 days and nights, a total of 64 persons' eve
nings for Stage V.
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Key-words

Indexing Numbers
6463

7038

[322]
5441

5236 5237

[538]
1194 5025
5024

[341]
5593

6081 1712
6072

[227]
6077 6078 6149
6087 6088

1714
6204

[241]
6942
7212

7064 6945 6906 6997
6996

•

[256]
7213 6924 7205

1678
7218

(■=>171)

[513]

5230 5241 5232 1753

5244 5235

5290 5331 5332 5243 5294
5300

5344

5330

[217]
1011 4862

1335

4616 2907

2905

4656

2919

4837

^15^

4609

[505]
5260

5302

5344

5256

4778 5259

5300

5258

[706]
1370 1371 1372 1723 1724 1725 1726 1727 1368 1369
1450 1451 1452
4014 6205 7776 7717 1728 1449
6840 6841 5372
4024 7775
4019

[518]
7531

7775

7777

Fig. 11. Sample of Index.

From the Stage I to the Stage V the total was 232 persons' evenings, exeluding simple tasks such as rearranging words in the order of the Japanese
syllabary, making fair copies, and making duplicates. The classified Key-word
list was completed on 23rd January, 1971, and the Key-word list in Order of
Japanese syllabary was made by re-arranging terms of the classified list. We

had several meetings to explain and amend the Key-word list to analysers from
6th March, 1971.

When the analysers' work was completed, the data for indexing documents
were handed over to JUSE computor centre. The computer of TOSBAC 340041 ran for lOf hours and a monotype machine of DAI-ICHI-HOKI SHUPPAN
Co., Ltd. set up types for a week, nearly 60 hours.
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The number of pages of this index was 358, almost equal to the pages
estimated statistically in Fig. 2, 3 at the beginning of the computer in-put
stage (the difference is about 8%).
XTV.

Conclusion

We show the frequencies of Key-words in each volume. It does not indi
cate the distribution of analysers so much as the difference of documents con
tained in each volume (Table 7).
We express our thanks to Dr. Nakamura Hatsuo, professor of Keio-Gijuku
University; Mr. Yajima Keiji, of JUSE company, who assisted in programming
and running the electronic computer; Mr. Ishikawa Toru, DAI-ICHI-HOKI
SHUPPAN Co. Ltd. Publisher of ''Taikei;'' and the members who, under

difficulties, analysed the documents of the "Taikei,"
Resume
THESAURUS IN HISTORY OF SCIENCE

—Editing an index for Nihon Kagaku-gijutsu-shi Taikei
(History of Science and Technology of Japan)
using a computer—
A thesaurus of Nihon Kagaku-gijutsu-shi Taikei has been compiled for in
dexing historical documents of science and technology of Japan. Various fea
tures of the thesaurus were considered, and classification system involving facets
of personal names, events and chronological data was employed.
All documents of Taikei were analysed, and the data arranged according to
the requirements of the thesaurus.
Taikei includes 2,720 general Key-words and 1,064 personal names. The
computer program consisted of 2,200 steps in Cobol language and the computer
ran 10 hours and 40 minutes. A direct output was obtained from monotype
composition code input. It took two and a half years to complete the work.

Origin of the Experiment of Impact with Pendulums
Masahiko Yokoyama*

It is well known that Galileo's experiments on the pendulum resulted in
discoveries which played fundamental roles in the formation of classical me
chanics. Galileo discovered the isochronism of the pendulum, which he later
employed for the measurement of time; by comparing the oscillations of two
pendulums of the same length having bobs made of different matters, he also
established that the acceleration of falling bodies was always the same regardless
of their density, size and shape; finally from an experiment which showed that
the pendulum ascended to the same height as the starting point of descent, even
when a part of the thread of the pendulum was fixed by a protruding nail during
its oscillation, he inferred that the velocities acquired by falling bodies depend
only on the vertical height of their fall. It might well be said that the Galilean
mechanics would not have emerged without experiments on the pendulum. It
is therefore quite natural that the great significance of the experiment on the
pendulum for the Galilean mechanics has been repeatedly stressed and that the
historic origin of the experiment on the pendulum has been eagerly studied.
It seems, however, that the origin of the experiment of impact with pen
dulums has scarcely studied, though it also played an important role in the
formation of classical mechanics.^ The historical importance of this experiment
will easily be understood, if we consider that it was the only experiment in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that could produce an exact numerical
result, and that it finally settled the long controversy about the theory of impact
which had begun immediately after the publication of Descartes' Principia Philosophiae (1644).

Among the books of that time in which the experiment of impact with
pendulums is treated in some detail, Newton's Principia is best known. In the
scholium following the second preliminary section'Axioms, or Laws of Motion'
of the Principia, Newton describes an experiment with two pendulums to study

* Department of Physics, College of Science and Engineering, Nihon University, Kanda
Surugadai, Tokyo.
1 For example, R. Dugas makes any mention of the origin of the experiment of impact
with pendulums neither in his Histoire de la Mecanique, Neuchatel, 1950, nor in his JMjecanique
au XVIP Sidcle, Neuchatel, 1954.
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the law of impact.^ Let two spherical bodies A and B be suspended by parallel
and equal strings AC and BD from centers of oscillation Cand D (Fig. 1). The
arcs AE and BF are quadrants having their centers at C and D respectively.
The bodies A and B are brought to arbitrary positions H and /, then they are
released gently so that they may collide each other in the lowest position. After
impact the bodies A and B are supposed to return respectively to the positions
G and K,, Making use of Galileo's law of falling bodies, it is easily shown that
the velocities of the bodies A and B before impact are proportional to the cords
AH and BI, and those after impact to the cords AG and BK. By measuring the

lengths of these cords, therefore, we obtain the velocities of the two bodies
after impact, which then could be compared with the values deduced from
theory.
CD

/

V
<

In the same scholium Newton also mentions the rules of impact presented
to the Royal Society by Wallis, Wren and Huygens.
Sir Christopher Wren, Dr. Wallis and Mr. Huygens, the greatest geome
ters of our times, did severally determine the rules of the impact and
reflection of hard bodies, and about the same time communicated their dis

coveries to the Royal Society, exactly agreeing among themselves as to these
rules. Dr. Wallis, indeed, was somewhat earlier in the publication, then
followed Sir Christopher Wren,and lastly, Mr. Huygens, But Sir Christopher
Wren confirmed the truth of the thing before the Royal Society by the ex
periment on pendulums, which M. Mariotte soon after thought fit to explain
in a treatise [Traite de la Percussion ou du Choc des Corps(1673)] upon that
subject.®
This passage gives us the impression that Wren was the first to make the
experiment of impact with pendulums in order to verify his own rules of impact
which were presented to the Royal Society in 1668, and that the experiments
which Mariotte described in his Traite de la Percussion ou du Choc des Corps
were merely imitation of Wren's experiment.
Henry Pemberton, who was the editor of the third edition of the Principia,
2 Isaac Newton,MathematicalPrinciples ofNaturalPhilosophy, Motte-Cajori version,Berkely
and Los Angles, 1962, pp. 22sq.
3 Ibid., p. 22.
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gives a similar account in his View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, He writes;
"We may now proceed to those experiments upon the percussion of bodies,
which I observed above might be made with pendulums. This expedient for
examining the effect of percussion was first proposed by our late great architect
Sir Christopher Wren,''^

In the subsequent passage he describes in detail "this expedient," which is
essentially the same as that described in the Principia, This example shows that,
already in the second quarter of the eighteenth century, it became to be believed
that Wren had been the first to make the experiment of impact with pendulums.
This view seems to have been accepted until today by historians of science with
out being questioned.® While I was investigating the development of mechanics
in the seventeenth century, I, however, found that the problem when and who
had made the first experiment of impact with pendulums was not so simple as
had appeared before. In the following I shall set down some facts which have
been revealed by research of documentary material.
In the first place, there is reference to the pendulum experiment in Th.
Birch's History of the Royal Society of London,^ According to Birch, in October
of 1666, two years before Wren's presentation of his own rules of impact to the
Royal Society, an experiment of impact of two wooden globes suspended as
pendulums was made. In the next week a similar experiment with three sus
pended globes was made. Regrettably, Birch does not mention who proposed
these experiments. They, however, cannot be concluded to be the first experi
ments of this kind.

Henry Oldenburg, the first secretary of the Royal Society, answering an
inquiry from Benedecti de Spinoza about Huygens' experiments of impact
made in London, wrote on December 8, 1665;

I was not present when Mr. Huygens performed the experiments con

firming his hypothesis here in London. I have learned since then that
among other things a ball weighing one pound was suspended as a pendulum;
when it was released from angle of forty degrees it struck another ball
weighing half a pound; Huygens, after making a little algebraic calculation,
had predicted the effect. This occurred exactly as he predicted. One
notable man, who had proposed many such experiments which Huygens is
said to have resolved, is not here. As soon as I can meet this man who is

^ Henry Pemberton, A View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, London, 1728, p. 98 (Italics
mine).

5 On this point,see, for example, Ernst Mach, Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwicklmg historischkritisch dargestellt, Leipzig, 1933(the ninth ed.), p. 317, and P.G.Tait, "Note on.a Singular Pas
sage in the Principia'^ Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edingburgh, vol. 13(1886), pp. 72-78.
® Thomas Birch, The History of the Royal Society ofLondon(a facsimile ed. 1968, New York
and London), pp. 116-117.
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now away I will perhaps explain this matter more fully and more exactly/
Oldenburg seems not to have written another letter to Spinoza explaining
Huygens' experiments made in London "more fully and more exactly." We
however can learn the details of the experiments from Huygens' own descrip
tion of them. In his Journal de Voyage, he writes; "23 [April 23, 1661]. I

dined in my room. After dinner in my room assembled Mr. Moray, Mil.
Brouncker, Sir Neile, Dr. Wallis, Mr. Rooke, Mr. Wren and Dr. Goddard.

We talked about how to make lenses. I told them my method. I solved all
the cases which they had proposed to me concerning the impact of spheres."®
This shows that experiments of impact with pendulums were already made
in April of 1661. Moreover, judging from the quoted passages by Oldenburg
and Huygens, it is inferred that someone of the seven English scientists men
tioned above by Huygens proposed these experiments to him. In fact, from a
letter which Moray wrote to Oldenburg on October 10, 1665, replying to his
inquiry, it is concluded that Wren proposed these experiments, and that he and
Rooke had actually carried out some pendulum experiments before their con
versation with Huygens. Moray writes;
The story of what Mr. Hugens says was thus, as both Dr. Wallis and
I do well remember. When Mr. Hugens came out first over wee were with
him at his lodging at the end of New Street in Convent Garden, where hee
told us amongst other things of what he had done in the business of motion,
as hee hath done to your friend of late. At that time Mr. Rook and Dr.
Wren had made diverse experiments with balls of wood and other stuff
hanging by threads whereof you may remember to have seen some, upon
Mr. Hugens undertaking to solve all questions of motion according to his
rule Dr. Wren did propose some which he had tryed by experiments, and
Mr. Hugens did in a very short space solve them so as it was concluded by
all the solution did agree with the experiments that have been made.®
What, then, should we think of Huygens, who established his own correct
theory of perfectly elastic impact in the years 1652 to 1654, a few years before
he visited London? Should we conclude that he had never hit on making such
an experiment before it was proposed to him by English scientists? The answer
is "no." There is, indeed, evidence in favor of Huygens. First, in one of his
earliest manuscripts concerning the theory of impact, which were undoubtedly
7 Hall & Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg, vol. 2, Madison, Milwaukee
and London, 1966, p.636. There are some letters in existence which Moray and Wallis wrote to
Oldenburg about what they had observed when these experiments were made. See Hall & Hall,
eds.,op,cit. There is no doubt that the information which Oldenburg communicated to Spinoza,
had been obtained from Moray.
® Oeuvres Completes de Christiaan Huygens (these books will be cited hereafter as O. H.),

vol. 22, La Haye, 1950, p. 573.
8 Hall & Hall, eds., op, cit,, pp. 561-562.
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Fig. 2.

written in 1652, we find a figure as Fig. 2.^® This suggests to us the possibility
that he had the idea of making an experiment of impact with pendulums.
Secondly, a similar figure is described in his manuscript of 1654.^^ Huygens
also refers there to bobs made of ivory. Ivory is known as the most suitable
material to make the experiment of perfectly elastic impact with. Huygens
must have recognized this remarkable property of ivory in 1654. Lastly, he
writes in his manuscript of 1656^^ that his theory of impact has been experi
mentally verified as exactly as theorems of mechanics. It will be reasonable
to assume that his confidence in his theory of impact resulted from the success
of experiments with pendulums having ivory bobs. If this view is not wrong,
Huygens, as early as in 1656, must have known how to calculate the velocities
of two suspended globes before and after impact. The fact that, when in 1661
Huygens was proposed the experiment of impact with pendulums, he could cor
rectly predict the effect at once "after making a little algebraic calculation,"
can, I believe, be properly explained only when we accept the conclusion above.
As for Wren and other English scientists, it is evident from the above quoted
letter of Moray that they devised the experiment of impact with pendulums in
dependently of Huygens. But, according to Huygens,^^ they had not established
the theory of impact as late as in April of 1661. Moreover, it is doubtful that
they had known the method of calculating the velocities of two suspended globes
before and after impact. For, though it was necessary to use the Galilean law of
falling bodies in order to calculate the velocities in question, the English trans
lation of Galileo's Dialogo by Th. Salusbery, which is said to have played a great
role for the prevalence of Galileo's ideas of mechanics in England, had not yet
been published. Moreover, there is some doubt about how eagerly they
studied Galileo's Discorsi^ and how familiar they were with concepts and theo
rems of Galileo's mechanics.^® In contrast to this Huygens had been making a
10 See a facsimile of this manuscript which is printed after the index of O. H., vol. 16, La
Haye, 1929.
11 O. H., vol. 16, La Haye, 1929, p. 107.
12 O. H., vol. 16, pp. 139-140.
13 O. H., vol. 6, La Haye, 1895, p. 383.
14 The date of *ad Lectorem' of this book is November 20, 1661.

13 In March of 1662 William V. Brouncker, learning that Huygens had demonstrated the

isochronism of the cycloidal pendulum, sent to Huygens a demonstration of it which he found
by himself. It is interesting that Brouncker makes no reference to Galileo, but only to Stevin
in his demonstration (see O. H., vol. 4, La Haye, 1891, pp. 88-91).
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deep study of the Discorsi since 1646. Considering such a situation in England,
we may surmise that it was by the wonderful agreement of Huygens' predic
tion with experimental result that Wallis and Wren were induced to study the
theory of impact so eagerly that they could find their own rules of impact.
I have so far considered the experiment of impact with pendulums by
Huygens and the fellows of the Royal Society. I do not, however, intend to
assert that there was no other scientist who discussed a similar experiment. In

fact, Galileo discussed an experiment of impact with pendulums in his treatise^®
which was written with the intention to publish as the sixth day of the Discorsi,
This discussion led him to the conclusion that, if a moving body collide with
another body at rest, the former would set the latter in motion, however small the
former may be compared with the latter. But Galileo failed to reach the fruitful
idea of using the pendulum experiment in order to obtain the velocities of col
liding bodies before and after impact. His failure, however, may be said to
have been inevitable, if we remember that he did not have the recognition that
the velocities of colliding bodies before and after impact were, together with
their masses, the fundamental factors. This recognition was first stated in
Descartesv Principia Fhilosophiae which was published in 1644, two years after
Galileo's death.

Any way, this treatise of Galileo had not been published before the begin
ning of the eighteenth century. It is evident, therefore, that the fellows of the
Royal Society and Huygens were not directly influenced by the treatise. Yet
there remains the possibility that they might have learned the idea of using
pendulums to investigate the law of impact through Galileo's disciples such as
Torricelli and Borelli. But, in so far as I have examined, Borelli nowhere refers

to the idea in his voluminous De vi percussionis (1667). This fact suggests that
it was within a very small private circle that Galileo's idea was, if any,
communicated. It is therefore, at present, reasonable to say that Wren and
other fellows of the Royal Society as well as Huygens reached the idea of the
experiment of impact with pendulums independently of Galileo.
Finally a few words must be devoted to Mariotte. In the passage quoted
above from the Principia, Newton says that Mariotte learned the experiment of
impact with pendulums from Wren. This is probably wrong. It seems more

reasonable to assume that he learned it from Huygens. For Huygens, making
a reference to Mariotte's Traite de la Percussion on du Choc des Corps in a manu

script^^ written in his last years, reproached him for plagiarizing the idea of the
experiment from his lectures^® on the theory of impact which were delivered in
1668 in the Academie des Sciences de Paris.

Le Opere di Galileo Galilei, Firenze, 1968, vol. 8, pp. 322-346.
" O. H., vol. 16, pp. 207-209.
18 On these lectures, see, O. H., vol. 16, pp. 182-188.

The Development of Nagaoka's Saturnian Atomic
Model II(1904-05)
—Nagaoka's Theory of the Structure of Matter—
Eri Yagi*

1.

Introduction

A research group, whose members are Dr. Kiyonobu Itakura, Mr. T5saku
Kimura and myself, has worked on the biography ofHantaro Nagaoka since 1963.

My participation in the biography is mainly connected with Nagaoka's activities
in the period from 1903 to 1926, namely from his proposal ofthe Saturnian atomic
model to his retirement from the University of Tokyo. I have published several
papers on these activities.^
Nagaoka proposed his Saturnian atomic model on December 5th 1903, at the
monthly meeting of the Tokyo Physico-Mathematical Society and a year later his
theory was published both in the Proceedings of the Tokyo Physico-Mathematical
Society^ and in the PhiL Mag,^ Nagaoka's model consisted of a number of negative
electrons of equal mass, arranged uniformly in a circular ring, and a positively
charged sphere of large mass, located at the center of the ring. In his paper
Nagaoka tried to prove that if these mutually repelling electrons revolve with
nearly the same velocity around the center, whose attracting force is sufficient,
the whole system remains stable against minor disturbances.
The origin of Nagaoka's model has been discussed in my paper on Nagaoka's
Saturnian Atomic Model(1903)^ The reason why he proposed this atomic model,
rather than one similar to J. J. Thomson's has been also discussed by the use of
Nagaoka's notes, correspondence, diaries, and review papers in Japanese. These
materials had not been used before. It should be noticed that the uniqueness of
* Institute of Physics, Faculty of Engineering, T5y6 University Kawagoe-shi,Saitama-ken.
1 Eri Yagi,"On Nagaoka's Saturnian Atomic Model (1903)", Jap, Stud, Hist, Sci,, No. 3,
29-47, 1964; "The Development of Nagaoka's Saturnian Atomic Model I —Dispersion of
Light—", ibid.. No. 6, 19-25, 1967; Errata, ibid,, No. 8, 177, 1969; "The Development of Naga
oka's Saturnian Atomic Model", Actes XIP Congr^s International HHistoire Des Sciences Paris

1968, 5, 117-119, 1971; For the contents of our book on Nagaoka's biography, which will be

published soon in Japanese by the Asahi Newspaper Publisher, see "Research Group of the
Committee for the Publication of Hantaro Nagaoka's Biography", Jap, Stud, Hist, ScL, No. 10,
23-24, 1971.

2 Hantaro Nagaoka, see Appendix I 1.
3 H. Nagaoka, see Appendix 14.
4 E. Yagi, Ref. 1).
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Nagaoka's model was based on his material view of electricity, in other words,
his corpuscular theory of electricity since few experiments had been made on the
disposition of positive charge in an atom. Having been influenced by L.
Boltzmann, Nagaoka rejected inter-penetrability between the two kinds of elec
tricity, namely the positive and negative charges. Thus in his model he arranged
negative electrons outside the central positive charge. Therefore the essential
difference between Nagaoka's and J. J. Thomson's models lies in their conflicting
views of electricity, rather than in their different ways of explaining the experi
mental facts of their times; such as spectrum lines, the Zeeman effect, and radio
activity. In J. J. Thomson's model negative electrons revolve freely inside the
positive sphere, as if they were revolving in ether or in a cloud. On the contrary
in Nagaoka's model the positive sphere is a large material particle into which
electrons cannot penetrate.
In order to understand the characteristics of Nagaoka's atomic model and
his theory of the structure of matter in more detail, it might prove useful to
analyze a series of his theoretical papers, published in 1904 and 1905.® Nagaoka
dealt with the problems of band spectra, dispersion of light, index of refraction,
the mutual action of atoms and the virial of molecular forces, on the assumption
that molecules consist of a number of his Saturnian atoms. A list of the papers
is given in Appendix I.
2.

Extension of Deslandres' Formula

On April 20th 1904 Nagaoka published a paper, "Extension of Deslandres'
Formula for a Band Spectrum",® which was reported on March 19th at the

monthly meeting of the Tokyo Physico-Mathematical society. As I have pointed
out, Nagaoka's main purpose in constructing his model(1903) was to explain the
observation that the Zeeman effect occurs only for the line spectrum while the
band spectrum is not affected by an external magnetic field. (Note that the
Zeeman effect on band spectrum had not been discovered at that time.) To explain
this Nagaoka suggested that in an atom the vibrations, parallel to the plane of
the circular orbit, correspond to line spectra, while the transverse vibrations,
perpendicular to the plane, give band spectra. The frequency of the transverse
vibration n is given in his first paper on his atomic model.
Nagaoka referred in his paper on the extension of Deslandres' formula to
the bands ofcyanogen to show a quantitative coincidence between his theory and
observation. Nagaoka derived a formula for a type of band spectra:
n = a + brri^ + crn^ + dm^ + enfi + • • • (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...).

He then pointed out that thisformula coincided with one ofthe empirical formulae
5 For the problem of dispersion of light, see E. Yagi, Ref. 1).
6 H. Nagaoka, Tokyo Phys.-Math, Soc.,[2], 2, 129-131, 1904.
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used by H.Kayser and C.Runge as a modification of that of Deslandres. Further
Nagaoka showed that from m = 0 to m = 150, the diflFerence in wave lengths
seldom exceeds 0.03 x
meters, which is within the limits of experimental
errors.

A systematic study of the distribution of frequencies in band spectrum was
first made by H.Deslandres who found that the successive differencesin frequency
form an arithmetical progression.^ Both treatments by Deslandres and by Kayser
and Runge were empirical, and were not concerned with the structure of matter,
molecules, or atoms.® However, it became clear that the band spectrum is a
phenomenon usually arising from molecules and not from isolated atoms.® An
early attempt to explain the above fact by the use of an atomic model was made
by Nagaoka as follows: When different atoms are combined in a complex mole
cule, the positive charges can be easily set into vibration perpendicular to the
planes of the surrounding rings of those atoms because the charges are very near
to each other; the vibration ofthe positive charge excites the vibration of revolving
electrons perpendicularly to the plane, and this produces the band spectrum.^®
E. C.C. Baly, for example, evaluated Nagaoka's model in connection with
his analysis of the band spectrum in a book on spectroscopy(1905). Baly pointed
out that "about the spectra of compounds very little is known". Then he
continued as follows:

It has been suggested that each atom of a chemical element consists of
a central positively charged mass with the system of negatively charged
electrons in motion round about it, very similar to the ring system of planet
Saturn with electrical substituted for gravitational attraction. Nagaoka has
shown that it is possible to account for both band and line spectra by vibrational disturbances occurring in such a system.^®

Nagaoka's theory of band spectra is closely connected with his interest in
explaining according to his model the magnetic effect on molecules. Although
Nagaoka developed his research in band spectra on the basis of his unique theory
of the structure of matter, he did not say anything foreign to classical physics. He

only stressed the quantitative accord between his formula and that of Deslandres.
It should be added that Nagaoka returned to research in band spectra in
1922 when he published a paper on the band spectra and electron configuration

of nitrogen and carbon monoxide molecules, following his experimental research
in spectroscopy.^®
H. Deslandres, Comptes Rendu, 103, 375-379, 1886.

8 H. Kayser, Handbuch der Spectriscopie, 2, Herzel, Leipzig, 1902, p. 480; "Spectroscopy,"
Encyclopedia Britanica, 11th ed., 25, Cambridge, 1911, pp. 619-632.
8 H. Kayser, ibid, p. 257.
10 H.Nagaoka,"The Structure of an Atom",Proc. Tokyo Phys,-Math,Soc.,[2],2,245,1904.
11 E. Baly, Spectroscopy, Longmans & Green, London, 1905, p. 425.
12 E. Baly, ibid., p. 465.
13 H. Nagaoka, Jap. Journ. Phys. 1, 49-57, 1922.
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3. Dispersion of Light

After the argument with G. A. Schott about the mechanical stability of
Saturnian atomic model (1904)," on January 20th 1905 Nagaoka published a
paper,"Dispersion of Light due to Electron-atoms""(note that Nagaoka used the
term "electron-atom" both for his Saturnian atom and for J. J. Thomson's).
Here Nagaoka assumed that the positive sphere and the negative electrons cir

culating about it in the atom are disturbed when a plane electromagnetic wave
(light) is incident upon them. Nagaoka wrote the equation of motion for an
electron in terms of the displacement of Ct, perpendicular to the plane of the
circular ring:
m—— = — eZ — —

dt'

^

dt

where a denotes the radius of the electron ring, m the mass of electron, Z the
electric field of the plane wave, the mean value of
2 e®

K

\df)

(§)'

Here the velocities of light in free ether (vacuum), and in the medium are indi
cated by Fq and F, respectively.
Nagaoka, who assumed the central sphere of each atom to be a large rigid
particle, wrote the equation of motion for a central particle with mass Mj., and
charge

^ df

al "

dt

where al denotes the mean value of c®, and v the number of electrons in the atom.

It is worth while to point out that Nagaoka regarded the central sphere in his
Saturnian atom as a positively charged material particle in continuation of his
Papers on the Nagaoka-Schott argument:
G. Schott,"A Dynamical System illustrating the Spectrum Lines and the Phenomena of
Radio-activity", Nature, 69, 437 March 10, 1904.
H. Nagaoka,"Reply to Mr. Schott's Remark on the Motion of Particles in an ideal Atom
illustrating the Line and Band Spectra and the Phenomena Radioactivity", Proc, Tokyo Phys,Math. Soc.,[2], 2, 140-141, May 17, 1904.
,"A Dynamical System illustrating the Spectrum Lines", Nature, 70, 124-125, June
9, 1904.

G. Schott,"On the Kinetices of a System of Particles illustrating the Line and Band
Spectrum", Phil. Mag.,[6], 8, 384-387, Sept. 1904.
H. Nagaoka,"The Structure of an Atom", Proc. Tokyo Phys.-Math. Soc.,[2],2,240-247,
Dec. 18, 1904.

H. Nagaoka, Proc. Tokyo Phys.-Math.,[2], 2, 280-285, 1905.
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first paper on his atomic model. This clearly shows that his corpuscular view
of electricity plays the most important role in these series of papers.
In the second part of his paper on the dispersion of light Nagaoka assumes
a current density W,when light is transmitted through the medium which is filled
with ether and his Saturnian atoms. The current density in the z-direction is
47r

ot

+ ot

cos^(C„ z))

where the summations with regard to Ca and are to be extended respectively
to all the negative electrons and positive particles in unit volume. Then Nagaoka
used for the current density the following expression taken from Maxwell's book
A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (1891)^®:
w = —— + cz
Alt

dt

where K denotes the specific inductive capacity, and C the conductivity.
From these equations Nagaoka obtained the formula for the index of refrac
tion n{n= VJV):
n' = A+j:

P _4

+ 2]

-X'-XI

where X denotes the wave length of incident electromagnetic wave,
that of
circular motion of electrons about the central charge, and that of transverse
vibration of the central positive particle. Nagaoka pointed out that this formula
is no more than the Ketteler-Helmholtz formula of dispersion.^^
Nagaoka emphasized that the advantage of his method over the KettelerHelmholtz formula lay in the discrimination of the periods due to negative and

positive charges. However, according to Nagaoka, this discrimination is only
effective in the region of the remote infra-red spectrum where one may find the
presence of the effect due to positive particles. He wrote as follows:
Usually will be small, and the term in the formula will be effective
when there are numbers of electrons having the same proper period of vi
bration. We have already seen that Xj, must be quite large; a singularity in
the dispersion is accordingly to be expected in the ultra-violet or infra-red
region. Although e is very small, the ratio e/m being great compared to
EjM, the part played by the negative electrons in causing the dispersion is
decidedly greater than that due to positive particles. Especially in the region
of visible spectrum, we may suppose that really all the effect is due to nega
tive electrons.^®

J. C. Maxwell, A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, 3rd ed., 2, Dover, New York,
1891, p. 433.
"H. Nagaoka, Ref, 15), p. 284.
18 H. Nagaoka, ibid.
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Nagaoka's way of thinking was based on Maxwell's electromagnetic theory
of light. Therefore he naturally accepted Maxwell's concept of the ether as the
medium through which light is transmitted. Nagaoka's theory of propagation
of light, however, differed from Maxwell's in the constitution of the medium.
Nagaoka assumed that the medium is filled with ether and with his Saturnian
atoms. On the contrary. Maxwell had not yet considered the atomic structure
of the medium. It was in the late 1910's that Nagaoka referred to Lorentz's
theory of electrons to explain the phenomena of dispersion of light.
The above paper by Nagaoka aimed at the justification of his Saturnian
atomic model within the framework of classical physics. This defensive attitude
led him to prove that one can arrive at a result equivalent to the KettelerHelmholtz formula, even by the use of his model. Nagaoka considered classical
electrodynamics adequate for describing the behavior of systems of atomic size.
Nagaoka's corpuscular view of electricity required the existence in his atomic
model of a positively charged material particle as well as of a negative particle
(electron). It is interesting to note that this view does not conflict with his adoption
of Maxwell's ether, where both negative and positive particles move freely.
After publishing his paper on dispersion of light, in March, 1906 Nagaoka
wrote an analogous paper on geophysics, "Dispersion of Seismic Waves''^®. He
dealt with the transmission of seismic waves as if they were light waves. Moun
tains, lakes and small islands or plains, which lie in the way of seismic waves,
give rise according to Nagaoka to a new system of forced and free vibrations, so
that the energy of the waves is gradually dissipated and consumed in giving rise
to subsidiary motions; therefore the transmission of such waves would resemble
that oflight waves, which set the molecules and atoms embedded in the ether into
forced vibrations and cause dispersion. Nagaoka regarded mountains and other
obstacles as behaving like molecules and Saturnian atoms in his analogy. He,
however, pointed out the following difference between them:
In light waves, the wave lengths are extremely short, but the embedded
molecules partake of the same character; In seismic waves, a wave length
may sometimes stretch over hundred kilometres, and consequently a moun
tain or even a mountain range will occupy a space small compared with a
wave length.
(For Nagaoka's research in geophysics see Mr. Tosaku Kimura's paper^^)
In the above paper Nagaoka showed his tendency to treat problems of"macrocosmic world" on the analogy of the "micro-cosmic world" of atomic problems.
His theory of the structure of matter played a most important role in all his
19 H. Nagaoka, Proc, Tokyo Phys.-Math. Soc.,[2], 3, 44-51,
20 H. Nagaoka, ibid., p. 44.

21 T. Kimura, "Nagaoka's Geophysical Studies and their Role in his Physical Researches",
in this issue.
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researches in physics as the origin of many of his ideas. One may call his reseach
in atomic models and the structure of matter a "source research" while that in

geophysics a "sink research". Among Japanese physicists in the Meiji period
Nagaoka might be considered as the first physicist to have his own source of ideas
even though it was related to his relatively primitive philosophy.
4.

Index of Refraction

On Feburary 18th 1905 Nagaoka published a paper,"Relation between the
Index of Refraction and Density"^^ following his theory of the structure of matter.
In his paper on the dispersion of light Nagaoka has shown that the index of re
fraction n is given by

n'= A+j: —^
+Z
-4
where

A= I +

Z) + 4;r 2

Vim

VIM^

cos^(C„ z)

B,= -^cos^C„
z)
TuVlm
^VIM,

The summations, as mentioned, are extended over all negative and positive par
ticles, of the substance causing the refraction. Here Nagaoka mentioned that if
the density of the substance were to be changed, either by application of pressure,
or by temperature variation, or any other agency changing the number of particles,
per unit volume the refraction n would be affected to some extent. Considering
the fact that the numbers of both negative and positive particles in unit volume
are proportional to the density of substance, Nagaoka assumed that the quantities
under the sign of summation would all be proportional to the density p, if the
wave lengths of vibrations of those particles were not changed. In addition, he
assumed that cos^(C,z)takes all possible values between 0 and 1 for the electrons
which play the main part in causing the refraction of light, as mentioned in the
previous section. These simple hypothesis,made by Nagaoka,led him to Newton's
formula, which is closely satisfied by several substances.
fp — 1
= const.

P

Nagaoka continued as follows:
The above formula was deduced on the supposition that the isolated
22 H. Nagaoka, Proc, Tokyo Phys.-Math.,[2], 2, 293-295, 1905.
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atoms are affected only by the electromagnetic vibrations, while in reality
the constituent electrons of each atom will be subject to vibrations due to
the mutual interaction of the atoms constituting the molecules, and of the
molecules between themselves. Most probably the number of electrons
actually contributing to refraction would be only a small number of the
whole, while others would be performing irregular vibrations due to the
mutual action of atoms and molecules. Evidently the change of density
will call forth changes in the internal forces, and on this account introduce
changes in the index of refraction.
He then discussed in general the effects of temperature and pressure in changing
the density in gases, liquids, and solids, but he did not propose any actual experi
ment to check his theory.
As mentioned above, Nagaoka's ideas on the structure of matter are very
vague as to how atoms constitute molecules in substances. Without knowing
the actual constitution one can not speak in detail about the mutual action of
atoms and molecules. Nagaoka himself felt the necessity of inquiring into these
interactions.

5.

The interactions of atoms

Following the above line of research, Nagaoka on March 15th 1905 published
a paper,"Mutual Action of Electron-atoms."^^ In the first part ofthe paper Naga
oka said as follows:

On several occasion I have discussed the properties of electron atoms,
on the supposition that an atom is composed of a central positive charge with
a large number of negative electrons moving in circular orbits, all lying in
same plane; in other words, the disintegration of an atom gives a single
positive particle and a number of electrons. Each atom is supposed to be
electrically neutral. Taking any two of these atoms with central charges
E and

let us consider the action of one atom on another.^®

Nagaoka assumed that forces between the first atom (1) with positive charge
Eand the second atom (2)with positive charge E'are the sum of electrostatic force
and magnetic force H. Then he supposed that the electrostatic action on the
first atom (1) by the second atom (2) was resolved in four parts:
I. Repulsion between the two central charges.
II. Attraction of the positive particle of(1)by the negative electrons of(2).
III. Attraction of negative electrons of(1) by the positive particle of (2).
IV. Repulsion of the negative electrons of(1) by those of (2).
In the first place Nagaoka mentioned that the repulsion between the central
23 H. Nagaoka, ibid,, p. 294.
24 H. Nagaoka, Proc. Tokyo Phys,-Math.,[2], 2, 316-320, 1905.
25 H. Nagaoka, ibid., p. 316.
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positive particles with the charges E and E' at distance r was given by
EE'

In finding the action of one electron ring on another positive particle or on
another ring, Nagaoka supposed that the electrical ring with a mean radius a was
uniformly distributed with a linear density —Ejlna = p. Thus the electrical
potential of the circular ring of radius a and the density p at a point on the axis
can be found. Further, the potential of the ring at points not on the axis but at
distance r from the center in a line at an angle 0 with the axis is given by

V=2.p\^- -1

^

Nagaoka obtained the attraction of the ring by another positive particle E':

-E'^.
dr

He also obtained the attraction of the positive particle E by the another negative
electron ring of atom (2)as —E{dV'ldr), Similarly, Nagaoka deduced the repul
sion between the two electron rings in the direction ofthe radius vector r. Adding
all the actions, he found the mutual electrostatic action R^. Nagaoka wrote about
the condition for distance r, namely,"the atoms are sufficiently distant from each
other."2® This is related to Nagaoka's corpuscular view of electricity and the
condition is essential to avoid inter-penetration between electrical charges(central
particles) in his Saturnian atoms. He showed that the electrostatic force is nearly
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance between the two atoms.
He indicated it as
Then he added that "they may be attractive or
repulsive according to the configuration and size of atoms.
He, however, did
not discuss the actual configuration and size.
In the second place, Nagaoka calculated the magnetic action between the
two electron rings of atoms(1)and (2) by the use of J. J. Thomson's calculation
for the moment of a small magnet: According to Thomson the magnetic moment
of an electron moving in a circle of radius a with angular velocity w is equivalent
to that ofthe small magnet whose magnetic moment is given by ea^co in the direction
normal to the plane of orbit. Consequently, Nagaoka stated "if we suppose n
electrons to be moving in a mean circle with mean velocity Q, they will form an
elementary magnet
nea^Q = Ea^Q .

The atoms will thus be equivalent to a magnet of mean moment Ec^Q in
26 H. Nagaoka, ihid.^ p. 318.
27 H. Nagaoka, ibid.
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electrostatic units.

Nagaoka supposed that the magnetic action between the two atoms wassimilar
to that of two elementary magnets. Thus he deduced that the magnetic action
H was approximately inversely proportional to the forth power of the distance
between the atoms. Here he again added that it might be attractive or repulsive
according to the position of atoms. However, he did not discuss the actual posi
tion of the atoms.

In the last part of his paper Nagaoka concluded:
Thus, on the whole both the electrostatic and the magnetic actions give
rise to forces proportional to the inverse fourth power ofthe distance between
the atoms, when they are at a distance sufficiently great compared with their
dimensions.^®

Further, Nagaoka said that "the molecules being formed of a number of atoms,
the molecular action will take place according to the inverse fourth power of the
distance, and will be jointly proportional to the respective masses."^® He made
a note that W.Sutherland in 1893 arrived at a similar conclusion on the molecular

action from an entirely different standpoint.
It is interesting to discuss why Nagaoka had to treat the problem of the mutual
action of atoms under the condition that the distance between the atoms should

be sufficiently great compared to their dimension. The reason why he had to
regard the force as action at a distance may well be explained by Nagaoka's re
jection of the inter-penetrability of electrical charges. As mentioned above,
having considered the central positive charge as a rigid particle, he arranged the
electrons outside this particle in his model.
According to an interesting paper by Takehiko Takabayashi on the KelvinThomson atomic model, this model has an advantage in giving an adequate ex
planation for chemical attraction although it is only qualitative. The advantage
is closely connected with the acceptance of inter-penetrability between electric
charges in the atoms. Takabayashi in 1951 remarked:
The spherical charge in the Kelvin-Thomson atomic model may be elec
tricity itself, which is not associated with any material substance, or if one
assumes any electrically charged substance then the substance must lack
impenetrability, which may be a fundamental property of ordinary material
substances.®^

As regards Nagaoka's analogical way of thinking, it is worthwhile to refer
to his papers on the coil, "Note on the Potential and the Lines of Force of a
28
28
38
31

H. Nagaoka, ibid., p. 319.
H. Nagaoka, ibid.
H. Nagaoka, ibid.
T. Takabayashi, "Kadenun-genshi I"(Atoms with Charge Cloud), ^S/izze/z

7, 77, 1951.

6, No.
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Circular Current"^^ and "The Coefficient of Mutual Induction of Two Coaxial

Circular Coils,

published in 1903 and 1904 respectively. Here Nagaoka cal

culated the magnetic potential of a circular electrical current and the coefficient

of mutual induction of two coaxial circular coils, starting from Maxwell's book,
A Treatise of Electricity and Magnetism, Vol. 2, Chapter XIV of circular currents.
Using Legendre's table Maxwell had calculated the coefficient of mutual induction
of two coils (or the mutual potential energy denoted by M). On the other hand,
Nagaoka calculated Mby the use of a rapidly converging ^-series, which is con
venient for practical purpose. (Note that the force X acting in the direction of
the displacement dx is given by dMjdx, if any displacement alters the value of M.)
These papers on coil seem to have analogies with his paper on the mutual action
of atoms.

Nagaoka's research on the interactions of atoms remained qualitative, and
was not developed into a quantitative approach to the actual structure of atoms
and molecules.

On the other hand his research on coils was continued for

more practical purposes. Eventually, two tables, namely "Tables of ThetaFunctions, Elliptic Integrals J^.and E,and associated Coefficients in the Numerical
Calculation ofElliptic Functions,"^^ and "Tables ofthe Self-Inductance ofCircular
Coils and of the Mutual Inductance of Coaxial Circular Currents"^® were pub
lished in 1922 and 1926 respectively. These tables have been used among elec
trical engineers.
6.

Virial of Molecular Forces

As the continuation of his paper on the mutual action of atoms Nagaoka

published a paper, "Virial of Molecular Forces due to Electron Atoms, the
Characteristic Equation and the Joule-Kelvin Effect"^® on April 25th 1905. Start
ing from R. Clausius virial theorem, Nagaoka showed in the first part of the paper
the possibility of obtaining Van der Waals' equation even if one assumes that
molecules consist of his Saturnian atoms. Nagaoka mentioned the virial equation
due to Clausius:

,

1

~2 ^ i^h^h +

+ ^h^h) — ^

where c^ denotes the mean square velocity, m the mass of a molecule, n the
number of molecules of the system. The expression—in the second term indicates
the time average. X^,
and denote the components of the total force acting
on the hih molecule, and x^^,
32
33
34
35
36

the coordinates. Twice the second term,

H. Nagaoka, J. Coll. Sci. Tokyo, 16, Art. 15, 1-16, 1903.
H. Nagaoka, Proc. Tokyo Phys.-Math. Soc., [2], 2, 233-239, 1904.
H. Nagaoka (with S. Sakurai), Sci. Pap. I.P. C. R., Table No. 1, 1-67, 1922.
H. Nagaoka (with S. Sakurai), Proc. Imp. Acad., 3, No. 1, 19-22, 1926.
H. Nagaoka, Proc. Tokyo Phys.-Math. Soc.,[2], 2, 335-340, 1905.
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which is called the virial of the forces, is equal to the summation of the virial of
the external forces

and of that of the internal forces Wi. Thus the above

equation becomes
nmc^ +

=0

Nagaoka writes that is equal to
and the summation of and
under
the assumption that the forces acting on molecules of the system are divided into
the following three parts:
1. The pressure acting on the molecules.
2. Forces acting during impact.
3. Forces acting according to inverse fourth power of the distance between
the molecules.

Further he continued:

(a) The virial due to pressure p is well known to be
= -3pV

where V is the volume of gas.
(b) The virial due to the impact of spherical molecules of diameter a was
shown to be

.
JV2 = nmc^ —(1 +

'

v\

5d\

8v/

where v is the specific volume, namely v = V/nm = Vjp,
3m

and p the density.
The virial due to internal molecular force was calculated according to Nagaoka's research, mentioned above: He obtained the result that the attraction
between two molecules is — pi
It may be useful to quote a passage from his
paper on the virial of molecular forces to show his approach:
The number of molecules in a volume element dz is {plm)dT and in

another element dz' is similarly {plm)dz'. The attraction between any two
molecules being —pjr^, the virial of molecular forces in the two elements
dz and Jr' is

2 dzdz'
-Tl" •
m^r

The virial ofinternal forces on molecules in dz^ due to remaining molecules is®^
pp'^dz^ f dz
j

37 H. Nagaoka, ibid,, p. 336.
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Then Nagaoka calculated the integral of t/r/r® as follows:
J(Sphere) 7*®

JJJ

V

r

were R indicates the maximum distance from dz^ which is of the order of 0.1 cm,

and r the minimum distance of the order of 10~®cm, namely the atomic dimen
sion. Thus the virial of the internal molecular forces becomes
= 3p^aV,
where a = (27r/3)/7 log (R/r), Putting these virials W^, W^, and JV^ in the above

equation, Nagaoka showed that the virial equation takes the form
nmc^

b/, .
- 3pV + 3pc'—(
1 5—)-h 3p'aV = 0 .
v\

V/

Identifying the mean square velocity
with 330, which is reduced from the
kinetic theory of gases, and substituting l/p for V/nm = v, Nagaoka obtained the
equation:

p +±= il(l+±
+ 5^)
V \
V
v")

^

Nagaoka emphasized that the above equation can be written in the form of Van
der Waals' characteristic equation if one neglects quantities of order h^lv^

[p + f)(v -b)= Be
The concept of the virial was first introduced into the theory of gases by
Clausius, as Nagaoka mentioned in his paper. However, Nagaoka's calculation
itself seems to be based mainly on Boltzmann's work, although Nagaoka does not
make any reference to his teacher in Germany. Boltzmann dealt in 1898 with the
problem of the derivation of Van der Waals' equation by means of the virial
concept in his fifth chapter of Vorlesungen uber Gastheorie II. Boltzmann had
already derived Van der Waals' equation considering virials of the external pres
sure, of the impact of molecules, and of Van der Waals cohesion force, each of
which nearly corresponds to
respectively in Nagaoka's notations.
Nagaoka's way of calculating
and
is the same as Bolzmann's. The
former's way for
however, differs from the latter's in the form of the molec
ular attraction. Nagaoka assumes it as — pjr^ while Boltzmann simply writes
—

This is based on their different assumptions on the structure of atom.

Evidently, Nagaoka utilized his atomic model with the central positive particle
and a number of electrons, while Boltzmann had not considered any internal
structure of atom.

38 L. Boltzmann, Vorlesungen iiber Gastheorie,2, Leipzig, 1896,& 1898; trans, by S. B. Brush,
Lectures on Gas Theory, Univ. of California Press, California, 1964, p. 353.
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Boltzmann obtained

IVs = 3p'aV
where

3a = -^^da)rF(r)
He explained that"since this(the right term)depends only on the nature offunction
F, it must be a constant peculiar to the substance, and we denote it by 3a.
It would be quite easy to notice that the form of JV^ is the same in both
Nagaoka's and Boltzmann's works. In Nagaoka's paper the letter a is not a
constant but a function of \og{Rjr), since it stands for (27r/3)//log(7?/r). Nagaoka, however, regards a as almost a constant in the first part of his paper because

the logarithm of such a lage quantity as Rjr causes only a small increase or
decrease of R or r. Therefore Nagaoka's derivation of Van der Waals' equation
is almost the same as Boltzmann's. Nagaoka showed that the equation would
be produced without any difficulty, even if one assumes his Saturnian atoms.

Nagaoka mentions that "so far nothing particularly worth noticing has been
obtained by the consideration of electron-atoms, except a clearer understanding
of the role of the constant a in the characteristic equation.
Nagaoka had assumed a and b as constants, but later in the paper he said that
"the internal commotion which necessarily accompanies the molecular arrange
ment of atoms will affect these quantities, so that they are in the strict sense not
constants.

Therefore he discussed dbjdd, dajdO, and dOjdp in the second part

of his paper on the virial of molecular forces, starting from Van der Waals'
equation. Finally, a somewhat more complex expression for the Joule-Kelvin
effect (Joule-Thomson effect) is given.
7.

Conclusions

From our analysis of a series of theoretical papers in which Nagaoka deals
with the problems of band spectra, the dispersion of light, the index of refraction,
the interaction of atoms, and of the virial of molecular forces, the following
remarks could be made on the general characteristics of Nagaoka's theory of
structure of matter^^:

(1) It is assumed in Nagaoka's theory of the structure of matter that mole
cules consist of a number of his Saturnian atoms.

(2) His atom consists of a number of electrons of equal mass, arranged
39 L. Boltzmann, ibid.

40 H. Nagaoka, Ref. 36) p. 337.
41 H. Nagaoka, ibid., p. 338.
42 E. Yagi,"H. Nagaoka's Theory of Structure of Matter (1904-05)," Actes XIIF Congres
International D'Histoire Des Sciences, Moscow 1971 (in press).
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uniformly in a circular ring, and a positively charged sphere oflarge mass, located
at the center of the ring. Rejecting inter-penetrability between two kinds of
electricity, he arranges negative electrons outside the central positive charge.
This so-called "corpuscular view of electricity" played a most important role in
his theory of structure of matter.
(3) On the assumption that both negative and positive charges are material
particles, forces among those particles, namely the interaction of atoms, are
regarded as essentially action at a distance. (Note that in his Saturnian atom
Nagaoka used J. Lamor's work to solve the difficulty of the exhaustion of energy
of radiation from revolving electrons. See Ref. 1).
(4) Thus the behavior of each particle is treated by solving its equation of
motion. The theory of vibration was frequently used in Nagaoka's papers.
(5) On the other hand, little quantitative consideration is payed to the
actual constitution of molecules. Nagaoka deals with molecules in general and
not with specific molecules, such as hydrogen. His interest in the chemical
nature of atoms and molecules was much weaker than J. J. Thomson's.

(6) Apart from his unique view of electricity, Nagaoka had a tendency to
treat problems of structure of matter, as if he had solved problems of mathemat
ical physics by the use of standard European textbooks.
(7) Nagaoka's way of thinking was closely connected with his studies in
Germany from 1893 to 1896. He was particularly influenced by L. Boltzmann,*
who tried to explain physical phenomena by the use of a mechanical model.
(8y Nagaoka also had a tendency to treat problems of "the macro-cosmic

world", namely geophysical and cosmological problems, by the analogy of those
of the "micro-cosmic world" atomic problems. Therefore, his theory of struc

ture of matter played the most important role in his whole research in physics
as the origin of his ideas.

(9) Nagaoka had a strong motivation to justify his atomic model within
the framework of classical physics. This attitude induced him to prove that his
theory of the structure of matter does not conflict with any previous theory of
physics. This means that one can arrive at a result equivalent to previous for
mulae such as Deslandres' formula for band spectra, Helmholtz-Kettler's dis

persion formula, Newton's formula for the index of refraction and density,
Sutherland's formula for molecular force, and Van der Waals's equation of state,

even by the use of Nagaoka's atomic model.
(10) On the other hand, the above attitude prevented Nagaoka from finding

new phenomena which may be suggested by the introduction of his atomic model
into classical physics.

(11) Nagaoka's corpuscular view was mainly limited to electricity and
* Through Boltzmann, Nagaoka was also influenced by Maxwell.
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mass,and was not extended to energy. Nagaoka hesitated in the 1900's to accept
Planck's h and Einstein's light quantum even though Planck had been one of his
teachers in Germany.

Nagaoka started to do experimental research in spectroscopy in 1908. The
reason why Nagaoka stopped carrying out his theory on the basis of his atomic
model after 1905, is as follows: Nagaoka's atomic model contains a great number
of electrons, 10^ electrons in general. Only a few number of them are arranged
at the outer-most ring concerned. Thus the mechanical stability of his system is
indispensably connected with the number. However, J. J. Thomson proved in
1906 that the number of electrons in an atom of an elementary substance is the
same order as the atomic weight of the substance, and that it is not as great as
previously proposed. We found that Nagaoka himself referred to it; he wrote
in 1909 in a Japanese paper that one can not assume the order of 10^ electrons in
mercury atom any longer because the recent progress of theory of electrons has
proved that the number of electrons in an atom is the same order of the atomic
weight. This suggests that after the foundation for mechanical stability of his
atomic model had been destroyed, Nagaoka gave up the development of his theory
on its basis.

The reason why Nagaoka started spectroscopic experiments can be under
stood by his having the following recognition; he wrote in the same Japanese
paper that one can obtain a knowledge of the real arrangement of electrons in
an actual atom only through these experimental investigations.

After the renunciation about 1907 of his Saturnian atomic model, Nagaoka
soon adopted the hypotheses of inter atomic magnetic fields from W. Ritz's
paper,"Magnetische Atomfelder und Serienspektren,^^" published in 1908. This
hypothesis played a most important role in Nagaoka's spectroscopic researches

between 1908 and 1923. Using the analogy of Zeeman effect by the external
magnetic field, Nagaoka tried to explain the regular distribution of the satellites
of the mercury lines. He assumed that a principal line is divided into these
satellites by the internal magnetic field in an atom.

I shall report on the development of Nagaoka's research in spectroscopy at
some future date.
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Appendix I

A List of Nagaoka's series of papers on his Saturnian Atomic Model*
(1904-05)

1. "Motion of Particles in an ideal Atoms illustrating the Line and Band Spectra
and the Phenomena of Radioactivity", Proc, Tokyo Phys.-Math. Soc., [2], 2,
92-107, Feb., 1904(Read Dec. 5, 1903).
2. "On a Dynamical System illustrating the Spectrum lines and the Phenomena
of Radioactivity", Nature, 69, 392-393, Feb. 25, 1904 (Written Jan. 18)
3. "Extension of Deslandres' Formula for Band Spectrum", Proc, Tokyo Phys,Math, Soc., [2] 2, 129-131, April 20, 1904(Read March 19).
4. "Kinetics of system of Particles illustrating the Line and Band Spectrum and
the Phenomena of Radioactivity", Phil. Mag., [6], 7, 445-455, May, 1904.
5. "Uber ein die Linen- und Bandenspektren, sowie die Frsheinungen der Radioakivetat veranschaulichendes dynamisches System", Phys. Zeit., 5, 517-521,
1904.

6. "Dispersion of Light due to Electron-Atoms", Proc. Tokyo Phys.-Math., [2],
2, 280-285, Jan. 20, 1905 (Read Dec. 17, 1904).
7. "Relation between the Index of Refraction and Density", ibid., 293-295,
Feb. 18, 1905 (Read Jan. 21).
8. "Mutual Action of Electron Atoms", ibid., 316-320 March 15, 1905 (Read
Feb. 19).
9. "Virials of Molecular Forces due to Electron Atoms, the Characteristic Equa
tion and the Joule-Kelvin Effect", ibid., 335-340, April 25, 1905 (Read
March 18).

* For the Nagaoka-Schott argument see Ref. 14).

Nagaoka's Geophysical Studies and Their Role
in His Physical Researches
Tosaku Kimura*

§ 1. Introduction

Hantaro Nagaoka(1865-1950)was one of the outstanding Japanese scientists
for the period between the last one decade of the previous century and the first
half of this century. He wrote about 350 papers during his scientific activities.
Through his life, he had a great interest in geophysical sciences and gave out
about 150 papers on these sciences, which were not less than 43% of his whole
published papers.
Our research group, whose members are Dr. Kiyonobu Itakura, Dr. Eri
Yagi and myself, has completed a biography of his works. (This will be soon
published in Japanese.)
In this paper, we discuss the character of his viewpoints of geophysical
sciences and the role of his studies on this field in his whole researches.

§ 2. A Summary of Nagaoka's Personal History^

H. Nagaoka was born at Omura, Nagasaki Prefecture, in the southern part
of Japan, as a son of Jisaburo Nagaoka(1839-91)who was a samurai in Tokugawa
Period and visited Europe and North America as a member of a group for
inspection, sent by the Meiji government during 1871-73. H. Nagaoka went
to Tokyo for studying the European culture and science by his father's advice
at about eight years old.
He graduated from the Colledge of Science of the Imperial University (the
present University of Tokyo) in 1887. At the same time, he started to carry
out his scientific activities as a graduate student of the University. He obtained
a Rigakuhakushi(D. Sc.) in 1893. In the same year, he was sent to Germany
* National Science Museum, Ueno Park, Daito-ku, Tokyo.
1 Nagaoka's brief biographies and list of his papers in foreign languages have been published
as follows: Anniversary Volume dedicated to Professor Hantaro Nagaoka by His Freinds and Pupils

on the Completions of Twenty Five Years of His Professorship (1925) i-iv, Tokyo (English).
H. Yukawa: Nature, 168 (1951), 409 (English).
Z. Yamauti: Proies-Verbaux, Comiti international des Poids et Mesures (1951), 200-202
(French).

T. Kimura, K. Itakura and E. Yagi: List of Hantaro Nagaoka's Papers in European Langauges (1966), pp. 38(mimeograph).
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as a government student for the study of theoretical physics. At the University
of Berlin, he attended the lectures of H.L.F. von Helmholtz, M.E.L. Planck,

I. L. Fuchs and H. A. Schwarz, and visited A. A.E. Kundt's labolatory. At the
Universities of Munich and of Vienna, he attended the lectures of L. Boltzmann

and F. Lindemann. He was deeply impressed by Boltzmann's atomism. After
three years' stay in Germany he returned home and was soon appointed Professor
(of the theoretical physics) of the Imperial University (of Tokyo). He held this
position from 1896 until 1926.
Besides, he was an active member of the Institute of the Physical and Chemi
cal Researches which was founded in 1917.

After the retirement from his

professorship in 1926, most of his scientific activities were carried out in the
Institute.

He was a member of the Earthquake Investigation Committee for 18921926, and of the Geodetic Committee for 1899-1927. He was also a member

of the Earthquake Research Institute at the Imperial University of Tokyo from
the foundation in 1926 up to his death in 1950.
Nagaoka was an active science administrator in Japan, and received various
honors.

He was elected a member of the Imperial Academy (the present Japan

Academy) in 1905 and took the responsibility of the President of the Academy
for 1939-48, and was a member of the House of Peers as the delegate of the
Academy from 1934 until the abolition in 1946. He was appointed a member
of the National Research Council of Japan (the chairman of the Division of
Physics, and later the Vice-President) for 1920-43. During 1931-34, he was
the first president ofthe Osaka Imperial University (the present Osaka University)
which was established in 1931. He was also appointed the Head of the Science
Division of the Society for the Promotion of Scientific Researches in 1932 and

later became the Chief Manager of the Society for 1936-46. During the World
War II, he was an advisor to the army and navy in various technical problems.
He was appointed the vice-president of the Union Internationale de Radio

Scientifique in 1928, and a member of the International Committee for Weights
and Measures in 1931 (until 1948).

He was elected an honorary member of the Societe des Physiques et
d'Histoires Naturelles of Geneva in 1901, of the Leningrad Academy in 1931,
and of the Physical Society of Japan in 1950 and other scientific societies in Japan.
He was appointed the Councilor of the Societe Fran^aise de Physique for 190305, and an honorary fellow of the Physical Society of London in 1912. He

received the honorary degree of the Doctor of Philosophy from the University
of Cambridge, and the Order of Culture Merit, a metal of high distinction of
Japan, in 1937.

He had traveled in Europe and North America at eight times as the delegates
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Fig. 1. Classified Nagaoka's papers.

ofthe Japanese government and scientific societies for attending the international
scientific meetings.

He died suddenly at his own study room in Tokyo in 1950.

§ 3. Nagaoka's Physical Researches (except Geophysical Studies)

Nagaoka's scientific activities covered diverse fields of physics and of physical
sciences. His earlier works were on magnetism and geophysics. In his studies
of the former, he had attempted various kinds of experimental studies of fer-

romagnetism, especially, of magnetostriction and published thirty-eight papers
for seventeen years. Afterwords, these researches were further extended by his
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Student, Kotaro Honda (1870-1954) who organized a research center of Japan

for magnetism in the Tohoku Imperial University(the present Tohoku University)
which was established in 1911. Nagaoka attended the first International Congress

of Physics held at Paris in 1900 and delivered a paper on magnetostriction by
request of the Organization Committee. He said that he was deeply impressed
by M. Curie's lecture on radioactivity and J. H. Poincare's suggestion on the
structure of atoms at the Paris Congress.^

His earlist theoretical works treated the problems of diffraction of a telescope.
He published six papers in this field.
On December 5, 1903, he read a well-known paper on the Saturnean atomic

model before the monthly meeting of the Tokyo (later Japan) Physico-Mathematical Society which has been separated into the Physical Society of Japan and
the Mathematical Society of Japan. In 1904 and 1905, he published a series of
papers in which he discussed line- and band-spectra, radioactivity, dispersion of
light and others in relation to his atomic model.
At the same time, he interested in problems of inductance. Subsequently,
he published about twenty papers on these problems. Especially ^ he calculated
the socalled "Nagaoka's Coefficients" of the self- and mutual-inductances of
coaxial circular coils which are still used in the practical radio-technics. In
1922 and 1926, he published two numerical tables which were tabulated the

elliptic functions in relation to these coefficients and themselves.
In 1908, he took up work on the field of spectroscopy. His earlier works
in this field were on the Zeeman effect and the fine structure of the spectra of
mercury. He continued to study spectroscopy at the Imperial University of
Tokyo and the Institute of Physical and Chemical Researches with cooperation
of many excellent pupils and followers for about thirty-seven years. Nagaoka
published about 140 papers on the field of spectroscopy. He invented several
useful methods and devices for his spectroscopic experiments. For example, he
improved the method of crossed spectra by the combinations of the different
interferometers,especially. Echelon grating and Lummer-Gehrcke plate by which
the accuracy of measurement in his spectroscopic works was greatly increased.
In his spectroscopic studies, he took up various kinds of substances: Hg, Cd,
Bi, Ne and other kinds of gases and metals, radioelements and others. He also
studied various kinds of spectra: hyperfine structures, spark lines by disruptive
discharge, Zeeman-, Stark- and isotope effects, and others.
After 1921, he wrote about twenty papers on the theoretical discussions of
atomic structures and nuclei. In 1924, he announced the success on the trans

mutation of mercury into gold in his Institute. The report was rapidly spreaded
over the world. Since then, he continued to reexamine the transmutation with
2 E. Yagi: Jap. Stud, Hist, ScL, No. 3(1964), 29-45; No. 6 (1967), 19-25.
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the help of most of all members of his laboratory for several years. Finally the
success was denied.

His main purpose of the such experimental and theoretical researches in
spectroscopy and transmutation of mercury might be understood as his strong
interest to the structure of atoms and nuclei. The researches in nuclear physics
in Japan have been further extended by Yoshio Nishina (1890-1951) who was
called "the father of the nuclear physics in Japan", two Nobel Prize winners,
namely Hideki Yukawa (1907-) and Sin-itiro Tomonaga (1906-), and others.
Nagaoka took out several patents from Japan and the foriegn countries for
his devices, invented in his Institute.

He was very interested in the history of sciences. He supervised to study
the life and works of Tadataka Ino(1744-1818) who was the great land-surveyor
and cartographer in Japan in the Tokugawa Period. Thus, Ryokichi Otani
(1875-1934) completed a book on Tadataka Ino (in Japanese) published in 1917.®
Nagaoka wrote a preface to Otani's book. When Nagaoka was the President
of the Imperial Academy, he promoted the researches and publication of Meijizen Nippon Kagakushi (history of sciences in Japan before Meiji Period) which
became the main work of the Academy. A series of the books(26 volumes) had
been published until 1968.'^ He wrote many short biograpies of the famous
European physicists and mathematicians in the Japanese popular magazines.
§ 4. Nagaoka's Researches in Geophysical Sciences

Nagaoka's earliest works were the observation of terrestrial magnetism. At
the same time of the graduation from the Imperial University, he participated in
the Northern Party, one of the two parties, for making a geomagnetic survey
of all Japan. He assisted earnestly C. G. Knott (1856-1922), the leader of the

party, who was a foreign professor of physics at the University (for 1883-91),
and they surveyed the northern part of Japan for three months. Nagaoka also
observed the disturbances of isomagnetics caused by the Mino-Owari Earthquake
which occurred in the central Japan with many disasters in 1891. He was

helped by Aikitu Tanakadate(1856-1952)who was a great scholar on geophysical
physics in Japan.

Nagaoka undertook the relative gravity measurement between Tokyo and
Potsdam, and the absolute gravity measurements at several places including
Tokyo in Japan with his collaborators. According to these field works, the
observed values of gravity in Japan could be understood in connection with the
European ones. In 1900, he also attended the Thirteenth General Meeting of the
International Association of Geodesy held in Paris, as a Japanese delegate, and
3 R. Otani: Tadataka Ino, the Japanese Land-Surveyor, translated in English by K.Sugiura
(1932) pp. 358, Iwanami, Tokyo.

4 S. Yajima: Jap. Stud. Hist. Sci., No. 7 (1968), 159-166(book reviews).
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delivered a paper on the determination of gravity in Japan.
He surpervised the observation of seiches in many lakes and bays in Japan
from 1900 by the request of the Earthquake Investigation Committee.
He was regarded as the first physicist to carry out a systematic study on the
elasticity of rocks in relation to the propagation of seismic waves through earth's
crust. His first paper on the subject was published in 1900.^ Until 1907, he
published twenty-three papers about the speculative discussions of geophysics in
relation to seismic and sea waves, and others.

His theoretical discussions on

geophysics belong to such a shool of the European mathematical physicists as
Lord Kelvin, Lord Rayleigh and others. By the means of the mathematical
physics, they deduced the various properties and structures of the interior of the
earth which could scarcely be taken direct observations. Nagaoka said about
the usefulness of the deduction in an introduction of his paper, "Stationary
Surface Themor"®:

The problem of elastic surface waves on an isotropic solid was first
treated by Lord Rayleigh in 1885. The important bearing of this class of
waves on earthquakes was recognised by him, but the result of analysis in
its practical aspect has scarely been discussed, inasmuch as the hypothesis
of isotropy of the medium is hardly compatible with the structure of the
earth's crust. When the great complexity which will be introduced into
the boundary conditions (of the actual stratigraphical structure) is taken
into account, the advantage gained does not easily compensate for the
mathematical difficulty which necessarilly accrues in the solution of the
problem. But if the result of calculation based on a simple abstraction as
to the nature of the medium be interpreted in the light of a simple comment
as to the character of the motion which is capable of being excited on the
surface of the elastic solid, the analysis would not to be a useless piece of
mathematical play, as the conception of the phenomena is thereby great
facilitated.

Nagaoka's studies on this field formed the second peak of a number of his
published papers after his retirement from the University of Tokyo. He studied
various fields of geophysics covering the physical properties of earth's crust,
vibrations of the elastic solid and fluctuations in secular variations of the earth's

pole caused by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, and others. Futhermore,
he took up the geomorphological changes and formation of mountains, lines of
fissures and continental margins in relation to the isostatic motion in earth's
crust with the change of geoid. He reported these studies before the most of
every monthly meetings of the Earthquake Research Institute. His viewpoints

of discussions in these reports were often criticized by his successors. They
5 H. Nagaoka: Publications of the Earthquake Investigation Committee in Foreign Languages,
No. 22B (1906), 17-25.
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considered that his reports were too much speculative and proofless from the
observation of natural phenomena. From 1926 to 1935, Nagaoka published
about thirty papers on that field.
Nagaoka aimed at the improvement of pendulum for gravity measurement.
He reported the construction of an invariable tungsten pendulum in 1926 and a
silica glass one in 1930, respectively.
He was interested in radio-transmission and ionospheres. In 1914 and 1915,
he published four papers on the effects of sunrise, sunset, sunspots and solar
eclipse on radio-transmission. His studies on the field had further been extended
since 1926 when the Committee of Radio-Physics was organized (he became the

Chief), in the National Research Council of Japan. He published ten papers
on the discussions of various phenomena of the propagation of radio waves and
the effects of solar eclipse and meteoric showers for 1926-32.
He constructed a magnetograph for the measurement of sudden changes on
magnetic fields in 1937. He began to study those changes of terrestrial magnet
ism accompanying volcanic activities and magnetic storms of inospheres by the
help of his collaborators. For 1937-43, he published fourteen papers on this
subject.
In his last paper in 1943, he discussed the minute fluctuations in the period
of rotation of the triaxial earth.

After retiring from the Institute of Physical and Chemical Researches in
1946, he continued to study geophysics at his home until his last time, but no
paper was published.
His studies on geophysical sciences were the most fruitful for 1900-07 and
for 1926-35 as shown in Fig. 1. In the former period, the theories of oscilation
applied in the discussions of his atomic model were also used in his physicomathematical studies of seismic and sea waves. In the latter period, he took
aim at the application of the theories of elasticity and plasiticity to geophysics

comprising seismology and geology. Furthermore, he even undertook to build
up the electron theory of terrestrial magnetism from the standpoint of ionized
atoms and molecules in the interior of the Earth, which was reported by himself
to the General Headquater of Allied Forces occupied Japan. A copy of this
report is preserved at the National Science Museum with Nagaoka's notes, cor
respondences, diaries and others.
§ 5. Conclusion

Nagaoka had the continuous interest in geophysics through his scientific
activities. His studies on atomic model, and stucture of atoms and nuclei could

be regarded as his source researches.® He devoted himself to these researches,
especially for 1903-05 and 1922-26 as shown in Fig. 1. After these periods,
6 E. Yagi: Jap. Stud. Hist. Set., No. 11 (1972), this issue.
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many papers on his experimental studies on optics included spectroscopy and
others were started to be published successively and his geophysical studies also
became much fruitful mentioned above. Therefore, it should be pointed out
that his research in geophysical sciences had played a subordinate role for his
physical researches, except his earlier works. Torahiko Terada (1878-1935),
Professor of the Imperial University of Tokyo, who was a great scholar on physics
and geophysics in Japan, was said to point out that Nagaoka's geophysical studies
were only a hobby for him.^ Nagaoka's standpoints of theories of oscillation
applied to seismic and sea waves could be common to the one used to his atomic
model. His discussions on the base of elasticity and plasiticity of the earth's
crust in his later period should be the extension of these geophysical standpoints.
The discussions of radio-transmission and ionospheres could be applied the fruits
of the experiences of his studies of spectroscopy and atomic structure. For
example, he appointed out that states of electric particles in ionospheres were
anologous to the one of electrons in a vacuum tube. His geophysical studies
could be regarded as his sink researches.
Acknowledgements
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The Origin of the Amber found at Tepe Marlik
Curt W. Beck* and Teruko Muroga**

Among the artifacts found at Tepe Marlik^ in northwestern Iran is a frag
ment which has the elemental composition of amber.^ From the drawing® the
piece appears to be a segment of an annular bead. The curvature suggests that
the entire bead had a diameter of about 18-20mm and that the central opening
measured about 7-8mm in diameter (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the Amber Fragment from Marlik
as a Ring Bead.

Reconstruction from what must be less than a quarter of the original object
is not without risks, but it is, in this case, the only way to connect the find to
other amber artifacts. Ring-shaped beads or pendants are known from Iron

Age Italy;^ some had collars, with or without perforation, for suspension. Not
all of these can be dated closely, but it is evident that amber in many forms,
including such rings, was used extensively in the Italic cultures of the first half
of the first millenium B.C. and that this use reaches back to the early phases

(sub-Apennine and proto-Villanovan) of this period.®
Quite independent of any specific relationship the Marlik amber may have
with Italic forms, it must be accepted since de Navarro's exhaustive study® that
* Department of Chemistry, Vassar College, New York, U.S.A.
** Chemistry Institute, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.
1 E.O. Neghaban, Marlik, Tehran, 1964.
2 T. Muroga, Japanese Studies in the History of Science, 9(1970), 99-105.
3 Ref. 2, p. 101, fig. 5.
4 D.E. Strong. Catalogue of the Carved Amber in the Department of Greek and Roman Anti
quities (British Museum), London, 1966, Nos. 93, 95, 96.

5 Ref. 4, p. 24.
6 J.M. de Navarro, Geogr. /., 66(1925), 481-507.
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northern amber first appeared in quantity at the head of the Adriatic at the
beginning of the Iron Age.
All this is consonant with the floruit of Tepe Marlik which Neghaban^ puts
at 900 B.C.

Such considerations, of course, will beg the question unless it can be
established with certainty that the Marlik find is in fact amber and that it is
specifically Baltic amber from northern Europe.
Muroga has reported^ the results of elemental analyses which showed
70.35% carbon, 9.12% hydrogen, 19.16% of oxygen, 0.07% nitrogen, less
than 0.0% sulfur and only traces of ash. These values are compatible with the
composition of Baltic amber. The carbon content is lower and the oxygen
content higher than would be the case in a well-preserved mineralogical
specimen, but it is to be expected and has been demonstrated® that the carbonoxygen ratio decreases markedly as a result of weathering:
Table 1. Elemental Composition of Baltic Amber after Helm^.
Transparent

Firm red

yellow

weathering

weathering

interior

crust

crust

Friable brown

% carbon

78.63

74.36

% hydrogen

10.48

9.94

9.16

^ oxygen

10.47

15.34

23.67

0.42

0.36

0.26

% sulfur

66.91

The low sulfur in the Marlik sample remains shomwhat surprising.
While these analytical results make it highly probable that the Marlik find
consists of some kind of amber, it cannot answer the question of its origin.
There are deposits of amber-like fossil resins in southern and southeastern
Europe, notably in Sicily and in Rumania, which have the same elemental
composition and which might well have furnished the raw material for the
Marlik artifact. The old method of identifying Baltic amber by its succinic
acid content® is unreliable since Sicilian, Rumanian and other non-Baltic amber

like fossil resins may contain equal amounts of this acid.^®'^^ The amount of

amber available from the Marlik excavation would, in any event, be insufficient
for such an analysis. However, it is now possible to recognize Baltic amber
unequivocally by its infrared absorption spectrum, using only two milligrams
7 Ref. 2, p. 104, Table 2.
8 O. Helm, Schriften der naturforsch. Gesellsch. Danzing. N.F. 5, Nr. 3(1882), 9-11.
® O. Helm, Schriften der naturforsch. Gesellsch. Danzing, N. F. 6, Nr. 2(1885), 234-239.
W. LaBaume, Schriften der naturforsch. Gesellsch. Danzing, Nr. 1 (1935), 5-48.
C.W. Beck, Archaeology, 23(1970), 7-11.
12 C.W. Beck, E. Wilbur and S. Meret, Nature, 201 (1964), 256-257.
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Fig. 2. Partial Infrared Spectra of Succinite (90 and 160) and of
the Amber Fragment from Marlik (2299 and 2300).

of sample."'^^ Baltic amber, and only Baltic amber among all the fossil resins
of Europe and Asia, has a characteristic absorption pattern between 8 and 9
microns (1250-1110cm" (Fig. 2, Spectrum 90) which may be distorted by
weathering (Fig. 2, Spectrum 160), but which remains characteristic enough in
all but a few extreme cases to be identifiable by a computer programmed for
the purpose. The spectra of two carefully selected interior samples of the
Marlik find (Fig. 2, Spectra 2299 and 2300) leave no doubt that the object was
made of Baltic amber.

Lest the appellation "Baltic amber" suggest too narrow a limit of geographic
origin, it will be well to append a few words about the nomenclature of fossil
resins. The occurrence of "Baltic amber" is not now restricted to the vicinity
of the Baltic Sea. Rather, the term describes a variety of fossil resin which
palaeontologists believe was formed in a forest which flourished some sixty
million years ago in an area which is now partially covered by that sea. Since
then, however, geological events, notably glaciation, have widened the natural
distribution so extensively that today it is found along the east coast of England,
the eastern part of Holland, throughout Scandinavia and northern Germany, in
Poland and in Russia as far south as the northern shores of the Black Sea.^^

The overwhelming amount of the amber found in this large area is called
succinite by mineralogists, but minor amounts of other varieties also occur in
this region: some, e,g, glessite, are now known to have a different botanical

13 C.W. Beck et al. in R.H. Brill, ed., Science and Archaeology, Cambridge, Mass., 1971,
pp. 235-239.

For a distribution map, of. Ref. 11, p. 8 or Ref. 13, p. 237.
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source than succinite, others, e.g. beckerite, appear to be merely contaminated
succinite.^®

The spectroscopie identification of the Marlik amber shown it to be
succinite. The raw material must therefore have come from within the large
but well-defined area of natural distribution of this fossil resin.
Resume

An annular fragment of amber found at Tepe Marlik in northwestern Iran
and dated to about 900 B.C. from its context has been identified as Baltic amber

(succinite) by infrared spectrophotometry.
The object, or the raw material for it, is therefore an import.
Acknowledgment
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Ts'ui Fang, a Forgotten llth-Century Chinese Alchemist
Ho Peng Yoke* and Beda Lim**

To Doctor Joseph Needham, Fellow of the Royal Society and of the British
Academy,Master of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge,in commemoration
of his visit to Japan as Visiting Professor at the Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyusho, and

Kuala Lumpur to give a public lecture on alchemy at the University of Malaya
in the summer of 1971.

Old Chinese alchemists sought to compound
Elixirs giving immortality.
For with this gift, they thought, is also found
A highly prized and rare facility—
To fly at will, visit the distant moon
And planets—beyond the cerulean sky
Our modern science has brought to us a boon:
We need no secret alchemy to fly.
And borne on metal wings you come to us
To know more of the ancient sciences here.

Great Medicine, in particular, to discuss—
All this without the dark Arts of the seer.

There lived and worked eight centuries ago.
To the north of the scenic Tung-t'ing lake.
An alchemist whose scanty writings show
Relationships as close as we can make
Between the recipes of the alchemist
And medical prescriptions of the sort
Familiar to the Chinese doctor's list.

Little of him the records can report.
What we have gleaned is in this document:
Which, to the Master of Caius we present.

Chinese alchemy was in its golden age between the 4th and the 8th century,
from the Chin to the T'ang dynasty, as seen from the richness of alchemical
writings during this time, the lucid style employed therein as opposed to the
* Professor of Chinese Studies, University of Malaya, and Chairman-Elect, School of
Asian Studies, Griffith University, Brisbane.
** The Librarian, University of Malaya.
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abstruse language used earlier on, the adventurous spirit of the alchemists in ex
perimenting with numerous inorganic substances, and the development of alchem
ical theories. The progress was arrested from the 9th century possibly as the
result of a chain of T'ang emperors falling victim to elixir poisoning one after
another and cases of alchemists perishing in like manner.^ However, the enthu
siasm of seeking physical immortality through the elixir can hardly be said to
have subsided during the Sung period, although more caution was exercised in
preparing and ingesting the Great Medicine. This idea, for example, caught the
fancy of many Sung scholars and civil servants. Among the well-known literati
of the 11th century who were acquainted with the art ofalchemy were Fan Chungyen
(989 to 1052) and Su Shih
(1036 to 1101), but there must have
been many others whose names were rarely mentioned.^ Ts'ui Fang
belonged
to the latter category.
Ts'ui Fang is indirectly known through his alchemical treatise, which has a
rather interesting title Wai-tan pen-ts'ao
(Pharmacopoeia of Operative
Alchemy). This book is now lost, but fragments of it are preserved in quotations
made by Li Shih-chen
in his magnum opus, the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu
(the Great Pharmacopoeia)(1596).^ It is probable that Li Shih-chen has derived
his material indirectly from another alchemical work, the keng-hsin yu-ts'e
zEM (the Precious Book of Alchemy), compiled in the early 15th century by the
Ming prince, Chu Ch'iian
(1378-1448). Again the Keng-hsin yu-ts'e is no
longer extant, and Li Shih-chen leaves no information on Ts'ui Fang.
An alchemical compendium, the Keng-taO'Chi
(Collection of Proce
dures of the Golden Art[Alchemy]) from the Taoist patrology Tao-tsang throws
some light on Ts'ui Fang.'^ A certain recluse, who styled himself'Retired Scholar'
of Meng-hsien
, described in the year 1144 the essentials of Ts'ui Fang's
alchemical pharmacopoeia and quoted the postscript written by the latter. Ts'ui
Fang, according to this description, came from eastern Shantung Province. His
tzu (style name) was Hui-shu BgzK and hao (appellation) Wen-chen Tzu
.
He styled himself the'Retired Elder of the Tsulai Mountain'(Tsulai-shan t'ui-sou
probably towards the later stage in his life. He himself compiled a
pharmacopoeia on the essentials of drugs for the Great Elixir {Ta tan yao chUeh
pen ts'ao
The exact title of the pharmacopoeia does not seem to
have been mentioned here, and could have been the WaUtan pen-ts'ao quoted by
1 For the Golden Age and Silver Age of Chinese alchemy see Joseph Needham,Science and
Civilisation in China vol 5, Cambridge University Press (in press).
^ The sociological influence of the elixir among the literati in T'ang and Sung China is being
studied by Goh Thean Chye of the Department of Chinese Studies, University of Malaya.
3 For a biography of Li Shih-chen see Gwei-Djen Lu, "China's Great Naturalist; a Brief
Biography of Li Shih-chen," Physis, Rivista Internazionale distoria delta Scienza, 1966, 8, 383-392.
^ No. 946 in Wieger, L., Le Taoisme; Bibliographie Generate, Hsienhsien 1911. The KengtaO'Chih was compiled by an unknown author not earlier than the year +1144.
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Chu Ch'iiaii and Li Shih-chen. The postscript written by Ts'ui Fang says:
"During a Kuei-wei year in the Ch'ing-Li reign-period (1043)(Ts'ui)
Fang took an official appointment in Hunan keeping vigilant on the / H
tribal people (inhabiting) the caves among the streams (and rivers that form
the tributaries of the Yangtse River in western and southwestern Hunan).
The seat of office was in Wu-kang
district, three hundred // away from
Ch'angsha in the north-east. At that time the late minister Liu Ch'ung-chih
was governing T'ang-chou ^')M prefecture. He summonded (Ts'ui)
Fang (and appointed him)editor (chien-hsiu
Whereupon (the latter)
proceeded on transfer and stayed at the Ch'ing I Ssu
temple. One
day someone from the prefecture called Li Pi ^3® visited him.® The visitor
was aged seventy-odd years, (but) had a red and tender complexion (of a
young child). They discussed mainly the art of making elixirs, and even
tually (Li) presented (Ts'ui) a formula for making the 'Blue-Green Metal
Elixir'{ch'ing chin tan ^i^)of Wei, the Holy Immortal Master(Wei Chenchiin
almost certainly Wei Po-yang
(Ts'ui) Fang read and
verified both the procedure and the quantity (of the ingredients involved),
but was not yet able to understand its hidden subtle meaning. (Li) Pi said
repeatedly that (Ts'ui) would be able to carry out (the experiment)."
"This experiment used two (parts of) sulphur and eight (parts of) mer
cury brought through nine cyclical changes in a Water-and-Fire reactionvessel {shui'huo ting Tkiklffi).® (The elixir) should form naturally following
this method. Although (Ts'ui) Fang was burdened with official duties, he
often made use of his leisure hours and carried out the experiment accord
ingly. (However,)after nine-cyclical changes(the product)turned back into
mercury. He then asked (Li) Pi, but received no answer. (Ts'ui) Fang
thought to himself that the formula was very profound and that he had failed
to realise the Elixir because he could not comprehend the secret instructions
of the Holy Immortals."
"Later (Ts'ui) went out travelling on an official mission and came to
Heng-shan mountain, where he visited Master Lan
an adept on the
nourishing of life, and sought his guidance.® The Venerable Lan said,
5 Liu Ch'ung-chih was the tzu ^ of Liu Kang gljjijx, whose biography is given in Sung-shih
ch. 285.

® We know nothing else about this adept Li Pi.
Ch'ing-chin, the 'blue-green metaP, was a synonym for lead. It is not the colour but rather

the arbitrary Five-Element relationship that is being referred to. The 2nd-century Wei Po-yang
used lead as an important elixir raw material in his book Ts'an-t'ung-ch'i(Kinship of the Three).
8 This is a stove for heating but with a cooling device incorporated. For the equipments
used by the Chinese alchemists see Ho & Needham,"The Laboratory Equipment of the Early
Mediaeval Chinese Alchemists", Ambix, 1959, 7, 57-115, esp. p. 89 and p. 90.
9 We do not know exactly who the adept Venerable Lan was. Chao Tao-i

Li'shih chen-hsien fi-tao fung-chien

in the

ch. 48 (Wieger No. 293) tells us about an
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'This experiment is most wonderful and easiest to achieve. However, as you
have not fully understood the writings of the Holy Immortals, the (quantity
of)sulphur and mercury (used by you at different stages of the experiment)
has not been correct. At the first cyclical operation put in two ounces of
sulphur, but the amount must be decreased step by step (for every subsequent
cyclical operation) until the sixth. It is at the seventh cyclical change that
no sulphur is put in. As sulphur is a very Yang (substance) and mercury
very Yin, they are mixed together every time in a reaction-vessel and heated
by fire, and sublimation will only cease at the seventh cyclical change. At
this point the substances are brought into submission (/«
Then after
nine cyclical changes the product is placed in an outside combustion-chamber
{wai lu
to be warmed by a gentle glowing fire(yang# lit.'to conserve').
This involves a separate firing process. After the firing, sulphur disappears,
but the mercury itself is transformed into a precious elixir'."
"It wasthen that(Ts'ui)Fang began to understand what was said(before)
by Li Pi. Hence he bowed to thank (the Venerable Lan) again and again.
Ever since he received the guidance from the Venerable Lan, (Ts'ui) Fang
never failed whenever he performed the experiment."
"First and foremost, this elixir brings everlasting life, secondly, it can
bring relief to people (in need), and lastly, it can enrich one's family. What
must be observed is that one must do charity with a just mind and not be
avaricious.

The Tao will then be attained."

In the Keng-tao-chih compendium the above post-script is immediately fol
lowed by a poem attributed to the Holy Immortal Wei, and by a commentary
written by Master Lan. The poem with its commentary elucidates the gradual
decrease of the quantity of sulphur used in each successive step, as already men
tioned above and therefore seems to have come directly from Ts'ui Fang's
pharmacopoeia. It says:^^
When the Blue-Green Metal you will compound,
Follow the old precepts: those rules are sound.
In the reaction-vessel, actuate

The hidden fires; begin with Two-and-Eight.
First cyclical operation is through.
adept by the name Lan Fang
{tzu Yuan-tao xM), who flourished during the time of the
Sung emperor Jen-Tsung (reigned 1023 to 1063) and in ch. 50 it records another called Lan

Ch'iao

{tzu Tzu-sheng

who ate an elixir during the time of emperor Hui-Tsung

(reigned 1101 to 1125). Of course there was also Lan Ts'ao-ho

the most celebrated of

them all and also a member of the famous Eight Immortals(pa hsien A fill) in Chinese legend.
However, there is no tangible clue to connect the Venerable Lan with any of these three.
10 This must refer to fixation.
11 Tr. auct.
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Now comes the second—greatest care is due—
For at this crossroads caution is repaid:
Take heed—no alternation may be made.
A transformation, back and forth, takes place;
A marvel to behold proceeds apace.
Now at the third, a warning we must make:

Less sulphur—only half, in fact—to take.
At the fourth, maintain with the greatest care
One ounce of this Yang substance, pure and rare.
At the fifth change, this stuff is used again;
Only three-quarters, though, we must maintain.
Now comes the sixth—a rule we must announce:

To add, at this, no more than half an ounce.

At the seventh, new marvels will be brought:
The Dragon, in the chamber, will be caught.

Now at the eighth, let the quintessence be;
Let none be added: this we must decree.

At the ninth change, no secrets are concealed:
A hmn-tan elixir—fan-yang—is revealed.
This sacred food is known to the elect;

Fed to the dead, this drug will resurrect.

In each cyclical change, please be aware.
The firing process must be done with care.
In each process, let no one raise a doubt.
Five pounds of charcoal must be used throughout.
To converse the luminous ciimabar

So that it resists fire, thrusts it afar—
Lead is needed for this desired end.

Mark well the true proportions of this blend:
One ounce of cinnabar, two ounces lead—"
No other formula will serve instead.

Melt them until they turn as white as snow;
From mixtures such as this rewards will flow.

Make offerings to Heaven and to Earth,
For of those riches you will have no dearth.
Practice charity, for thanks must be repaid
>2 The text says ho-cKe
and lead. Ho-cKe("River Chariot") was commonly used as
synonym for lead, but in this case the commentary says that it meant cinnabar. In Chinese
alchemy it is not usually for one synonym to have multiple meanings.
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For the sacred elixir you have made,
Through whose potency, out of the mundane.
Immune from death, you ever will remain.

This experiment looks like the preparation of mercuric sulphide at the first
instance, and with lead added to it oxidization could have taken place, producing
lead oxide or sulphur dioxide, or else sulphur and lead could have formed lead
sulphide. However, none of the above is white in colour. The white product
could only be due to the impurities present in the raw material or coming over
from the charcoal fuel. Nevertheless, the aspirant to immortality would have
before him a substance with a strong lead, if not mercury, content. We are not
informed whether Ts'ui Fang did ingest an elixir as harmful to the human body
as our interpretation of his Great Experiment suggests. However, the limited
use of inorganic substances as elixir ingredients, and the emphasis on mercury,
sulphur and lead, were typical ofthe Sung wai-tan (operative alchemy)alchemists.
Besides the above quotation from the Keng-tao-chi nothing else about Ts'ui
Fang or his pharmacopoeia is found in the Taoist patrology. We have not been
successful in finding anything either among the Taoist hagiographies about him.
Fortunately his work received the attention of the Ming prince Chu Ch'iian
and Li Shih-chen, and it is likely that they and the Keng-tao-chi all referred to
one and the same pharmacopoeia. Fragments of the Wai-tan pen-ts'ao quoted by
Li Shih-chen in his Pen-ts'ao kang-mu are translated and reproduced below:—
Lu-kan-shik (zinc-bloom, Smithsonite)^^
Take two lbs of copper and one lb. of zinc-bloom. Heat them to form
one-and-a-half lbs of t'ou-shik (an alloy of zinc and copper). Is it not that
(the alloy) is derived from stones and minerals?
Natural fou-shik comes from Persia and looks like gold. It turns red
when put to the fire and is not blackened.
This passage is also repeated in Fang I-chih's
Wu-li hsiao-shik
(Small Encyclopaedia of the Principles of Things)(1664).^® However, the amount

of copper used is given as one lb and the question Ts it not that the alloy is
derived from stones and minerals?' is not there.

The latter could have been a

remark made by Li Shih-chen himself, as there was no established practice in
13 See Read, B.E. and Pak, C., A Compendium of Minerals and Stones used in Chinese Medi
cinefrom the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu, French Bookstore, Peking, 1936 (to be referred to hereafter as
RP). This alloy is metioned in item number 59 in the compendium (to be abbreviated as RP 59).

1^ See Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 9, p. 649. 1. (Our edition of the Pen-ts^ao kang-mu is a repro
duction of the 1885 Chang-shih Wei-ku-ts'ai block-print made by the Jen-min wei-sheng she,
Peking in 1957.)

"See Wu-li hsiao-shih ch. 7, p. 23a.
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pre-modern Chinese scholarship to follow a text strictly when making a quotation
from it.

"Wu-ming'i (pyrolusite, manganese oxide)^®
Wu-ming'i is Yang-ch'i-shih (asbestos tremolite)."^'' This is most likely a
misquotation, for nowhere else is the term Yang-ch'i-shih given as a synonym for
wu-ming-i. The text should probably read: ''Wu-ming-i is a Yang mineral",

and it can be seen from the other quotations that Ts'ui Fang tends to try to classify
all minerals into two opposite classes—Yin and Yang.
''Tai-che-shih (red hematite)^®

Tai-che {shih) is a Yang mineral. It occurred together with Tai-i ytiHang(brown hematite) among mountain gorges. It is ground into a red
(pigment)that can be used for (putting punctuation) marks(or writing notes)
on books and also for painting over metals to produce a richer red colour."^®
''Chin-yashih (iron pyrites)^®
Chin-ya-shih is a Yang mineral. It occurred among the mountains in
(the provinces of Sze) chuan and Shen(si). In appearance it resembles mili'tzu (a kind of limestone). That with golden dots is superior.
"Hsiao-shih (saltpetre; Epsom salts)^^
Hsiao-shih is a Yin mineral. This is not a kind of stone, but is obtained

by the decoction of native salts. It is now called yen-hsiao. People of
Shang-ch'eng in Hopei (province) and those living along the banks of the
(Yellow) River from (the former land of) Wei (State) {i,e, north Honan
province)to Huai(the region bordering the former States of Ch'i and Ch'u,
i.e. Shantung province) produce it by refining native salts in solution that
they collect from the ground. This is slightly different from p'u hsiao(crude
Glauber's salt), and is not produced in the southern region (of China).
''Tu-k'uai (hare mallow, Eranthis pinnatifida, Maxim)^^
16 See RP 61.

1' See Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 9p. 650. 1.

Yang-ch*i-shih is actinolite(see RP

29) or asbestos tremolite (see RP 75).
18 See RP 78.

19 Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 10 p. 664. 1.
20 See RP 98.

21 Pen-ts'aokang-much. 10 p. 678. 1.

22 Hsiao-shih is saltpetre(RP 125), but it also referred to Epsom salts MgS04-71120 in the
past as identified in a T'ang sample preserved in the Shosoin. See Masutomi Junosuke
Shosoin yakubutsu a chushin to sum kodai sekiyaku no kenkyii

t't

(A Study of Ancient Mineral Drugs based on the Drugs preserved in the Shosoin),Kyo
to, 1957.

Pen-ts'aokang-mu ch.n. p. 691. 1.

M

24 See Read, B.E., Chinese Medicinal Plantsfrom the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu, French Bookstore,
Peking, 1936 plant no. 535 (abbreviated here as R535).
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Tu-Wnai is also called lei-wan-ts'ao''^^

''Chin-hsing-ts'ao {Polypodium hastatum, Th.)^®
Chin-hsing-ts'ao controls {chih) the three yellow substance (sulphur,
realgar and orpiment), cinnabar, mercury and potash alum."^^
"Ju-hsiang (terebinth tree, Pistacia Khinjuk, stocks.)^®

JU'hsiang, when liquidized after being heated together with and brought
under submission(fu) by leek seeds(Allium odorum, L.), Chinese small onion
(Allium fiotulosum, L.) and garlic (Allium sativum, L.), cushions (lit. softens)
(the therapeutic effects of) the Five Metals.
''Tsao-chia (soap bean tree, Gleditschia sinensis, Lam.)^°
Tsao-chia is also known by the name hsuan-tao (lit. 'hanging knife').
In two other instances Li Shih-chen mentions the 'prescriptions of alchemy'
in one place and the 'practitioners of alchemy' in another. The former refers to
the plant ti yii
(Sanguisorba officinalis, L.) saying that according to the 'pre
scriptions of alchemy (wai-tan-fang
ti yii has an alternative name suan cM
because of its sour taste and its brown colour.

The latter deals with another

plant tenghsin ts'ao
(Juncus effusus, L.) or common rush, which the'practi
tioners of alchemy' (wai-tan-chia
employ for subduing sulphur and
cinnabar. However, we are unable to say whether either of the two terms
'wai-tan-fang' and 'wai-tan-chia' refers to the Wai-tan pen-ts'ao of Ts'ui Fang.
From the fragments of Ts'ui Fang's alchemical pharmacopoeia we can detect
a very important principle that seems to underlie the composition of Chinese
elixirs. There appears to be a very close connection between elixir formulae
and medical prescriptions. The first indication of this comes from the use of the
term pen-ts'ao (pharmacopoeia) by Ts'ui Fang and the inclusion of alchemical
material in a number of important pharmacopoeias beginning from the earliest
Shen Lung pin-ts'ao ching
to the Ch'ung-hsiu Cheng-Ho ching-shih chenglei pei-yungpen-ts'ao
and the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu. In all
of them elixir materials are classified under the first of three categories—shang
p'in ±pp. One cannot also imagine Li Shih-chen making references to so many
Taoist alchemical writings in the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu after his frequent condemna
tion of elixir-eating if he was not concerned only with the medicinal value of the
information he collected from them.^^

25 Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 16, p. 905. 2.
26 See R809.

2"^ Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 20, p. 1078. 1.
28 See R313.

28 Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 34, p. 1371. 2.
30 R387.

31 Pen-ts'ao kang-mu ch. 35B. p. 1403. 2.
32 See R460 and Pen-ts^ao kang-mu ch. 12B p. 753. 2.
33 See R696 and Pen-ts^ao kang-mu ch. 15. p. 890. 1.
34 See for example Ho & Needham, "Elixir Poisoning in Mediaeval China.'' Janus, 1959,

48,221-251.

^
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Secondly, one is often reminded of the fact that celebrated alchemists like
Ko Hung
T'ao Hung-ching
Sun Ssu-mo
and Meng Shen
were at the same time great experts in medicine. Nothing can be more illumi
nating than the following words of Yen Kuang-lu
quoted in the Pen-ts'ao
kang-mu:^^

"In all the recipes of the immortals contained in Taoist writings, in
cluding those on the ingestion (of elixir substances), the way to abstain from
cereals, how to attain longevity and to avert(the natural process of) ageing,
and even those concerning the wonders of preparing elixirs by sublimation
and working with the minerals and the marvels of ascending to the clouds
and ethereal transformation into (immortals with) wings, are all dependent
on the use of medicinal substances. The principle of employment of these
substances is one and the same as that used in the pharmacopoeias."
We are therefore led to think that elixir formulae were composed in the same
manner as medical prescriptions.
Ts'ui Fang, in his pharmacopoeia, classifies alchemical substances into the
two opposite categories Yin and Yang. The theory of the two fundamental forces
Yin and Yang is indeed one of the basic concepts in Chinese medicine. Further
such classification of alchemical substances is found in the Keng-hsin yu-ts'e that
we mentioned earlier.

We are able to emend at least one case where the text

of the Wai-tan pen-ts'ao quoted in the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu was corrupt on the basis
of this division.

If our assumption of the similarity between elixir formulae and medical
prescriptions is correct, then it will be necessary to revise our understanding of
the technical terms used in alchemical writings such as chih flj (control) fu ik
(subdue), which have been in the past interpreted from the alchemical point of
view as 'fixation'. While we cannot dismiss the logic behind this alchemical
interpretation altogether, we feel that in certain cases these terms were meant by
the alchemists to explain the pharmaceutical action that one component has on
another in a particular elixir formula. It will not be possible for us, otherwise,
to explain how the terebinth tree can 'soften' {ju ^)metals, as mentioned above
in the Wai-tan pen-ts'ao. Similar action on the metals by fats of various animals,
such as goat, horse and camel is also mentioned in the Tan-fang chien-yuan
35 Tr. auct.; ch. lA p. 357. 1. Kuang-lu is most likely an official title rather than the per
sonal name or the style of a person. Here Li Shih-chen probably refers to Yen Chih-t'ui
who served the Northern Ch'i dynasty towards the end of the 5th century, since in the biblio
graphy of his Pen-ts'ao kang-mu only the works of two persons by the surname Yen are men

tioned, namely Yen Chih-t'ui and Yen Shih'ku
and with the former the more likely
candidate, judging from the specialisation of the two. Unfortunately Yen Chih-t'ui did not
hold the official title as mentioned under the Pei Ch'i and though he served under the subsequent
dynasties no mention of him can be found in the official dynastic histories apart from that of the
Pei Ch'i.
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and quoted in the Pen-ts'ao kang-mu,^^ It is difficult to interpret this either
in the physical or the chemical sense. The only possible explanation seems to
lie in the medical prescriptions. Thus we can only determine whether such terms
should be interpreted from the alchemical or the pharmaceutical sense from the
context itself.

In Ts'ui Fang we find an example of a junior civil servant who acquired and
practised the art of experimental alchemy. We have already come across the
Education Officer Lu T'ien-chi
who presented to the throne a very impor
tant text on alchemical theory of category, the Ts'an-fung-ch'i wu-hsiang-lei piyao
in the early part of the 12th century. Another juniorranking administrator in the person ofthe celebrated poet Lu Yu
(1125-1209)
was also an adept in the secret art and had personally prepared the gold elixir.^®
Lu Yu has also mentioned the names of several other Sung civil servants who
succeeded in the great venture. In Sung China one may get the impression that
the school of nei-tan
or respiratory exercises and meditation has taken over
from the school of wai-tan
or operative alchemy. It has been pointed out
elsewhere that a number of books on operative alchemy were still produced during
Sung China and that they are characterised by their illustrations of alchemical
laboratory equipment and apparatus.^® Ts'ui Fang helps to show that there were
many government officials, who themselves were acquainted with operative
alchemy and some of whom even did the experiments themselves. Operative
alchemy must have been still quite prevalent in Sung China. Often it went hand
in hand with respiratory exercises and meditation, and although certain aspirants
of physical immortality showed their preference for one form over the other
they were probably knowledgeable in both the techniques.

36 Ch. 50A p. 1726. 2; Ch. SOB p. 1742. 2 and p. 1749. 2.

37 See Ho & Needham, "Theories of Categories in Early Mediaeval Chinese Alchemy",
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 1959, 22, 173-210.

38 See Ho Peng Yoke, Goh Thean Chye and Beda Lim, "Lu Chi, the poet-alchemist".
Occasional Paper 13, Faculty of Asian Studies, the Australian National University, 1972.
39 This subject is dealt with in Ho & Needham,"The Laboratory Equipment of the Early
Mediaeval Chinese alchemists", Ambix, 1959, 7, 57-115.

Einige methodologische Probleme des klassischen Begriffs
der chemischen Struktur und dessen Ubergang
ziim gegenwartigen Begriff
Beitrag zur Geschichte der Atomistik (V)
Minoru Tanaka*

Einfuhrung

In Fortsetzung der vorangehenden Artikeln iiber den Entwicklungsgang der
Atomistik,^ namentlich der chemischen Atomistik, in denen der Autor darauf

hinwies, dass die Entwicklung von atomistischen Anschauungen nach R. Boyle,
insbesondere wahrend des 19. Jahrhunderts, immer unter komplementalen
Zusammenwirkungen von chemischen und physikalischen Begriffen vor sich ging,
werden in der vorliegenden Artikel einige methodologische Betrachtungen iiber

den Obergang von dem klassischen zum gegenwartigen Begriff der chemischen
Struktur dargelegt. Zur Betrachtung des Obergangs vom klassischen zum
gegenwartigen Strukturbegriff werden die Definition der chemischen Struktur von
A.M. Butlerov und deren Tragweite betrachtet und zwar im Zusammenhang mit
dem von A. Kekule erfassenen Molekiilbegriff. Betreffend die Ubergangsform
des Strukturbegriffs werden die Stereochemie und die Koordinationstheorie
erwahnt, wobei die lonenhypothese ebenfalls als eine der Ubergangsform
betrachtet wird.

I. Definition und Tragweite des klassischen Begriffs
der chemischen Struktur.

/-/.

Uberlegenheit der Butlerovschen Definition.

Den Begriff der chemischen Struktur, wie schon frlih von C. Grabe, Edv.
* Wako University, Tokyo.

1 M.Tanaka: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Atomistik. (I) Ober die Rolle der chemischen
Forschung beim Werdegang der modernen Atomistik. Japanese Studies in the History ofScience

(unten abgekiirzt JSHS) No. 1 (1962), S. 111-116; (II) Ober die Griinde der Verspatung der
Anerkennung der Avogadroschen Hypothese. JSHS No. 2 (1963), S. 127-135; (III) Ober die
Urspriinge skeptischer AufFassungen gegen Atomhypothese der Chemie neunzehnten
Jahrhunderts. JSHS No. 5 (1966), S. 87-99;(IV) Chemical and Physical Models for Atomistic
Notion—Its conceptual Development in Relation to the Evolution of the Concept of Chemical
Substance. JSHS No. 8 (1969), S. 125-143; Structure of History of Chemistry from View-point
of Conceptions of Chemical Substance and Atom. Bulletin of the Tokyo Institute of Technology.
No. 87 (1968), S. 17-24.
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Hjelt und A. Ladenburg in ihren klassischen Werken der Geschichte der Chemie
mehr oder weniger anerkannt worden war, verdankt die Chemie des 19.
Jahrhunderts A.M. Butlerov, der 1861 den BegriflF mit logischer Klarheit
formulierte:^

Von der Annahme ausgehend, dass einem jeden chemischen Atom nur
eine bestimmte und beschrankte Menge der chemischen Kraft (Affinitat),
mit welcher es an der Bildung eines Korpers Teil nimmt,innewohnt, mochte
ich diesen chemischen Zusammenhang, oder die Art und Weise der gegenseitigen Bindung der Atome in einem zusammengesetzten Korper, mit dem
Namen der chemischen Struktur bezeichnen ... die chemische Natur eines

zusammengesetzten Molekiils wird durch die Natur und die Quantitat seiner
elementalen Bestandteile und durch seine chemische Struktur bedingt.
Diese Definition konnte fur damalige Chemie keine bedeutsame Rolle spielen,
wenn sie von dem unmittelbar vor dem Zitat geschriebenen Satz getrennt
verstanden wurden, in dem Butlerov erklarte, was er unter dem Wort
"chemisch" meinen wollte.

Mit Gerhardt zusammen verneinen wir gegenwartig die Moglichkeit,
fiber die Lage der Atome im Inneren des Molekfils Rechenschaft zu geben
und es scheint sehr natfirlich, dass die Chemie, welche mit den Korpern
nur im Zustande ihrer Verwandlungen zu tun hat, unmachtig ist, so lange
die physikalischen Untersuchungen nicht zu Hilfe zukommen sind, fiber
diese mechanische Struktur ein Urteil zu geben,... aber wir konnen doch,
dem Begriff der physikalischen Atome ganzlich und unberficksichtigt
lassend, nicht leugnen, dass die chemischen Eigenschaften eines Korpers
besonders durch den chemischen Zusammenhang der ihn constituierenden
Elemente bedingt werden.
Das "physikalische Atom" sollte Atom oder Molekfil bedeuten, dessen
physikalische Eigenschaften experimented ermittelt werden konnen. Butlerov
unterschied sie vom "chemischen Atom" und betonte, dass Chemie augenblicklich mit der raumlichen Struktur ("mechanische Struktur" nach ihm)nicht
zu tun habe und "Hypothese fiber die physikalischen Atome zur Zeit ffir Chemie
nicht wichtig sei". G.V. Bykov schreibt fiber die theoretische Stellungsnahme
Butlerovs in seiner hervorragenden Geschichte der klassischen Theorien der
chemischen Struktur:^

In der Chemie existierte eine feste Tradition, chemische Eigenschaften
vom Molekfil auf ihre raumliche Struktur zurfickzuffihren.

Butlerov brach

mit dieser Tradition. Obwohl er die Moglichkeit, die "mechanische
Struktur" vom Molekfil zu erkennen, nicht verneinte, ist die Chemie, nach

seiner Meinung, "ohne Zuhilfnahme physikalischer Untersuchungen nicht
2 Zeits.f. Chem. u. Pharm., 1861, S. 549-560.
3 G.V. Bykov: Istoria klassicheskoi Teorie khimicheskovo Stroenia(Moscow, 1960), S. 85.
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fahig, dieses Problem zu losen". Nach Butlerov vermag Chemie, ohne
Wissenschaften Verlust zu bringen, das Problem raumlicher Struktur vom
Molekiil beiseite zu lassen, denn es sei nicht die raumliche, sondern die

chemische Struktur, die iiberzeugt ihre chemische Eigenschaften bestimmen.
Die Ansicht, dass die aktuelle Lagerung von Atomen im Molekiil auf
chemischem Weg nicht zu erkennen ist, teilte Kekule mit Butlerov, da er in
einer Notiz zu seiner historischen Abhandlung von 1858, ''Die Kpnstitution und
die Metamorphosen der chemischen VerbindungerC' schrieb:^
Obgleich es also gewiss fur eine Aufgabe der Naturforschung gehalten
werden muss, die Konstitution der Materie, also wenn man will die

Lagerung der Atome zu ermitteln, so muss man zugeben, dass nicht das
Studium der chemischen Metamorphosen, sondern vielmehr nur ein
vergleichendes Studium der physikalischen Eigenschaften der bestehenden
Verbindungen dazu ein Mittel bieten kann.
Kekule gebrauchte das Wort "Konstitution" im gleichen Sinne wie die
mechanische Struktur von Butlerov.

Zum scharfen Unterschied von Butlerov

zog Kekule aus dieser Ansicht keine positive Stellungsnahme heraus, sondern er
ging zuruck, zum Widerspruch zu seiner Verkettungstheorie, die rationelle
Formel aufzunehmen, die nach ihm nichts als Umsetzungsformel sind. Schon
erkannte Edv. Hjelt dies als Schwachpunkt von Kekule und wies auf:® "Die Wahl
zwischen verschiedenen rationellen Formeln (flir eine und dieselbe Substanz—

Autor)ist eine Frage der Zweckmassigkeit." Es ist in dieser Stelle zu bemerken,
dass es schon von Grabe, Ladenburg und Hjelt anerkannt worden war, dass
Kekule in der Durchfiihrung seines Grundsatzes von 1858 nicht konsequent war.
Hjelt war aber der einzige, der darauf hinwies, dass die Nichtkonsequenz mit
seiner Ansicht iiber die chemische Formel mehr order weniger verbunden war.
Er schrieb:®

In Bezug auf den Wert der Formeln stand er noch auf dem Standpunkt
Gerhardts, dass sie nicht die Lagerung der Atome ausdriicken, sondern nur
die Umsetzungen der Verbindungen klarlegen sollen. Fur Kekule und
liberhaupt fiir diejenigen, die an Berzelius' Ansichten ankniipften, batten
die Formeln ... einen mehr realen Wert; man wollte durch sie die wahre

Konstitution ausdriicken. Dass dies eine Aufgabe der Chemie ist, erkannte
Kekule wohl an (fortgesetzt zum obigen Zitat).

Hjelt wies weiter darauf bin, dass die rationelle Zusammensetzung von Kekule,
zum wesentlichen Unterschied von der chemischen Struktur von Butlerov,"nur

einen Ausdruck der Analogie und Umsetzungsverhaltnisse" darstellte.^
4 Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm. CVI Bd. 2. Heft, S. 147.

5 Edv. Hjelt: Geschichte der organischen Chemie (Braunschweig, 1916), S. 246.
6 ibid., S. 241.
7 ibid., S. 250.
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1-2. Historische Rolle des Molekiilbegriffs von Kekule.

Der Molekiilbegriff sollte, wie der Autor in seinen vorangehenden Artikeln
ausfuhrte, eine der wichtigsten Voraussetzungen fiir die Formulierung des Strukturbegriffs sein. Hinsichtlich der Methode der Molekiilgewichtsbestimmung
von Kekule schrieb C. Graebe in seiner vortrefHichen Artikel, ''Der Einfluss der
organischen Chemie auf die Anerkennung der Avogadroschen Theorie'' folgendermassen;®
Auch Kekule hat in betrefF der

Molekulartheorie

an

Gerhardt

angekniipft und in Obereinstimmung mit demselben in der 1859 erschienenen Lieferung seines Lehrbuchs die Bestimmung der chemischen
Molekulargewichte zuerst abgehandelt und dann erst die physikalischen
Gasgewichte.... In dem Kapitel iiber die Beziehungen zwischen den
chemischen und den physikalischen Eigenschaften sagte er dann auf S. 233:
"Wenn man die nach friiher mitgeteilten Betrachtungen festgestellten
chemischen Molekulargewichte vergleicht mit spezifischen Gewichten in
Dampfform, so findet man, dass beide fiir nahezu alle und namentlich fiir
alle kohlenstoffhaltigen Verbindungen identisch sind." So gelangt Kekule
zu dem Schluss: "dass die chemischen Molekiile identisch sind mit den

physikalischen Gasmolekiilen."
Die Erkenntnis der Identitat des chemischen Molekiils mit dem physikalis
chen Gasmolekiil war, nach der Meinung des Autors, bildete die theoretische
Grundlage der Verkettungstheorie von Kekule und sie sollte auch die
Voraussetzung fiir den Begriff der chemischen Struktur sein, und zwar
unabhangig davon, wie sich Butlerov selbst dariiber ausserte. Diese Stufe der
chemischen Kenntnisse beschrieb A. Ladenburg in seinem Werk,"Vortrdge fiber
die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Chemie'\ dessen erste Ausgabe 1869 erschien,
namlich in einer Zeit, wo der Verfasser selbst die heftigen theoretischen
Auseinandersetzungen der Chemie erfahren musste. Er formulierte die Definitionen von Atom, Molekiil und Molekulargewicht folgendermassen:®
Atom nennen wir die kleinste, unteilbare Menge eines Elementes, die
iiberhaupt, aber meist nur in Verbindung mit anderen Stoffteilchen,
vorkommt.

Molekiil definieren wir als die kleinste im freien Zustande

vorkommende Quantitat eines chemischen Korpers (gleichgiiltig ob einfach
Oder zusammengesetzt). Und zwar beruht die Bestimmung der Molekulargrosse wesentlich auf der Verschmelzung der Begriffe von physikalischem und chemischem Molekiil, d.h. wir nennen Molekiil die kleinste

Menge eines Korpers, die im Gaszustande frei kommt, als auch diejenige,
welche in Reaktion tritt.

8 C. Grabe: Geschichte der organischen Chemie. 1. Bd.(Berlin, 1920), S. 231.

9 A. Ladenburg: Vortrdge iiber die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Chemie. 4. vermehrte u.
verbesserte Aufl.(Braunschweig, 1907), S. 309.
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Die "Verschmelzung" zweier MolekiilbegrifFe, die Kekule 1859 zu einem

klaren Ausdruck brachte, sollte seiner Verkettungstheorie von 1858 zugrunde
liegen. Die Tatsache, dass Kekule und Butlerov innerhalb einiger Jahre vor und
nach dem Karlsruher Kongress ihre Abhandlungen publizierten, bietet fiir die
Ansicht des Autors, dass die breite Anerkennung der Hypothese von Avogadro
als ein Grundsatz der Chemie, d.h. die Erkenntnis der Unentbehrlichkeit der

Molekulargewichte durch Gasdichtemessung, erst nach der Feststellung des
Begriffs der chemischen Struktur oder mindestens gleichzeitig mit der Annaherung zu diesem Begriff stattfinden konnte,^® einen Grund dar. Der Autor schrieb:

Briefly summarizing the author introduced a couple of complementary
concepts, chemical and physical models, to interpret the historical develop
ment of atomistic concept in chemistry from the age of Boyle to the begin
ning of the present century. It was shown that these concepts worked at
first as chemical and physical atom, next as chemical and physical molecule
and then as chemical and physical structure.
Bemerkenswert ist der Begriff des "chemischen Molekiils" von Butlerov. Sein
Lehrbuch der organischen Chemie(Kazan, 1864; deutsche Ausgabe, Leipzig, 1868)
enthalt umfangreiche Beschreibungen uber die "Beziehungen zwischen physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften". Wie aus einem Abschnitt fiber
Dampfdichte ersichtlich ist, gibt er der Avogadroschen Theorie ("Volumgesetz"
nach seiner Terminologie) keine entscheidende Wichtigkeit als Grundsatz
chemischer Theorien zu.

Er schreibt:"

Das Volumgesetz bildet einen der wichtigsten Anhaltspunkte bei der
Bestimmung des Molekulargewichts der Verbindungen und ... Die hier
sich befindenden Ausnahmen sind unerheblich, und ohne der Bedeutung
des Volumgesetzes Abbruch zu thun, konnen sie vor allzugrosser Leichtglaubigkeit bei dessen Verwendung warnen.
In derselben Stelle schreibt er sogar:
Das Sauerstoffmolekfil, in seinen chemischen Reactionen betrachtet,

kann gleich seinem Atom 0" = 16 angenommen werden; in der That stellen
eben diese 16 Theile die kleinste Quantitat Sauerstoff dar, die mit mole-

cularen Quantitaten anderer Stoffe in Reaction tritt. Die Dichte des

Sauerstoffs jedoch lasst ihn das Molecfil 0^ = 32 annehmen, sodass in diesem
Falle chemische Reactionen und Volumgesetz einander widersprechen.

Das "Volumgesetz" ist in dem Kapitel, "Allgemeine Begriffe", als ein empirisches Gesetz erklart:^^
Wird das Volum des Wasserstoffatoms als Einheit (1 Volum)
10 JSHS No. 8, 138-142; siehe auch JSHS No. 2, 127-135.

11 A.M. Butlerov: Lehrbuch der organischen Chemie.Zur Einfiihrung in das spezielle Stadium
derselben (Leipzig, 1868), S. 106.
12 ibid., S. 24.
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angenommen, so betragt der Raum, den die Gase der Molecularquantitaten
einnehmen, 2 Volumina. Diese Verhaltnisse, die fast fiir alle geniigend
untersuchten Korper gelten, bilden das sogenannte Volumgesetz.
Aus den Zitaten ist es ersichtlich, dass Butlerov das "Volumgesetz" als ein
wichtiges empirisches Gesetz zur Molekulargewichtsbestimmung betrachtete,
aber dem aus Gasdichte ermittelten Moiekulrargewicht keine atomistische
Bedeutung zuschrieb. Dies ist ein wichtiger Unterschied zwischen den beiden
Chemikern. Obgleich Kekule, wie Butlerov, den Namen von Avogadro oder
Ampere nicht erwahnte, war sein "physikalisches Molekiil" nicht nur mit der
Messmethode, sondern auch mit der atomistischen Annahme im Sinne der

Avogadroschen Hypothese verbunden.
Butlerov war wohl darin konsequent, hypothesenfrei Definitionen
chemischer Grundbegriffe, Atom, Molekiil und chemische Struktur, exakt zu
formulieren. In seinem Lehrbuch macht er einen Vergleich seiner Definitionen
mit denjenigen von "Anhangern der atomistischen Hypothese". Die Definition
des Atoms lautet:^^

Aus dem Gesagten geht hervor, dass unter Aequivalent die kleinste
Quantitat eines Elements, die chemisch auf ein Aequivalent eines anderen
Elements einwirken kann, unter Atom die kleinste Quantitat eines Elements,

die sich an der Bildung eines zusammengesetzten Korpers eines chemischen
Moleciils betheiligt, zu verstehen ist.
In der Notiz zu dieser Stelle ist angegeben:
Die Anhanger der atomistischen Hypothese verstehen unter Atome die
kleinste (sogar chemisch) untheilbare Quantitat Materie, und unter chemischem Moleciil die kleinste Quantitat eines StofFes, die im freien Zustande
bestehen kann.

So ist es klar, dass er die Grundbegriffe der Chemie frei von der atomistischen
Annahme formulieren wollte. Der Vorzug seines Begriffs der chemischen
Struktur bestand nicht darin, dass er nicht nur die Struktur, sondern auch den

BegrifF von Atom und Molekiil hypothesenfrei formulierte. Der Vorzug
bestand vielmehr darin, dass skeptische Vorstellungen betreffend die wissenschaftliche Bedeutung der chemischen Formel dadruch beseitigt wurden, der auf
chemischem Weg erhaltenen Formel die konsequente Wahrheit im Rahmen der
Chemie gewahrzuleisten.
1-3, Die Fruchtbarkeit der atomistisch-hypothetischen Denkweise.
Wie oben erwahnt, muss es in erster Linie betont werden, dass unter

Sachlagen der damaligen Chemie der Strukturbegriff nur dann fruchtbar sein
konnte, wenn er in rein chemischem Sinne zum Ausdruck gebracht wurde, wie
Butlerov es tat. Logisch gedacht, schliesst dies aber die Moglichkeit nicht aus,
13 ibid., S. 19.
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den atomistischen Begriff sowohl fiir Atom als auch fiir molekiil, u.a. den Molekiilbegriff im Sinne der Avogadroschen Hypothese, und den rein chemischen
Strukturbegriff nebeneinander bestehen zu lassen. Erst dadurch vermochte der
rein chemische Strukturbegriff, zur Zeit seiner Formulierung, die Idee zum
klaren Ausdruck zu bringen, dass die chemische Struktur, obwohl sie die aktuelle
raumliche Lagerung der Atome im Molekiil nicht ausdriickt, eine auf chemischem Weg erhaltene Wiederspiegelung des objektiv existierenden inneren Baus
des Molekiils ist. Daher ist es fiir den Autor eine nicht zu iibersehende Frage,
ob Butlerov nach seiner wissenschaftlichen Anschauung der "festen Tradition
der Chemie" brach und sich bestrebte, eine ganze Reihe hypothesenfreier
Grundbegriffe zu formulieren, oder ob er ganz bewusst einen scheinbar nicht
atomistischen Ausdruck wahlte.

Dasgleiche gilt, nach der Meinung des Autors, auch fiir Laurent und
Gerhardt, die bei ihrer Aufstellung des BegrifFs, "molecule unitaire", erklarten,
willkiirliche Annahme von im Molekiil als preexistierend angenommenen
Radikalen und die dieser Annahme zugrunde liegende elektrodualistische Hypo
these iiber den Bau von organischen Verbindungen aufzuheben. Der Kernpunkt
ihrer Theorie bestand vielmehr darin, dass sie eine Methode aufstellte, anstatt

mit willkiirlich vorausgesetzten Radikalen ein Molekiil zu konstruieren, das
Ganze des Molekiils mit experimenteller Zuverlassigkeit zu begreifen und verschiedenartige chemische Funktionen des Ganzen zu einem bestimmten Ausdruck
zu bringen. Dies bedeutet aber nicht, dass sie die atomistische Idee ablehnten.
Den Grund dafiir, dass sie den Anhangern der atomistischen Hypothese gehorten,
fiihrte der Autor in seiner vorangehenden Artikel.^^
Es war eine historische Tatsache und sogar eine logische Konsequenz, dass
die atomistische Hypothese immer mit einem Gedanken verbunden war,
raumliche Lagerung der Atome in chemischen Verbindungen mit Hilfe allartiger
gegebener Kenntnisse bis zur moglichsten Grenze zu erforschen, wobei Betrachtungen iiber bestimmte Beziehungen zwischen physikalischen und chemischen
Eigenschaften wichtige Einsicht in das Innere des Molekiils darboten. Dies ist die
Tradition der Chemie, wie bei zahlreichen epochemachenden Untersuchungen,
auch bei rein chemischen Untersuchungen, der Fall war. Es kam jedoch nicht
selten vor, dass man unter gewissen Sachlagen das Problem der Lagerung der
Atome ausser Betracht legen musste, ohne aber die Existenz des Atoms fiir sich
abzulehnen.

Wie bei nahezu alien naturwissenschaftlichen Theorien der Fall war, enthalt

jeder selbstgeschlossen formulierter Begriff, der immer zum Uberwinden von
Widerspriichen zwischen experimentellen Tatsachen und alteren Begriffen
ausgedacht wird, ein neues widersprechendes Moment in sich, das wiederum als
14 JSHS No. 2, S. 131; JSHS No. 8, S. 137.
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Moment zur weiteren Vertiefung oder Erweiterung des bisher prMominierenden
Begriffs wirkt. Was den Begriff der chemischen Struktur anbetrifft, so war es
eine notwendige Folge, die dualistische Vorstellung der Struktur aufzuheben und
auf rein chemischer Weise die "chemische Struktur" zu definieren, um damit

methodologisch iiberzeugte Stellungsnahme fiir damalige chemische Untersuchungen darzubieten. Gerade hierdurch trug der neue Strukturbegriff dazu
bei, Akkumulation neuartiger experimenteller Kenntnisse zu befordern sowie
als Antrieb zur atomistischen Forschung ins Innere des Molekiils zu wirken.
Das widersprechendes Moment des klassischen Strukturbegriffs von Butlerov
wirkte derart, dass es das Auftreten des Begriffs stereochemischer Struktur auf
der ausgedehnten Linie von selbst ermoglichte.
n. Die Ubergangsform vom klassischen znm genenwartigen Strukturbegriff.

//-/.

Charakteristik des stereochemischen Strukturbegriffs.

Es ist eine merkwiirdige Tatsache, dass Pasteur 1860, das Jahr der Wendung
chemischer Grundbegriffe, in seinem Vortrag, ''Recherches sur la dissymmetrie
moleculaire des produits organiques naturelles'\ seine Pionierforschung in 1848
von neuem zusammenfasste. Betreffend die Existenz von Paaren optischak-

tiver Isomerie, /- und <i-Tartarate, sagte er (aus einer englischen tJbersetzung^®):
Henceforth the observation of the chemical and physical resemblances
and differences, corresponding to these arrangements whose relations are
known to us, offers especial interests, and gives solid foundations to mole
cular mechanics. It enables us to establish the connection of the physical
and chemical properties, with the molecular arrangement which determines
their very existence, or conversely it enables us to pass from the properties
to their primary cause.
Der Grund, weshalb er in 1860 trotz der langen Vernachlassigung seiner
Theorie von 1848, d.h. diejenige iiber, raumliche Lagerung von Atomen in
Verbindungen, vor dem wissenschaftlichen Kreis seine Idee von neuem darlegte,
lasst sich am wahrscheinlichsten aus dem folgenden WorP® (Schluss des Vortrags)
vermuten:

Thus we find introduced into physiological principles and investigations
the idea of the influence of the molecular asymmetry of natural organic
products, of this great character which establishes perhaps the only well
marked line of demarcation that can at present be drawn between the
chemistry of dead matter and the chemistry of living matter.
Wenn weitere Vermutung gestattet werden darf, musste Pasteur im Zeitpunkt
von 1860 eine Moglichkeit sehen, dass seine stereochemische Idee, die er durch
^5 Alembic Club Reprint No. 14, S. 24.
16 ibid., S. 45.
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vergleichendes Studium der chemischen und der physikalischen Eigenschaften
herauszog, von damaligen Chemikern anerkannt werden konnte. Jedoch dauerte
es ungefahr eine Dekade oder mehr, um die Idee sich in chemischem Gedanken

gewiirzelt zu werden. Den Grund dafiir erklarte der Autor folgendermassen:^''
It must be noted that the stereochemical structure was a product of
chemical researches helped and complemented by observations of physical
properties of substances in question. It was dominantly chemical, but
partially physical structure, as the Avogadro's molecule was it. The same
relation holds for the molecular asymmetry of L. Pasteur (1848)... But
the time was not ripen for Pasteur's theory to be taken into the main
current of chemical theory at that time. The reason was ... mainly lack
of knowledges about chemical behavior which complemented the rather
physical insight of Pasteur.
Die experimentallen Tatsachen, die Wislicenus in 1869 sowie van't HofF
und Le Bel in 1874 zu ihren stereochemischen Annahmen antrieben, waren im

wesentlichen dieselben, die Pasteur in 1848 dazu zwungen. Zum Unterschied
von Pasteur standen den Begriindern der Stereochemie der chemische Strukturbegriff nebst zahlreichen zusammenhangenden Tatsachen sowie theoretischen
Versuchen zur Verfiigung und Kekule selbst ging sogar vor, nachdem er 1865
die Benzoltheorie darbot, die Schwingungstheorie des Benzolrings—eine
mechanisch-dynamische Hypothese—darzulegen. Dieser Entwicklungsgang
zeigt, dass der klassische Strukturbegriff nun von der logischen Einschrankung
seiner Definition befreit wurde und zu einem Zustand gelangte, sich auf Erforschungeh raumlicher Lagerung von Atomen im Molekiil anwenden zu lassen.
Der Autor mochte in dieser Stelle fiber die Ansicht von J.D. Bernal

erwahnen, der hinsichtlich der Methode von Pasteur in seiner vortrefflichen

Artikel, '^Molecular Asymmetry'' in '^Science and Industry in the Nineteenth
Century" ganz richtig schrieb:^®

From the very outset of his scientific career, Pasteur foresaw clearly
two methods of approaching the study of substances: the chemical and the
physical method.
Der Grund, weshalb die Idee von Pasteur so verspatet anerkannt wurde, war
nach ihm:^®

This leads me to believe the major reason for the delay can be found
in the confused and mistaken state of chemistry with regard to molecular
weights and valency. Pasteur himself wrote the formula for tartaric acid...
with the old atomic weights,... he could therefore have no idea of the
molecular composition of its salts. As a result it was first necessary to
"JSHS No. 8, S. 141; JSHS^o. 2, S. 128.

18 J.D. Bernal: Science and Industry in the Nineteenth Century (London, 1953), S. 194.
19 ibid,, S. 209.
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wait for chemistry itself to be reformed and for the molecular weights to
be understood in the way indicated by Cannizzaro in 1858 ... After then
a long time was needed for these ideas (von Pasteur—Autor) to be able to
penetrate chemistry and to make possible the theory of valency which
Kekule enunciated for the first time in 1859.

But although Kekule spoke of the tetrahedron of carbon atom he did
not associate it at all with molecular asymmetry or with Pasteur's effects.
This is because the chemists of the nineteenth century, with exception of
Pasteur, thought in terms of two dimensions, not in three—on paper and
not in space.
Nach der Meinung des Autors, sieht Bernal die ganze verwickelte Sachlage
der Chemie im 19. Jahrhundert etwas zu einfacher. Kurz gesagt, erfolgte die
Anerkennung der Idee von Pasteur nicht als unmittelbare Folge der richtigen
Molekulargewichtsbestimmung, die tatsachlich in Zusammenhang mit der
Annaherung zum chemischen Strukturbegriff aufgenommen wurde, wie schon
in dieser Artikel erwahnt wurde.

Zweitens iibersieht er die historische Rolle

des Begriffs der chemischen Struktur, die zur Zeit seiner Formulierung dafur
indifferent war, ob die Formel zwei- oder dreidimensionale Lagerung der Atome
ausdriickt, und gerade hiermit die Geburt der Stereochemie aus dem Inneren
von selbst beforderte.

Seine interessante Andeutung ist es, dass der "Anti-atomismus", eine der

Geistesstromungen des 19. Jahrhunderts nach ihm, an der Verspatung der
Anerkennung der Theorie von Pasteur schuldig sei:^®
It was far safer to accept the cautious view that chemical formulae
were a convenient shorthand for explaining the course of reactions, which
fitted with the essentially conformist philosophies of Kant and Mach....It

was the same resistance that... hold up the logical deduction of the spatial
arrangement of atoms in molecules from the time of Pasteur's discovery of
asymmetry of 1848 to van't Hoff's hypothesis of stereochemistry in 1874.
Obgleich man um die Frage nicht herumkommen darf, dass im 19. Jahrhundert
die gesagte Gedankentendenz im wissenschaftlichen Kreis herrschend war, ist
es trotzdem zweifellos, dass weder Gerhardt-Laurent noch Butlerov zu den

Chemikern gehorten, die chemische Formel lediglich als "convenient shorthand
for explaining the course of reactions" betrachteten. Kekule war wohl der, der
einmal in solchen Irrgang trat, aus dem er aber wieder herauskam, als er die

Benzoltheorie aufstellte. Es ist daher zweifelhaft, ob der gesagte "Antiatomismus" wirklich den Fortschritt der Chemie hemmte.

Was nun die methodologische Charakteristik der stereochemischen Struktur

anbetrifft, so konnte man sagen, dass sie wohl ohne klassischen Strukturbegriff
20 ibid,, S. 162.
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nicht ausgedacht werden konnte, aber im strengen Sinne durch Verneinung des
letzteren bestand.

Andererseits unterscheidet sich die stereochemische Struktur

von der "mechanischen Struktur" von Butlerov und der "Konstitution" von

Kekule, da dem Tetraeder von van't HofF irgendeine physikalische BeschafFenheit, wie geometrische Grosse, Natur und Grosse der KraFte zwischen Atomen
u.a. mangelte. DemzuFolge ist die stereochemische Struktur als eine UbergangsForm vom klassischen zum gegenwartigen StrukturbegrifF zu betrachten,
wie der Autor in einer seiner vorangehenden Artikel darauF hinwies.^^ Der
Grund daFur, weshalb die klassische Struktur zur Entstehung der UbergangsForm
Anlass geben konnte, lasst sich erklaren, wie in dieser Artikel erwahnt, wenn
man das widersprechende Moment, das dem klassischen StrukturbegrifF innewohnt, in Beriicksichtigung nimmt.
Die Koordinationstheorie von A. Werner bietet ebenFalls eine merkwiirdige
UbergangsForm des MolekiilsbegrifFs dar. Er Fand nach stereochemischen
Untersuchungen stickstofFhaltiger organischer Verbindungen, dass der klassische
ValenzbegrifiF nicht Fahig war, chemische EigenschaFten zahlreicher anorganischer Verbindungen und Beziehungen zwischen ihnen widerspruchslos zu
erklaren. Die Denkweise, die er in erster Linie annahm, schreibt er Folgendermassen (aus der englischen Ausgabe):^^
As a result oF many such attempts, it may be taken as conclusively

proved that the doctorine oF valency, although adequate to provide con
stitutional Formulae For carbon compounds, is unable to do For other ele
ments. Consequently the theory oF the Forces which are responsible For

the building up oF the inorganic molecules had to be developed independent
oF the original conception oF valency, i,e. solely From the properties oF the
compounds in question.
Bemerkenswert ist es, dass er zu seinem Versuch einmal bisherige

valenztheoretische Voraussetzungen beiseitelegte und umFangreiche Tatsachen
iiber Zusammensetzungen und chemische Verhalten sogenannter Komplexverbindungen sowie einFacherer Substanzen zusammenstellte, um daraus letzten
Endes durch Erweiterung des klassischen ValenzbegrifFs seine Annahme der
Haupt- und Nebenvalenz sowie der Koordination auszuFiihren. Nicht weniger
bemerkenswert ist es auch, dass die Koordinationstheorie erst nach Isolierung

einer Reihe optisch aktiver isomerer Komplexverbindungen, also nach der
iiblichen chemischen Arbeitsmethode, zur geniigenden Anerkennung gelangte,
und dass sie dann zur Entwicklung der elektronischen Valenztheorien einen

unentbehrlichen Anhaltspunkt darbot. Es ist auch zu bemerken, dass wir in
Werner einen ahnlichen Gedankengang wie in der Theorie von "molecule
21 JSHS^o. 8, S. 141.

22 A. Werner (transl. by E.P. Hedley): New Ideas on Inorganic Chemistry. (London, 1911),
S. 15.
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unitaire" von Laurent-Gerhardt und auch im Strukturbegriff von Butlerov
finden.

Eingehende Ausfiihrungen uber das Problem der Ubergangsform werden
fiir Fotsetzungen dieses Beitrags vorbehalten.
//-2. Atom- und Molekulbegriff der physikalischen Chemie,

In Zusammenhang zur Ubergangsform des StrukturbegrifFs seien einige
Betrachtungen ixber die Charakteristik des im Rahmen der physikalischen
Chemie wahrend Bnde des 19. Jahrhunderts aufgestellten Atom- bzw. Molekixlbegriffs, u.a. ixber die lonenhypothese von S. Arrhenius und die Theorie der
verdlinngen Losungen von van't HofFkurz erwahnt.
Die Ergebnisse von physikalisch-chemischen Untersuchungen verdankten in
hohem Masse, sogar im Fall, wo die Thermodynamik eine leitende Rolle spielte,
der atomistisch-kinetischen Annahme der Materie.

Das Ion konnte in rein

chemischem Sinne ganz empirisch definiert werden und zwar derart, dass es eine
in wasserigen Losungen selbstandig sich verhaltende chemische Spezie, die im
elektrischen Feld zum positiven oder negativen angezogen wird, sei, wie Wil.
Ostwald in "Prinzipien der Chemie"(1907) darlegte. Dies fand aber nie statt.
Das Ion wurde vom Anfang an als hypothetische Existenz erforscht. Das

hypothetische Ion im Sinne der Theorie von Arrhenius war ein physikalisches
Teilchen, dessen Anwesenheit auf Grund gewisser elektrochemischer Verhalten

angenommen wurde. Aber es wurde mit keinen physikalischen BeschafFenheiten
bedingt, vielleicht mit Ausnahme seiner elektrischen Ladung, die, wenn man
wollte, aus dem elektrochemischen Aquivalent und der Avogadroschen Nummer
ermittelt werden konnte, obgleich Arrhenius es nicht tat. In dieser Hinsicht
war das hypothetische Ion ahnlich dem Tetraeder von van't HofF. Es war daher
als eine Ubergangsform des Atom- bzw. MolekixlbegrifFs anzusehen.
Das eine der Ergebnisse der physikalischen Chemie, das Arrhenius bei
seiner Aufstellung der lonenhypothese zur Verfiigung stand, war die Theorie
der verdiinnten Losungen von van't HotF. Auf Grund der Annahme, dass der
osmotische Druck verdunnter Losungen der freien Warmebewegung der Molekiile
geloster StofFe zuriickzufiihren sei, und dass fiir die Beziehung zwischen dem
osmotischen Druck und der Konzentration das Gesetz des idealen Gases gelte,
wandte van't HofF die thermodynamische Methode auf die 'hdeale Losung" an.
Zu bemerken ist es, dass er dabei von der Auffindung von Arrhenius einen
unentbehrlichen Anhaltspunkt erhielt. van't HofF schrieb:^^
Demnach erscheint es gewagt, ein Avogadrosches Gesetz fiir Losungen
derart in den Vordergrund zu stellen, wie hier geschah, und ich wiirde mich
dazu auch nicht entschlossen haben, hatte nicht Arrhenius mir brieflich auf
23 Zeits,/. physik, Chem, 1 (1887), S. 501.
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die Wahrscheinlichkeit hingewiesen, dass es sich bei Salzen und desgleichen
um cine Spaltung in lonen handelt...
Eine der Charakteristik der Theorie von Arrhenius besteht darin, dass das

in der Losung sich bewegende Molekiil, das zur Deduktion seiner im wesentlichen kinetischen Theorie entscheidende Rolle spielte, aus der Schlussfolgerung
der Theorie weggefallen ist, und zwar mit Ausnahme des Molekulargewichts,
das aber ganz hypothesenfrei definieren werden konnte. Dem Anschein nach
stimmt dies mit der Ansicht von Wil.

Ostwald uberein, die er in seiner Artikel,

''Stoichiometrische Grundgesetze und die Atomtheorie''(1909), darlegte:^^
Die Existenz der stoichiometrischen Gesetze hat, wie wir jetzt einsehen,
mit der Existenz oder Nichtexistenz der Atome gar nichts zu tun. Denn
da die atomistische Ableitung sich derselben tatsachlichen Grundlage
bedient, wie die unmittelbare, so ist die Einbeziehung der Atome nicht
wesentlich.

Sie dienen wie ein willkiirlicher Koeffizient bei der Ausre-

chung einer Gleichung, der zwar die Rechnung in gewissem Sinne erleichtert
(wenn auch nicht vereinfacht), aus dem Resultat sich aber heraushebt.
Bei der Theorie von Arrhenius, so weit es sich um Nichtelektrolyten
handelt, heben sich die Molekiile aus dem deduzierten Gesetz heraus, wie
Ostwald darauf hinwies. Jedoch war dies nicht der Fall, denn die Anomalitat

von Elektrolytenlosungen, die sich nur mit Hilfe der Annahme der lonendissoziation erklaren lies, fiihrte einen zuverlassigen Beweis fiir die Richtigkeit der
molekular-kinetischen Annahme. So ist es ersichtlich, dass das Molekiil bzw.

das Ion von Arrhenius, zu dessen freie Warmebewegung der osmotische Druck
zugeschrieben wurde, ebenfalls eine Ubergangsform vom klassischen, rein
chemischen zum gegenwartigen, physikalischen Atom- bzw. MolekiilbegrifF
bildet.

Zum Schluss muss hinsichtlich des obigen Problems eine Frage in Betracht

genommen werden, d.h. die Beziehung des von Physikern versuchten Gasmolekiils zum sogenannten ''physikalischen Molekiil", das von Chemikern zum
Unterschied vom "chemischen Molekiil" angenommen wurde. Es gibt eine
klare Parallelitat zwischen der Entwicklung der molekular-kinetischen Gastheorie
(z.B. Joule in 1851; Krbnig und Clausius in 1856; Clausius in 1858; Maxwell in
1860; Loschmidt in 1865) und der Akkumulation zahlreicher chemischer
Auflindungen, die zur Formulierung des Valenz- sowie Strukturbegriflfs fiihrten.

Die Parallelitat scheint nicht zufallig zu sein, da sich die Entwicklung der
kinetischen Gastheorie nicht nur von dem Fortschritt mathematischer Methode,

sondern auch von der Entwicklung atomistisch-chemischer Theorien, deren
Zuversichtlichkeit von immer wachsenden experimentellen Tatsachen mehr und
mehr unterstiitzt wurde, abhangte. Die Ergebnisse der kinetischen Gastheorie
24 W. Ostwald: Die Forderung des Tages (Leipzig, 1910), S. 195.
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wurden aber nicht in die nebeneinander fortschreitenden chemischen Theorien

aufgenommen, da chemische Forschungen ganz selbstandig vor sich gingen,
ohne die auf physikalischem Weg ermittelten BeschafFenheiten des Molekuls,
wie Masse, Grosse, Anzahl u.s.w. in Betracht zu ziehen.

Der Grund bestand

nicht darin, dass Chemiker kein Interesse batten, sondern vielmehr darin, dass

sie, die in der Anerkennung der Avogadroschen Theorie so verzogerlich waren,
es fanden, dass die Ergebnisse kinetischer Gastheorie der Losung komplizierter
chemischer Probleme noch zu fern waren. Zur Zeit der Geburt der physikalischen Chemie war der Stand der physikalischen Theorien sehr weit davon, die
echte Verschmelzung des chemischen Molekiil- bzw. StrukturbegrifFs mit dem
physikalischen zu verwirklichen. Die Verchmelzung fangt erst mit der
Entstehung der elektronischen Valenztheorie an, die einen weiteren Gegenstand
des vorliegenden Beitrags bildet.

Aoki Eony5(1698-1769) and the Beginnings of Rangaku
Patricia Sippel*

Introdnction

Studies of Japanese interaction with the West from the mid-19th century
have emphasized the importance of preceding contacts through Westerners resi
dent in Japan. Such contacts arose as early as the 16th century, when Portugal
dominated a period of vigorous European missionary and trading activity and,
though severely restricted less than a century later, they continued throughout
the Edo period, through the Dutch trading factory in Nagasaki. During these
years a key intermediary role was played by the official interpreters, whose oral
and, in some cases, written language ability gave them direct access to the re
presentatives of Western civilization. Even more significant, however, were the
efforts of another group, the Edo-based Rangakusha [scholars who study the
Dutch learning], who emerged towards the end of the 18th century. Though
in most cases their oral ability in Dutch was insufficient to permit direct conver
sation with the foreigners, they attempted to investigate the outside world by a
study of Dutch-language books.
Regular contacts between Dutch and Japanese in Edo date from the first
part of the 17th century. In 1609, the Bakufu granted permission to the Dutch
factory director to pay a visit of greeting to the shogun, and from 1733 this
practice was introduced as an annual obligation.^ The system which developed
over the succeeding decades was that the director, his scribe and surgeon, two
Japanese interpreters, together with other Japanese officials and attendants,
would set out from Nagasaki early in the new year on the five or six week trip
to Edo. Shortly after arrival, usually on March 1 of the lunar calendar, they
were received in audience by the shogun, to whom they offered gifts in thanks
for their privileged trading relation with Japan. In the succeeding days there
were less formal interviews with other officials who visited the foreigner's lodg
ing quarters and, after a stay of approximately two weeks, the entourage set off
again on the return trip to Nagasaki.
* Research Student in the Faculty of Liberal Arts, University of Tokyo.

1 Detailed description of Dutch language source materials, together with a useful introduc
tion to Dutch activities in Japan is given in Roessingh, M.P. H., Het Archief van de Nederlandse
Factorijin Japan!The Archive ofthe Dutch Factory in Japan 1609-1860(The Hague:'s-Aravenhague,
1964). For the annual visit to Edo, see especially Section VIII.
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Though such contacts existed from early in the Tokugawa period, it was
not until the 18th century that real interest in what could be learnt from the
foreigners developed strength in Edo. The pioneering figure was the shogunal
scholarly adviser, Arai Hakuseki (1657-1725), and his most important contact
was with Giovanni Batista Sidotti, an Italian missionary who, in 1608, landed
on an island off southern Kyushu.^ Under orders of the sixth shogun lenobu
(office: 1709-1712), Sidotti was escorted in the following year to Edo, where
Arai was given the task of interrogating him through the medium of the official
interpreters. Arai's interest and perspicacity was such that, in a few meetings
with Sidotti, supplemented by some interviews with the Dutch traders in Edo,
he was able to obtain an extraordinary understanding of western conditions.
The results, as evident in his writings, were a wealth of rare information on
western geography, society and culture.
Aral's interest in western subjects was exceptional in his age but, progres
sively in the ensuing decades, efforts were made to seek useful western knowledge
for application in particular areas of Japanese society. Especially active in this
enterprise was the eighth shogun Yoshimune (office: 1716-1751), who, as an aid
to government and through natural curiosity, maintained a keen interest in
foreign matters. He gave sign of this outlook on his first formal encounter with
the Dutch factory director Johan Aower in the spring of 1717, when he removed
the screens which customarily shielded the shogun from the visitors' gaze.^
During the remainder of his office he gave substance to the gesture, seeking
personally, or appointing his scholarly officials to obtain, information, books
and implements in such fields as calendar reform and astronomy, medicine,
botany, geography and military science-including the raising of horses.^ It was
Yoshimune's concern with the first ofthese matters which prompted his relaxation
of the Bakufu law, issued first in 1630, which forbade the importation of par
ticular Chinese-language works, because of their alleged connection with Chris
tianity.® Among these were many astronomical and mathematical texts written
by or outlining the ideas of the Jesuit missionaries who had lived in Ming period
China; in 1720, Yoshimune, at the encouragement of his astronomers, ordered
2 Based mainly on Numata Jiro, Yogaku Denrai no Rekishi[History of the Dutch Learning
Tradition](Shibundo, 1960) pp. 24-31.

2 Otsuki Nyoden (ed.), Sato Eishichi (rev. ed.), Nihon Yogaku Hensen Shi [Chronological
History of Western Learning in Japan](Kinshdsha, 1965), p. 165.

4 Detailed outline in Saito Agu, "Tokugawa Yoshimune to Seiyo Bunka" [Tokugawa
Yoshimune and Western Culture] {Shigaku Zasshi [Journal of Studies in History], XLVII, II,
1936, pp. 80-101).

5 Otsuki, pp. 74, 129, 148 (for original ban); p. 148 ff. (for its relaxation).

Sato Shosuke, Yogaku ShiKenkyu Josetsu[Introduction to Studies on the History of Western
Learning](Iwanami Shoten, 1964), p. 15fr., 72if.
Boxer, C. R., Jan Compagnie in Japan (Oxford University Press, 1968; from 2nd. rev. ed.,
1950), pp. 53-55, 61-62.
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that some eleven named treatises on western scientific subjects be permitted free
importation, thus widening the channels by which valued western knowledge
could enter Japan.
Equally significant was another event which occurred later in Yoshimune's
rule. Amongst these who sought information from the Dutch traders on the
occasion of their annual visit to Edo,a Bakufu scholar, Aoki Konyo(1698-1769),
began in about 1740 a study of the written language. Though Aoki himself was
not to attain the level of comprehending Dutch books, his work opened the way
for the succeeding generations of Rangakusha: scholars who were able to use
Dutch written works in their investigations of foreign subjects.
Traditional accounts of these beginnings of Rangaku usually focus on an
injunction, supposedly issued by Yoshimune in about 1740, ordering Aoki and a
medical official, Noro Genj5(1693-1761)to undertake a study of foreign subjects
through interviews with the visiting Dutchmen. Sugita Gempaku (1733-1817)
outlined the story in Rangaku Kotohajime [The Beginnings of Dutch Learning]
(completed in 1815) as follows:
Until this time, the shogun had never seen a Dutch book and he directed
that he be given one. Wereupon what should be offered but a book con
taining illustrations! On seeing it, he reflected that since the illustrations
alone were so precise, the text, if one could read it, must surely be detailed
and useful; there ought to be someone in Edo, who could understand
Dutch. So, for the first time, an order was issued, to the Bakufu medical

official Noro Genjo and the Confucian scholar Aoki Bunz5 [Kony5]. Ac
cordingly, these two gentlemen worked zealously at their study. However,
since they could ask questions of the interpreters who accompanied the
Dutchmen on their formal visit of greeting each spring only during the brief
period of their stay, and since this was a particularly busy and task-filled
period, they could not penetrate deeply into their study. Though many
years passed, they only managed to write in alphabet form by learning such
simple words as "sun", "moon", "star", "heaven", "earth","man","drag
on","tiger","plum" and "bamboo". Nevertheless, this was the beginning
of Dutch learning in Edo.®
Some of the inaccuracies in Sugita's account have been corrected by later
scholars, and more of the details supplied.^ It is generally accepted, for instance,
that Aoki's concern with Dutch was not simply the result of a shogunal decree,
but that he had previously developed an interest in the subject; and that, while
6 Sugita Gempaku, Rangaku Kotohajime [The Beginnings of Dutch Learning] (Iwanami
Shinsho, 1959), pp. 13-14.

7 Among standard accounts see Iwasaki Katsumi, Maeno Ranka (Self pub., Tokyo, 1938),

pp. 110-111; Numata, I.e. p. 33ff; Sat5, pp. 74-75; Otsuki, p. 175. Donald Keene's account,
given in The Japanese Discovery of Europe, 1720-1830 (Rev. ed., Stanford University Press,
1969), pp. 14-15, and G.K. Goodman, The Dutch Impact on Japan (Leiden Brill, 1967), p. 80 are
misleading here.
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he worked at the language itself, Noro studying herbal science, relying on the
interpreters to obtain oral explanations of the foreign books. Further, it is
recognized that Aoki's progress, though fraught with considerable difficulties,
did extend beyond the limits of the simple exercises described above by Sugita.
Yet our understanding of the beginning of Rangaku in Edo remains vexingly
inadequate. There is, for instance, the question of Yoshimune's motivation, so
simply disposed of by Sugita. Iwasaki Katsumi, noting that more than twenty
years elapsed between the shogun's first inspection of a Dutch book and his sup
posed inauguration of language learning, questions whether the delay can simply
be explained by the fact that no suitable students presented themselves immedi
ately.® Other scholars point to a growing shogunal interest in western science,
bringing the realization that this required a basic study of Dutch-language
works.® Regarding the Shogunal decree itself, Numata Jir5 concludes that, al
though undocumented, some type of private order was probably issued; and,
since the Dutch records of the Edo trips mention visits by Noro and Aoki in
1741 and 1742 respectively, he dates it as 1740, or 1741 at the latest.^® Yet
Sato Shosuke, while not disputing the timing, emphasizes the uncertainty regard

ing the content of the supposed shogunal directive since Noro Genjo did not
study language, it can hardly have been a direct injunction to learn to read
Dutch books. Finally, there is the matter of Aoki's and Noro's individual
contributions: what motives underlay their endeavour and what was their
achievement?

The object of this paper is to investigate the beginnings of Dutch studies in
Edo by focusing on Aoki Kony5,giving consideration to the circumstances under
which he began his study and the nature of his contribution. First, however,
his biography. It is interesting and relevant and I give it in detail.
Biography

Aoki Kony5 was born on May 12, 1698, in the Nihombashi district of
Edo, the only son of a fish merchant, Aoki Haniiemon, usually referred to as
Tsukudaya, the name of his shop.^® Few details are known of the Aoki family,
but it is believed that Haniiemon's ancestors were natives of Settsu province (in
8 pp. 108-109.
8 Otsuki Fumihiko,"Rangaku Bokko no Gen'in"[The Cause of the Sudden Rise of Dutchs

Learning]{Nihon oyobi Nihonjin [Japan and the Japanese], No. 646, 1914, 225-233), pp. 228-229.
10 Numata, p. 33 ff.
11 pp. 74-75.
12 Among the several rather dated biographies of Aoki, I found Inamata Entard, "Aoki

Konyo Den" [Biography of Aoki Konyo] in Rynsui Ikd [Posthumous Manuscripts of Ryusui]
(pub. in Tokyo by Inamata Aya, 1967) most useful. Even more valuable, however, for its fac
tual accuracy and guide to sources is a more modern work, Hirano Genzdhmb^s AokiKonyo Den

[Biography of Aoki Konyo](Rinjinsha, 1968), upon which I have principally relied.
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a section which now forms part of Osaka city) and that, following the local
nanushi [village head], they moved to Edo in about 1590, the year Tokugawa
leyasu entered the Edo area. Konyd's mother was the daughter of an Edo doc
tor. He had one sister, who died at an early age. Little is recorded of Konyd's
youth, but it is related that he loved his studies; and, indeed, instead of succeed
ing to the family business, he set out from Edo in August, 1719, at the age of 22,
to continue his education in Kyoto.
The institution which Aoki Konyd entered was a famous one: the Kogidd,
founded in 1662 by ltd Jinsai (1627-1705) and now flourishing under the guid
ance of his son Tdgai (1670-1736). As a Confucianist, Jinsai had rejected the
prevailing reliance on neo-Confucian [Shushigaku] texts, stressing the importance
of returning to the original writings of Confucius and Mencius, Rejecting public
office, he preferred to teach and, with the aim of fostering virtuous national
leaders, opened the Kogidd, which was to become a large school, attracting
students from all parts of Japan.^®
Kogaku training was necessarily founded on textual study, but the curricu
lum of the Kogidd was apparently not rigid. There are no records of Aoki's
studies but the biographers claim that he concentrated on the more practical

spheres of economy and institutions.^^ The seeming incongruity between kogaku
and Aoki's own scholarship perhaps explains the general lack of interest by
scholars in the former. Shimmura Izuru points out, however, that Aoki owed
much to ltd Tdgai, an exceptionally widely learned scholar.^® He mentions

several areas—economy, language, Korean studies—in which Tdgai's interests
seem to have been communicated to his pupil. Regarding Aoki's interest in

foreign subjects, also, Shimmura sees a possible connection with Tdgai. He
cites in particular a passage from the latter's Heishokudan [Talks by the Candlelight](1729), which Aoki in 1738 submitted to and later copied for the shogun,
and which perhaps served as a model for his own Sorozatsudan [Miscellaneous
Talks from a Grass Hut], written in the same year.^® Under the heading
Oranda no koto [About Holland], Tdgai draws on Chinese sources to recount

the beginning of Dutch-Chinese trade and of the role of the Pescadores Islands.
This is a mere fragment; yet, within the context of Tdgai's widely ranging con
cerns, it helps to illustrate the very general point that interest in foreign, nonChinese subjects was not necessarily simply the product of direct contact with
13 See Spac, Joseph, Ito Jinsai, A Philosopher, Educater, and Sinologist (Peiping, 1948).
14 Inamata, p. 1; Nakamura Naokatsu, "Aoki Konyo" {Rekishi to Chiri [History and Ge
ography]III: 1, Jan., 1919), p. 60.
15 Shimmura Izuru, "Aoki Konyo Den Hotel" [Revisional Notes on Biographies of Aoki
Kony5] in Zoku Namban Koki [Chronicle of the Southern Barbarians, Continued](Iwanami
Shoten, 1925, pp. 10-26), p. 10 ff.
16 p. 17.
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the Dutch, but that a surprising breadth and vitality could be fostered by a
good classical education. Moreover, with regard to Aoki's special emphasis on
the Dutch language, Shimmura makes two points; firstly that Aoki, like Togai,
had a general interest in language and writing systems, Chinese, Korean and
others; secondly, that for an individual trained in textual study, particularly
that of the kogaku school, an eagerness to read original Dutch-language works
is not to be wondered at. The relevance of these comments can be judged best
later, in the light of Aoki's Dutch studies.
In two other quite different respects, Aoki's stay at the Kogidd was to affect
his life significantly. It was here that he must first have become acquainted
with the sweet potato {Satsuma imo, kansho, bansho], a hardy but nutritious
vegetable whose high yield, even under adverse conditions, made it an ideal
foodstuff in infertile areas or in times of famine.

Introduced into Satsuma han

from the Ryukyu Islands early in the Edo period (1612/1613), its cultivation had
spread as far as the Kansai boundary by the early 18th Century; and in 1717, a
former Kogido pupil, Matsuoka Gentatsu (1669-1747), had in fact written
Banshdroku [Chronicle of the Sweet Potato], giving details of its cultivation."
From Aoki's later comments, it would seem that he did not see Matsuoka's

composition during his stay in Kyoto but he was able to visualize the benefits
of wide scale sweet potato cultivation—a suggestion which later brought him
his entry into Bakufu service.^®
A final important legacy of the Kogido lay in the strict discipline and rigor
ous ethical training which formed the basis of its educational outlook. When
Aoki returned to Edo in 1722, his main concern was to care for his ailing parents.
Illness, together with a fire which in 1721 ravaged the Nihombashi district, had
brought severe hardship to the family; whereupon Aoki opened a small school
as a source of livelihood and in all respects took exemplary care of his parents.
After Haniiemon's death in 1726, and again following that of his mother in 1730,
he made the rare sacrifice of performing the full ritual three year mourning—
later quoting ltd Jinsai's recommendation of such action. By 1733, Aoki, at
the age of 34, had neither family nor official position. But his outstanding
From charts in Hirano, preceding main text. Accounts of Aoki's activities relating to
the sweet potato are confusingly varied. I have used mainly the explanation and source material
provided by Hirano, together with.
i) Inamata, p. 7ff and p. 27 ff.
ii) Nakamura Naokatsu, "Aoki Konyo" {Rekishi to C/r/r/[History and Geography], III:
1, Jan., 1919, pp. 59-67 and HI: 3, Mar., 1919), pp. 341-350.
iii) Shibuya Shuzo: Konyo SenseiKansho no Yurai[Origins of Kony5 Sensei's Sweet Potato]
(Kansho Shoddgyo Kumiai, 1914).

18 For Aoki's statement of his relation with. Matsuoka Gentatsu, see preface to Banshoko
[On the Sweet Potato](1735), quoted in Hirano, p. 15.
18 Shimmura, p. 16.
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character had won the attention of one Bakufu official at a time when personal
merit seems to have been particularly valued in the bureaucaracy.
Aoki's sponsor was Kat5 Enao (1692-1785), a native of Ise whose hopes
for an improved station had brought him in 1718, just years after Yoshimune
came up from the neighboring Kii povince to assume office as shogun.
Among Yoshimune's most able administrators was the Edo machibugyo [city
magistrate], Ooka Echizen-no-kami Tadasuke (1677-1751), a hatamoto retainer
who also rose through ability, in 1736 attaining the position ofjishabugyd [magis
trate of shrines and temples] and the status of daimyo.^® In 1720, Kat5 was
appointed yoriki[subordinate] of Ooka with the status ofjikisan [direct shogunal
retainer]. Kat5 is said to have preferred the company of scholars, and his con
nection with Aoki, stemming perhaps from the fact that Aoki's home was at one
time on land included in his estate, was a lifetime one. Immediately after Aoki
had completed his mourning in 1733, Kato wrote to Ooka, stressing his friend's
exceptional filial piety and indirectly recommending him for public office.^^
According to Kato's late account, Ooka conceded Aoki's personal merit but,
pointing out that virtue alone did not guarantee bureaucratic ability, asked for
indication of more practical talent. Aoki's response was a short paper entitled
Banshoko [On the Sweet Potato] which he submitted in 1733 or 1734 through
Kato to Ooka.^^ Drawing on Chinese herbal and agricultural texts, he outlined
the value of the sweet potato and its method of cultivation, urging that it be
widely grown, especially in the infertile and often famine-stricken islands off the
Izu Peninsula.

The idea was received favourably by both Ooka and Yoshimune. Accord
ing to ''Tokugawa JikkV [Tokugawa Chronicle], the shogun had already heard
from a subordinate of the potato's efficacy in Nagasaki during the big famine of
1732, and in 1734, he ordered an experimental cultivation in the Bakufu-owned
Fukiage garden within the Edo castle. From this some 1500 tubers were
20 General biographies of Ooka Tadasuke include Numada Riho, Ooka Echizen-no-kami
(Meiji Shoin,1929)and Uno Shuhei,Ooka Echizen-no-kami(Nippon Hoso ShuppanKyokai, 1967).
21 Quoted in Hirano, p. 10 and Inamata, p. 5 ff.
22 Quoted in Hirano, p. 14. The date 1730 given by Kato is clearly an error of memory.
23 Aoki wrote several versions of his ideas on the sweet potato during the early 1730's. The

original Banshoko,submitted in 1733/1734, was written in kambun, but was accompanied or soon

followed by an ordinary Japanese version. Then, in Dec., 1734, Aoki completed a further sim
plified version on shogunal orders. Entitled Satsuma Imo Konosho (Book on the Efficacy of the
Satsuma Potato), this was sent along with the potato tubers to the country areas early in the
following year.

In Feb., 1735, Aoki rewrote, but did not publish, the original kambun Banshoko, In 1745,
a revised edition, based on Banshoko or the accompanying Japanese version, was published, with

Bakufu permission, by Suzuki Shumin in Osaka, under the title Kanshoki (Chronicle of the
Sweet Potato).

24 Quoted in Hirano, pp. 18-19, 24. See also the annotation 25.
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obtained, and after some rotted or were injured, a harvest of about 700 was
ready for use by the end of 1734.^®
Whether Aoki was connected with this project is not certain. "Tokugawa
Jikki", a record of events and anectotes compiled 1809-1849, relates that, having
submitted Banshoko soon after Kato's recommendation, Aoki was, in 1733 or

early 1734, comissioned to attempt the Fukiage cultivation, together with a
Nagasaki metal smiths having periodical experience of potato cultivation.^®
Contemporary documents suggest, however,that Aoki himself had no connection
with the Fukiage project, but he submitted Banshoko on its completion, at the
end of 1734, whereupon Ooka immediately took steps to implement the project.^®
He arranged that of the Fukiage harvest, some tubers were sent, accompanied
by a simplified version of Aoki'^ Banshoko, to the Izu islands and other districts
early in 1735. For the greater part remaining, three sites were chosen: two in
the present Chiba prefecture, the third and best-known in Edo: in the grounds of
the Yojosho [Charity medical clinic] which had been established in the shogun's
herbal garden. Here, Aoki worked during 1735, in the autumn obtaining a
successful harvest.^®

Success with the sweet potato brought Aoki a small gift of money from the
Bakufu and, more significantly, an opportunity for further employment. Though
he did not yet receive a formal appointment, from 1736 he worked as shomotsugoyd [business of documents] and shamotsugoyo [business of copying] under the
direction of Ooka, who was now jishabugyd.^'^
An interesting insight into Aoki's activities during these years is provided
by a diary which Ooka kept during the period 1737-1751, his term asjishabugyo.^^
Two of the projected three volumes of this work have recently (1972) been pub
lished, and amongst the wealth of information they contain, are frequent refer
ences to Aoki.

It can be seen that he acted as a kind of researcher for the

shogun; whose wide scholarly interests, delight in matters of detail and sheer
curiosity were expressed in requests for information, comments and copies of
documents; these were conveyed by a close and influential personal attendant
[osoba], Kan5 T5t5mi-no-kami Hisamichi (1673-1748), through Ooka to
25 "Tokugawa Jikki: Yutokuin Jikki Furoku X"{Tokugawa Chronicle; Supplementary
Chronicle X of Yutokuin [Yoshimune] Vols. 45, 46 in Kokushi Taikei [General Survey of Na
tional History](Rev. and enlarged, Yoshikawa K5bunkan 1964-7), vol. 45, p. 316-17.
26 Aoki, recalling his activities in connection with the sweet potato in Konyo Manroku(1766;
see note 48 below), p. 550 dated the Yojosho cultivation as occurring in 1734.
27 Hirano, p. 30, Inamata (p. 8) and Shibuya (p. 19) give 1735.
28 Ookakebunshokankokai (ed.), Ooka Echizen-no-kami Tadasuke Nikki [Diary of Ooka
Echizen-no-kami Tadasuke](2 vols., San'ichi Shobo, 1972) is part of a projected 3-volume
publication of Ooka's diary, kept during his term as jisha-bugyo. Volumes I and II, hereafter

referred to as **Ooka I" and "Ooka 11", cover the period 1737-1745, except for the years 1739
and 1741.
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Aoki.2® The demands of the authorities were well met by Aoki, who not only
followed specific instructions but on his own initiative sought out and presented
interesting books and curios. Among the latter was ltd Togai's Heishokudan,
mentioned above, which he also copied on request.^® In addition, he offered
works of his own compilation: Keizai Sanyo [Outline Economic Compilation],
Keihokokujiyaku[Japanese Translation of Chinese Criminal Law]and an unidenti
fiable Sakkobunkenroku [Record of Things Seen and Heard at Nagasaki Harbour]
were the first of several compositions submitted in draft form from 1737.^^
In recognition of his services, Aoki received in December, 1737, at Ooka's
petition, a gift of money to cover the cost of his writing materials. Moreover,
in the preceding month his request to borrow books from the shogunal library
had been favourably received. The latter especially was a rare honour for one
of such low status, and Aoki expressed due gratitude in Sorozatsudan, written in
September, 1738. Finally, in 1739, Aoki, at the age of 41, was given a formal
appointment; in March he was named a subordinate of the orusui [guard office]
and in the next month received the specific position of goshomotsugoyd. His
connection with Ooka was unaffected, however, and in July, 1740, he was offi
cially transfered to the department of the jishabugyd. His first big task here was
one for which he had proved his aptitude; the investigation, collection and copy
ing of documents and other rare objects housed in temples, shrines and private
collections in the country. During the period September, 1740 to July, 1742
he made four trips to seven provinces in the Kantd region, reaping a total of 23
volumes of copied materials.
The other memorable achievement of these years was Aoki's Dutch study.
As hinted by the above-mentioned Sakkobunkenroku, his assorted "investigations"
had early brought him into peripheral contact with foreign matters. In March,
1737, he presented "objects", apparently foreign coins, which had been brought
into Nagasaki.^® In February, 1738, his opinion was sought regarding calculations

previously made in Nagasaki by the doctor-astronomer Mukai Gensei(16?-1728)
29 Introduction to Ooka, II, pp. 10-11, describes Kano's position, emphasising the extent of
his influence with Yoshimune.

30 Ooka, I, pp. 213, 219, 241 and passim.
31 Ooka, I, p. Ill and passim. I cannot identify Sakkobunkenroku, but I presume it to be
the Nagasaki Bunsho [Book of Things Heard at Nagasaki] listed by Hirano (p. 88), Inamata
(p. 35) and others.
32 Ooka, I, pp. 185-186.
33 Ooka, I, pp. 165-167.
34 Quoted in Hirano, p. 31.
35 Details in Aida Jiro, "Aoki Konyo no Kobun Saiho"[The Collection of Old Documents

by Aoki Konyo]{Rekishi Chiri[History and Geography], L,2, 19, pp. 155-165). See also Hirano,
p. 32ff and Ooka, I, passim.
36 Ooka, I, p. 36. Uno, p. 229 and passim.
37 Ooka, I, p. 214 and passim.
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A further, slightly closer link is seen in an entry in Ooka's diary for April
of the same year. Shogun Yoshimune, whose early concern with astronomy
and the calendar has been mentioned, had continued, both personally and
through subordinates, to seek information and objects from the Dutch trading
personnel, especially on the occasion of their annual visits to Edo. From Ooka's
record, it appears that the factory director (in 1738 the incumbent was Gerardus
Bernardus Visscher) presented some astronomical maps and charts to the shogun,
whereupon Aoki, who in fact had no connection with the matter, procured the
astronomical text Kongai Tsuken Zusetsu [Illustrated Explanation of Celestial
Principles], one of the originally proscribed Chinese works released by Yoshimune
in 1720. Aoki was unaware of the latter fact, or, perhaps, was simply cautious;
he explained to Ooka that, although forbidden, the work was not impregnated
with Christianity, but contained useful detail relating to the recent acquisitions.
Several days later he submitted a report on the work.^®
One final fragment for the year 1738 might be mentioned. On April 23,
Aoki presented another, unfortunately unidentifiable book, entitled Bangoshoroku
[Small Chronicle of the Barbarian Language], which, he said, provided informa
tion about Dutch navigation.®® Because of the number ofkakushijT [words of

"hidden" meaning; illegible words? foreign words?], however, there were parts
he could not understand; these he promised to mark and submit to the shogun
for scrutiny.

There is no diary for the year 1739, so that hints of ensuing foreign contact
are not traceable. The next relevant entries, those of March and April, 1740,
refer to the crucial event itself: Aoki, on his own request, was able to meet
the Dutch factory director Thomas van Rhee and the others of the mission, ad

dressing questions through the accompanying Japanese interpreters. Details of
Aoki's Dutch studies will be discussed in the following section. Enough to say
now that they centred the written language and continued for at least 18 years,
till Aoki was in his 61st year; he recorded what he learnt in a number of book
lets for presentation to the shogun.

The study of Dutch did not mean an end for Aoki's other scholarly interests.
He continued to write, mainly ecomomic and institutional compilations drawn
from Chinese texts^® At the same time his official status gradually rose. In
1744, he was appointed Momijiyamahinoban [Fire Guard of Momijiyama], and
in 1747 became hyojoshokinyaku jusha [Confucian Scholar employed at the
Consultations Office], with the accompanying privilege of an audience with the
shogun. Finally, in 1767, Aoki, at the age of 70, attained the position of
shomotsubugyo [magistrate of documents], an office under the administration of
38 Otsuki Nyoden, p. 74, for the original ban; p. 153 for the relaxation. Ooka, I, p. 239.
39 Ooka, I, pp. 243-244.
^9 See Inamata, p. 36ff.
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the wakadoshiyori[junior elders], requiring the care of the books in the Momijiyama Bunko. In Aoki's case, this was probably largely honorary and brought
little real change to his customary scholarly activities. Two years later, in
October, 1769, he died at the age of 72.
Dutch Studies

/. First Interview with the Dutch in Edo (1740)

It has become apparent in the foregoing that Aoki Konyd was diligent, alert
and possessed of an inquiring mind; that the spirit of his Bakufu working en
vironment could be expected to encourage him to extend his efforts to include
Dutch; and,finally, that his direct interviews with the Dutch had been preceded
by a tangential concern with foreign matters. What remains to be discussed,
however, is at what point and under what stimulus those Dutch efforts began.
It was noted in the introduction that scholarly attempts to clarify Sugita
Gempaku's account of the beginnings of Rangaku usually hold that Aoki Konyo
had himself developed an interest in Dutch before he received Yoshimune's
order to undertake Dutch studies. Most widely quoted as the possible origin
of Aoki's eagerness is an experience similar to that which Sugita ascribed to
Yoshimune: the sight of a Dutch book. Otsuki Fumihiko related that, having
received permission to read shogunal books in the winter of 1737, Aoki entered
the Bakufu library, beheld the foreign books therein and, reflecting on the benefit
that reading them could bring to society, requested permission to study Dutch
language.'^^ Yoshimune, having previously seen a Dutch astronomy book with
its impressively precise illustrations, had already planned to have suitable schol
ars in Edo study Dutch so that the text, too, might be intelligible. Accordingly,

on hearing of Aoki's wish, Yoshimune readily consented, ordering Aoki and Noro
Genjd to undertake Dutch studies. Otsuki thus explained the origins of Rangaku
as a "combination of Yoshimune's astronomical knowledge and Konyd's econo

mic eye".

Slightly different was an explanation given by Otsuki Nyoden, who

related that, on seeing the Bakufu collection of Dutch works, Aoki reflected that
since they were composed of letters there must be a way of reading them—a
story similar to that told of his successor Maeno Rydtaku.'^^
Both stories doubtless contain elements of truth in that Aoki was surely
aware of the practical value and intellectual interest of the enterprise. However,

the suggestion, still widely repeated, that inspiration came from seeing the books
in the library deserves reconsideration. Ooka Tadasuke's diary reveals that in
41 otsuki Fumihiko,"Aoki Konyo ni tsuite"[On Aoki Konyo],in Teikoku Kyoikukai(ed.),
Roku Daisentetsu [Six Great Learned Men of the Past](Kodokan, 1911, pp. 112-157), pp. 131-2.
42 Otsuki Fumihiko,"Rangaku Bokk5 no Gen'in," pp. 228-229.

42 Otsuki Nyoden, Shinsen Yogaku Nempyo[Newly Selected Chronological Tables of West
ern Learning](Hakurinsha, 1946), p. 49.
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the exchange of books, as in all communications between Aoki and his superiors,
elaborate procedures were required, Aoki's requests were submitted through
Ooka to the shogunal attendant Kano Hisamichi(and presumably to Yoshimune)
and the response came back accordingly. It is improbable that Aoki at this stage
could ever gain free access to the shogunal library.^^ Further, though he obvi
ously knew of the books which were given by the Dutchmen to the Bakufu, there
is no record of his having asked to borrow a Dutch work, nor even that he had
seen one.

It there any more satisfactory explanation of how Aoki's interest in Dutch
evolved? The answer seems to lie in Shimmura Izuru's reference to his long
standing personal interest in language.^® Sorozatsudan (1738)contains numerous
items which reflect a general concern with words and characters, and among
them is one offering information on the Dutch system of writing. Entitled
Oranda Moji [Dutch Writing], it is the earliest record of Aoki's interest in
the Dutch language:
"In Holland there are three kinds [san shoku] of writing: Dutch writ
ing, Djakarta writing and Harushiyamu [Persian] writing. 'Harushiyamu'
refers to Western India.

Several years later, after Aoki had begun his direct interviews with the Dutch
trading staff, he was to write in Oranda Moji Ryakko [Brief Notes on Dutch
Writing] that he had obtained this information from a "Nagasaki person" and
that, on asking the foreigners, had received the quite different (if no more accu
rate) explanation that there were in fact two types, Italian[Roman]and Greek.^''
This episode is interesting, not simply as a measure of Aoki's progressive under
standing of the language, but because, as revealed in Ooka's diary, it was to
clarify this very point that he first requested permission to speak to the Dutch.
Iwasaki, p. 110, is I think, incorrect here.
45 Shimmura, esp. p. 19 ff.
46 ^Harushiyamu^ follows manuscript in Seikado Bunko. Hirano, p. 41, gives HarushiyariC
his reference to the 3rd volume should be corrected to the 2nd.

The belief that Dutch people used Persian and Djakartan letters in addition to ordinary
Dutch ones was apparently common.

Otsuki Nyoden {Nikon Yogaku Hennen SHU pp. 171-172) quotes a document entitled Oranda
Tsuji Bunsho[Document by the Dutch Interpreters], in which the idea is dismissed as incorrect.

Signed by five interpreters, it is a formal statement—in Otsuki's view, probably a reply to an
enquiry ffom the Bakufu. It is undated, but from the order of the signatures, Otsuld dates it
as 1736. Who solicited the information, or how it was used is unclear. Aoki obviously had
not seen that document when he wrote Sorozatsudan in 1738, nor was he advised correctly when
expressed his doubts on the matter in 1740.
47 Unpublished. There are at least two copies:

(i) housed in the Seikad5-Bunko, described as a copy made by Aoki himself.
(ii) a photocopy by Otsuki Fumihiko, containing also an introduction to Aoki's works;
this is in the library of Tokyo University.
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The problem arose again in connection with Aoki's second miscellany, Kpnyo
Manroku [Random Notes by Kony5].^® Though this, his most famous work,
was not completed and revised until 1763, volume I was, according to the pre
face, written "during the Gembun period (1736-1739)"—probably towards its
close. The first volume contains one item pertaining to Dutch, again entitled
"Oranda Moji", the revised version of which is translated in the appendix.
Quoting from Chinese texts it mentions the founders of and briefly characterizes
a number of Asian writing systems, before giving a similarly brief description of
the Dutch script. This is followed by an alphabet, each letter being written in
three styles and having the pronunciation indicated in katakana; finally the
Arabic numerals are listed. The succeeding item illustrates the Korean sylla
bary. No drafts of Konyo Manroku remain, but it appears that, in describing
Dutch, Aoki had at first repeated the Sorozatsudan explanation of the three types
of writing. By this time, however, he had conceived doubts on this point and
decided to seek further elucidation. On February 26, 1740 he spoke to Ooka
of his desire to speak directly to the Dutch factory director on his forthcoming
visit to Edo.

Ooka recorded the incident as follows:

Despatched a communication to Tot5mi-no-kami [Kano Hisamichi]
regarding Konyo Manroku, which Bunzo is presenting. Bunzo says that in
it he has written that there are three types [san shoku] of Dutch writing but
that he does not know what these are. He says that if he speaks directly
to the Kapitan [Dutch factory director] next time about the three types and
writes it in the above work it will be of use to the shogun and therefore, he
wishes to speak directly with the Kapitan next time. This request, together
with the above work, I despatched with Sen'eki.®°
Kano and presumably Yoshimune, saw no objection to the request. Indeed
each year, a number of scholars customarily visited the Dutch quarters on sho-

gunal orders to address questions on astronomical, botanical, medical and other
subjects. There was no reason why Aoki, a diligent scholar-official, should not
also go. On the following day,Kan5 notified Ooka that he had spoken to the Naga
saki bugyd, Kubota Hizen-no-kami, who handled the practical details of the trip,
and that Aoki was to be instructed to go freely to the foreigners' lodging-house.®^
Of the actual visit there is probably no record. I have not been able to examine
the Dutch records, but, judging from secondary accounts, there is no direct
48 Konyo Manroku[Random Notes by Konyo], 6 vols., together with Zoku Konyo Manroku
[Random Notes by Kony5 Continued], I vol. and Zoku Konyo Manroku Ho [Supplementary
Continued Notes by Konyo], I vol., are published in Nihon Zuihitsu Taisei[Outline of Japanese
Essays] (Yoshikawa K5bunkan, 1956, X, pp. 433-660). Quotations cited hereafter give page
references to this edition.

49 Konyo Manroku, preface, p. 434.

50 Ooka, I, p. 382.
51 Ooka,I, p. 382.
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reference to Aoki in the register for 1740.®^ It is certain, however, that he did
go to ask the foreigners and that he was able to obtain some information. On
March 12 he reported what he had learnt to Kano Hisamichi, together with four
sheets of Dutch letters written by the interpreters.
What this Aoki's first encounter with the foreign traders? Nowhere is this
explicit, and since there is no diary for the preceding year 1739, evidence is not
conclusive. Yet it would seem so. Hirano Genzaburo quotes a section from
Sorozatsudan in which Aoki discusses a place name which he cannot identify
from the characters and which "the Dutch and others, though asked, also do
not know.®^ Hirano interprets this as proof that Aoki had communicated di
rectly with the Dutch prior to writing this passage in the autumn of 1738; but
in view of all other evidence available it seems unlikely that it was Aoki himself
who asked the opinion of the foreigners.
The other relevant question concerns the link between Aoki's interview with
the Dutch mission as recorded in Ooka's diary and the famed order issued to
Aoki and Noro Genj5 by Yoshimune. Noro's part in this enterprise requires

fuller consideration, but, with regard to Aoki,the following points may be noted:
a) that the interview arose from his own request and not from a shogunal com
mand; b) that it was prompted by his individual academic interests and was only
indirectly connected with his official scholarly work; c) that whatever Aoki's
private hopes might be, his request was for a single interview to obtain fairly
specific information about the language, and not to undertake a long-term project
of studying the language itself; and d) that there is no apparent connection be
tween this episode and Noro Genj5.
//. Continued Interest in Dutch Subjects (1741-1742).
Despite these rather unspectacular beginnings, Aoki's contact with the visit
ing Dutchmen was to develop into a more extensive learning programme. His
initial interview of 1740 was followed by an immediate request to be permitted
to conduct further discussions with the interpreters in Nagasaki.®® The outcome
of this is not clear, but it seems to have been decided that the Nagasaki bugyd
would send the required information. There is no diary for 1741, but that of
1742 reveals that Aoki had retained his anxiety to learn what he could from
the Dutch.

The actual circumstances of the 1742 interview are somewhat puzzling.
52 Numata, p. 36.
Iwasaki, pp. 110-111.

Itazawa Takao, Nikon Bunka Kdshoshi no Kenkyu [Studies in the History of Inter-cultural
Exchange in Japan](Yoshikawa Kobunkan, rev. ed., 1961), p. 206, quotes references to Aoki
from the Dutch records for 1742 and 1745, but not from those for 1740.

53 Ooka, I, p. 392. There is unfortunately, no description of the content of the report.
54 Hirano, p. 39.

55 Ooka, I, pp. 392, 393, 395. There appears to be no further direct reference to the subject.
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Though language was to remain Aoki's central concern, his request to speak to
the foreigners this time was made in the name of a quite different problem. On
February,20, 1742, Ooka passed two statements from Aoki to Kano Hisamichi.
He described them simply as "one referring to the matter of instruction by the
Dutch in eye medicine" and "one concerning his desire to have an interview
with same".^® As before, Kan5, having spoken to the Nagasaki bugyd, gave
ready permission. There was, however, an added caution. As recorded by
Ooka on February 23:
Totomi-no-kami said: 'Regarding the matter of Bunzd's interview
with the Dutchmen which he spoke of earlier, I have spoken to Kubota
Hizen-on-kami, and give my approval. However, since this matter of
instruction by the Dutch in eye medicine is a shogunal order we must think
carefully. It's not appropriate that the Dutchmen should think that there
are no eye doctors in Japan. Bunzo must try to be discreet in receiving
instruction... .' Regarding the above I spoke with Hizen-no-kami. He
said that the Dutch Kapitan arrived yesterday and that regarding Bunzd's
interview, which Tdtdmi-no-kami had mentioned, Bunzd ought to go
tonight.®''
The significance of this matter of "instruction in eye medicine" is unclear.
Was it hoped that foreign medicine might restore Yoshimune's extremely weak
vision? If so, why was Aoki chosen to receive instruction in preference to one
of the medical officials who usually visited the Dutch mission? Was Aoki more
highly trusted, or had he perhaps heard or read something relevant which he
expected the Dutch doctors to clarify? In any case the plan was apparently
abortive. Whether or not the subject was even raised might be seen from the
Dutch register, but curiously (in view of Aoki's fidelity to instruction) he seem
ingly made no report on the matter to Ooka.
(a) The books "on Dutch writing" (1742) and Oranda Moji Ryakko (1746)
Aoki, however, reported on other results of his studies. On March 12,
1742, the following interesting entry appears in Ooka's diary:
Despatched to Tdtdmi-no-kami three books on Dutch writing [Oranda
moji] which Bunzd has compiled and is presenting. Bunzd also submitted
a statement to the effect that, as a result of his interview with the Dutch

men last year, he was able to complete the above work this spring, referring
to the information sent from Nagasaki. He says, however, that Dutch
books are very difficult to read and, unless he can meet the Dutchmen
many times, he will not be able to read them. Not even the interpreters are
skilled in the written language. Despatched Bunzd's statement to this effect.®®
66 Ooka,I, p. 532. Also quoted by Hirano, p. 38.
67 Ooka,I, p. 533, Hirano, p. 38.
68 Ooka,I, p. 543.
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The above statement is noteworthy on several accounts. It indicates that in the
preceding 1741, for which there is no diary, Aoki had, indeed, visited the Dutch
men for the second year in succession; and that, having ambitions to read Dutch
books, he hoped to continue the interviews. His comments on the interpreters'
poor reading ability are also interesting. Most significant, however, is the refer
ence to the three books on Dutch writing [Oranda moji]—Aoki's first books on
Dutch subjects-compiled from material sent from Nagasaki.
Manuscripts of these works do not survive, and nowhere else have I seen
direct reference to them, but their identity becomes clearer when we consider
them in conjunction with Aoki's later composition Oranda Moji Ryakko [Brief
Outline of Dutch Writing], the best-known of his Dutch writings and, next to
Konyo Manroku, perhaps of his works as a whole. The preface to Oranda Moji
Ryakko is dated November 21, 1746, and reads as follows:
Formerly I wrote a three volume work, Oranda Moji Ryakko, and
presented it to the government. Unfortunately, the copy I kept in my
home was destroyed in a fire this spring, so I have called for some old
paper and, writing down what I can remember, have compiled three
volumes. They are probably not the same as the book in the possession
of the government.®^
Aoki does not give details of his original Oranda Moji Ryakko, and the
circumstances of its composition have been the subject of conjecture. Otsuki
Fumihiko observed Aoki's note that there were Nagasaki dialect words in the
text of Oranda Moji Ryakko and, on the assumption that Aoki travelled to Naga
saki about 1744, concluded that it was written soon after his return.®®

Iwasaki

Katsumi and other more recent scholars, while denying that Aoki went to
Nagasaki, have not seen reason to change Otsuki's suggested date.®^ Ooka
Tadasuke's diary does not support this, however, since there is no mention of
Oranda Moji Ryakko among the books presented by Aoki in 1744. On the
contrary, it seems almost certain that, although their titles are not certain, the

three volumes "about Dutch writing" correspond to the original Oranda Moji
Ryakko.
What do we know of the content of these two works?

The 1746 Oranda

Moji Ryakko comprises 43 foliations, divided into three volumes. The first of
these deals with the Dutch writing system in general.®^ Aoki begins by intro

ducing the alphabet, setting it out in katakana form and explaining it as the
equivalent of the Japanese iroha. He then describes three different types of
Dutch letters, those used in printing, block letters and those of ordinary
59 See above, 47. Quoted by Iwasaki, p. 112.
69 In "Aoki Konyo ni tsuite", p. 141.
61 Iwasaki, p. 113.
62 Hirano, pp. 56-58, gives lengthy quotation; Iwasaki, pp. 112-117, detailed commentary.
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handwriting, this time pointing to a correspondence with the varying styles of
calligraphy. Next is a section describing the way individual letters are combined
to form syllables, with resulting changes in pronunciation. Finally, he adds
some miscellaneous observations: the Dutch words (written in katakana) for
"write","read","syllable" and "book"; the statement, quoted earlier, that Dutch
writing consists not of Dutch, Persian and Djakarta varieties, as he had formerly
believed, but of Italian and Greek; and the information that Dutch books are

read from left to right, in reverse of the Japanese order. Following the main
text are some samples of Dutch writing: the alphabet set out in ordinary, block
and printing letters, followed by the Arabic and Roman (clock use) numerals.
Volumes II and III, which following Dutch order, read from left to right
are devoted to vocabulary items, 721 by Iwasaki's count, each written in alpha
betical form, with the Japanese meaning beside it; the pronunciation of individual
letters and of the word as a whole is also shown in katakana,

Items are not

divided formally but, as Iwasaki notes with examples, words of related meaning
appear together, progressing from astronomical, temporal and geographical
terms to the names of animals, fish and insects, and successively through terms
referring to people, language, food, and metals and other aspects of everyday
existence.

Looking at this text of 1746, one cannot separate out with any certainty
which sections Aoki himself composed and which he simply copied; or know
how far and in what areas it differs from the 1742 original. Two comments by
Aoki are, however, relevant. In volume I of Oranda Moji Ryakko he notes:
Regarding volumes two and three: previously I gave this book to the

government, I got the Dutchmen to write the Dutch words for the final
copy. This time I have, as a temporary measure, copied the writing of the
interpreters.
The other statement was made in 1742, at the time Aoki submitted his three

books on Dutch writing. As recorded by Ooka and quoted above, he had said
that "as a result of his interview with the Dutchmen last year, he was able to
complete the above works this spring, referring to the material sent from Naga
saki." These comments combined seem to suggest that in 1741 Aoki asked the
Dutchmen to write the words for his books; these were done in Nagasaki during
the succeeding twelve months and brought to Edo in 1742. What the foreigners
used as a basis for their list is unstated but, as Iwasaki suggests, it was perhaps a

pamphlett compiled by the interpreters for their own use in Nagasaki.®®
Moreover, despite Aoki's note in the preface to Oranda Moji Ryakko that he
had rewritten it from memory, this is obviously not true of volumes II and III,
63 Iwasaki, p. 114.
64 pp. 114-115.

65 p. 116. See also Hirano, p. 57.
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for which he retained or reborrowed an original in the handwriting of the inter

preters. Volume I, on the other hand, with its discussion of writing, the subject
of Aoki's special interest, was probably the most original section of Oranda Moji
Ryakko; it must have been this volume which differed most from the work of
four years earlier.
What of the significance of this compilation? As Aoki's first book on Dutch
subjects, it has a special place in an account of his development. The concern
with styles of writing, combining of letters and vocabulary which it reveals was
to remain the central, though not the only theme of his study. Even more
interesting however, is its significance as the pioneering work on Dutch language
study written in Edo. C. R. Boxer, listing the major language studies printed
during the latter part of the Edo period, begins with Rangaku Kaitei [Ladder to
Dutch Learning], a two-volume work, written in 1783 by Otsuki Gentaku(17571827) and printed in 1788 in Edo, noting that it was "the first work ever
composed and printed by Japanese which deals exclusively with the study of a
European language".®® While this is true, and while Rangaku Kaitei was espe
cially noteworthy for its apologia on behalf of Dutch studies, its significance as
an explanation of the Dutch language is seen in better perspective if we consider
that much of the same content had appeared in Aoki Konyo's unpublished works
about 40 years earlier. True, Aoki's outline is simpler and less accurate,
appearing more like a series of scattered notes whom composed with Otsuki's
synthesis; nor does it include the examples of whole sentences prominent in the
latter.®^ On the other hand, it far exceeds the 32-word vocabulary which Boxer
has counted in Rangaku Kaitei. The relation between the two works will be
referred to again in the conclusion; but it should be noted here that, since Otsuki
studied Dutch under Maeno Ryotaku, a pupil of Aoki, his work owed something
at least indirectly to the author of Oranda Moji Ryakko.
(b) Oranda Kahei Ko (1742)
While language remained the centre of Aoki's Dutch studies, it did not
restrict his inquiries in other areas. Indeed, Sait5 Agu, having studied Dutch
accounts of their encounters with the Japanese in Edo,includes Aoki among those
whose not easily answerable questions particularly vexed the Dutchmen.®® As
noted before, the plan of 1742 to seek information on "eye medicine" produced
no obvious results, but on March 24 of the same year, shortly after presenting
his books on Dutch writing, Aoki submitted to Ooka a small booklet on another
subject close to his interests: that of coins and currency. The title was Oranda
pp. 64-65. See note 72.

Word-by-word explanations of sentences do appear in other works by Aoki, however.
The first of these was Oranda Wayaku (1743), see below.

68 p. 65.
69 p. 82.
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Kahei Kd [On Dutch Currency] and the preface, dated March 1, explained its
origin:

When asking the Dutchmen above their writing, I also happend to hear
about the Dutch method of exchanging gold, silver and copper coins. Ac
cordingly, I have written a small volume, including also some information
on weights and measures. The title is Oranda Kahei KpJ^

That Aoki was trained economic matters can be seen from the orderly
presentation and, where possible, precise detail of this work. He lists the Dutch
coins in ascending order of value, giving weight and, where known, comparative
worth. For example, the opening sentences:
The penning is a cheap copper coin. Though it is still in circulation,
the penning has not been minted in recent years.
The duit is a more valuable copper coin, eight bu in weight. One duit
is equivalent to two penningen.
Interspersed are one or two general comments, most noteworthy being the ob
servation that, since each of the seven Dutch states minted their own coins, the

units of exchange were not completely standardized, but that the stuiver formed
the basis of the currency system. A small supplementary note explains some
weights and measures. Following this, Aoki added an illustration of the stuiver^
laboriously copying the inscribed date 1724 and the place name West Frisia (this
also appears as Vrisia), and identifying the latter as a state of Holland. The
Western style of year counting—a subject also mentioned in Konyo Manroku— is
explained as referring to a "restoration in middle antiquity", the Christian associ
ation being discreetly omitted, it would seem, by Aoki and/or his informants.^^
Though the object of Oranda Kahei Kb is thus principally the communi
cation of information, Aoki's special interest in the written language is also
apparent. In the main text Dutch words are written only in katakana; but at
the very end they are listed both alphabetically and in kana, the Dutch version
being the careful work of a foreigner.
As Aoki had stated in his preface, the book was not central to his main
study. Though the specific information was probably new, it was not, in view
of the quantity and level of knowledge currently available, a significant contri
bution to Japanese understanding of the West. Nevertheless as the earliest of
Aoki's compositions based on information obtained in interviews with the Dutch,
it provides an interesting illustration of the direction and level of his interests.
Ill, Writings on the Dutch Language 1743-1758
The events of 1740-1742 set a pattern for the next sixteen or so years.
Ooka Tadasuke's diary reveals that Aoki's interviews with the visiting Dutchmen
70 This and subsequent quotations are from the manuscript in Seikado Bunko.
71 See appendix.
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quickly became a yearly routine, requiring no more than the request to be per
mitted to discuss writing "as I did last year".
It was during this period, in about 1744, that Aoki was believed to have
travelled to Nagasaki to further his studies. This theory, originating in Otsuki
Gentaku's Rangaku Kaitei and repeated by Sugita Gempaku in Rangaku Kotohajime, was discredited by Shimmura Izuru, who, referring to Kat5 Enao's diary,
revealed that Aoki was a frequent visitor to Katd's home during 1744 and there
fore could not have gone to Nagasaki in that interval. Shimmura's argument
has now been accepted and requires no detailed explanation, but further evidence
from Ooka's diary might be mentioned. As previously mentioned, Aoki did, in
1740, express a wish to clarify his knowledge of Dutch by close discussions with
be interpreters in Nagasaki. The hope was not realized, however, and at least
in the years before 1746, he continued his studies through interviews in Edo only,
making no further mention of travel to Nagasaki.
Regarding the content, procedure and number per year of interviews, Ooka
wrote noting. The Dutch registers would be helpful here, but are currently
inaccessible. A third important source of information remains: the booklets
following Oranda Kahei Kd, in which Aoki recorded what he had learnt and
which he presented to the Bakufu. None of these compositions was published,
but copies of most of the manuscripts remain, giving a good indication of the
progress and final fruits of Aoki's Dutch studies. Beginning with Oranda Moji,
titles and preface dates are as follows; dates of presentation to the Bakufu, as
recorded by Ooka, are also given in brackets for those written before the end
of 1746.

Three books "on Dutch Writing"
Oranda Kahei Kd [On Dutch Currency]
Oranda Wayaku [Japanese Translations
of Dutch Sentences]^^
Oranda Wayaku Koshu [Japanese trans

Preface Date
Spring, 1742
March 1, 1742

(March 12, 1742)
(March 18, 1742)

March 5, 1743

(March 14, 1743)

lations of Dutch Sentences—later

Compilation]

March 11, 1744 (March 17, 1744)

Oranda Kanshuka Yaku [Translations of

Dutch Wine-drinking Songs]
Oranda SakuragiIkkaku Setsu[Dutch Theo
ries of the Cherry-tree and the One-horn]

March 11, 1745 (March 22, 1745)
1746

Otsuki Gentaku,"Rangaku Kaitei" [Ladder to Dutch Studies] pp. 215-243. In Bummei
Genryu Sosho [Series on Mainstream of Culture], I, Kokusho Kankokai: 1912), p. 223.
See also Suita, p. 15.
For the refutal, see Shimmura, pp. 21-26, Hirano, pp. 41-55.
73 Oranda Wayaku appears in Ooka's diary as Oranda Chuyaku [Translation and Notes from
Dutch]. See II, p. 39.
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Preface Date

Oranda Moji Ryakko (3 vols.)
[Brief Outline of Dutch Words]
Oranda Bunyaku (Compilations I-X)
[Translations of Dutch Words]
Compilation I

November 21, 1746

11

missing
missing

III

March 20, 1751

IV

IX

missing
1752?
missing
1753?
April 10, 1754
missing
1755?
April 21, 1756
April 3, 1757

X

March 18, 1758

V

VI
VII
VIII

1749?
1750?

(a) Oranda Wayaku (1743) and Oranda Wayaku Koshu (1744)
Oranda Moji Ryakko and, though to a slight extent, Oranda Kahei Ko, show
Aoki's concern with spelling and vocabulary, but his compositions of the two
succeeding years reveal further advance—into sentence structure and the trans
lation of simple groups of words. The preface to Oranda Wayaku [Japanese
Translations of Dutch Sentences], dated March 5, 1743, reads as follows:
The sounds of the Dutch language are very different from those of our
language and so, even though I ask the Dutchmen for details about the
combination of Dutch letters, their instruction is mainly oral and I cannot

write down what is said. Compared with our language, theirs is completely
up-side-down and, as there are many auxiliary words, it is very difficult to
understand. Accordingly, I have translated four Dutch sentences and one
letter, and have indicated their meaning. The title is Oranda Wayaku
Oranda Wayaku Kpshu [Japanese Translation of Dutch Sentence—later compila
tion], written and presented to the Bakufu in March of the next year, 1744, is
introduced as follows:

This spring the Dutchmen stayed along the way to Edo and arrived
late, so I was not able to question them properly. I have simply recorded
four lines as I heard them and, adding one more, have named this Oranda
Wayaku Koshu,

In these two small volumes, just seven and six foliations respectively, Aoki
has, as indicated, selected a number of short sentences, for which he attempts
to give not only a translation of the general meaning, but a word-by-word
explanation of individual elements. Iwasaki Katsumi has quoted the first two
Quotations are taken from the text, listed as a copy made by Aoki in 1743, housed in
the Seikado Bunko. The most useful commentary is again that of Iwasaki, pp. 117-120.
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sentences of each volume, so, as a further example, I give the second sentence
of Oranda Wayaku. Each sentence is written first in Dutch and then in katakana
form. In the explanatory sections only katakana is used:
Gister was het mooy weer maar van daag regen achtig weer,
gisteru wasu hette moi ueeru niaru han daaku reegen akuteki ueeru

'Gisteru' is yesterday. 'Wasu hette' is an auxiliary having the feeling of
the Japanese 'ta\ 'Mooi ueeru' is good weather. 'Niaru' is an auxiliary,
here having the feeling of the Japanese 'shikaredomo', 'Han daaku'is today.
'Reegen' is rain. 'Reegen akuteki ueeru' is 'the weather looks like rain'.
This sentence means; 'yesterday was fine weather, but today it looks
like rain'.

It is obvious from the above example that Aoki's comprehension of Dutch
grammar and sentence structure was minimal. Iwasaki comments that he seems
quite unaware of such matters as declension, conjugation, case and tense, and is
able to handle even difficult elements with the aid of terms such as "auxiliary"

and the explanation "having the feeling of".^® Nevertheless, these two small
works are not without significance. Though the grasp of Dutch here demon
strated is clearly not sufficient to permit Aoki to comprehend Dutch works, the
direction of his efforts is noteworthy. Unlike his colleagues who sought knowl
edge of western subjects mainly by having the interpreters convey the required
information, Aoki, using admittedly simple material, was attempting to under
stand the process by which that meaning was communicated in the Dutch lan
guage. In this he was foreshadowing the spirit of the succeeding generations of
Rangakusha, for it was the central characteristic of their efforts that they sought
not simply to rely on interpreters, but to read and understand the Dutch texts
directly.
(b) Oranda Kanshuka Yaku (1745)
Amongst Aoki's writings on Dutch subjects, Oranda Kanshu Yaku [Trans
lations of Dutch Drinking Songs] is the only one I have not seen in full. As
quoted by Shimmura Izuru^® the preface is dated March 11, 1745, and states that
Aoki heard the songs from the Dutchmen. The text consists of the four verses
written in Dutch, with the pronunciation indicated in katakana, together with
Aoki's Japanese rendering of each. Shimmura notes that they were the first
Dutch poems to be translated into Japanese.
(c) Oranda Sakuragi Ikkaku Setsu (1746)
More interesting than the drinking songs at least in terms of language, is
Aoki's succeeding work, Oranda Sakuragi Ikkaku Setsu [Dutch Theories of the
Cherry-tree and the One-horn], which he introduces simply as "what I heard
75 p. 119-120.
76 Quoted by Hirano, pp. 59-60.
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from the Dutchmen in Enkyo 3 [1746]."^^ In writing this booklet, Aoki copied
two written Dutch statements, adding a version of the pronunciation in katakana;
he then composed his explanation, translation and brief commentary. The
subjects were simple, but of interest to him. The Dutch "explanation" of the
cherry-tree was a one sentence statement to the effect that the Dutch tree
bloomed in April, the second month of the Japanese calendar; and that its fruit

was preserved and used in making wine. This inspired a short note by Aoki on
the differences in the two countries' calendars.

The unicorn, long prized for its medicinal properties, appears again as a
topic in Konyo Manroku and was clearly a matter of special interest for Aoki.
Before giving the Dutch statement, he notes that for three years he has ques
tioned the foreigners about the unicorn, to be told each time that there is no one
theory on the subject. Indeed, the Dutch comment quoted simply states that
although specimens of the one-horn are found throughout the world, it is not
known whether they have come from a fish or an animal; one can ask wise men,
but there is no illustration of the unicorn anywhere in the world. Aoki was
evidently not content with this lack of information. Further investigation
uncovered a lengthy description, compiled from Dutch books by the interpreter
Imamura Geniiemon [Eisei] (1671-1736), which he later included, complete
with illustration, in Konyo Manroku,"^^

As an exercise in language, Oranda Sakuragi Ikkaku Setsu is in the pattern
of the earlier Oranda Wayaku and the compilation succeeding it, giving a detailed
almost word-by-word explanation of the Dutch. Iwasaki has quoted the section
on the cherry; here I give as example a brief extract from the unicorn:
Het iste geloohen dat allede een hoorns de en
hetto iste giroohen datto arurete een hoorunsu
en
inde gantsge werld gehonden horden ...
inde gantsuke urerudo jihonden horuden ...
'Hetto isute' can be used in various ways, but here it has the feeling of

'this'. 'Geroohen' is 'to think'. 'Datto' can be used in many ways, but here
it has the feeling of 'this'. Arurede is 'all'; it expresses the idea of'com
pletely'. Een hoorunsu' is unicorn. 'Dei en' is a phrase which points out
something. 'Inde' has the feeling of 'that'; it also expresses the idea of
Nagasaki[?], etc. 'Gantsuke uererudo' is 'throughout the world'. 'Jehonden'
is 'to pick up'. 'Horuden' is a word expressing a completed past....
This is; 'Unicorns have been picked up now and then in Holland'...
In the three years which have elapsed since Oranda Wayaku, Aoki's language
has, not surprisingly, made little obvious progress. As before, he has diligently
77 This and ensuing references are taken from the manuscript in the Seikado Bunko, listed
as a self-copy made in 1746.
78 See appendix.
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obtained a meaning for each word, but he still appears to have no awareness of
the rules governing the relations between words and parts of words and, there
fore, no basis for attempting independent translation. This is of course not to
be wondered at when we consider that his language studies, pursued without the
aid of dictionaries and grammar texts, were effectively limited to what he could
glean during the brief period of the annual Dutch visit to Edo. Perhaps it was
because he saw clearly that he would never reach the stage of translation, or
perhaps it was that his interests lay basically in the words and letters themselves,
that Aoki did not continue his textual analyses. Though he still visited the
Dutchmen, there is no record of any writings during the next two years, and
when writing his succeeding and final series of works based on the yearly inter
views, Aoki returned to his original concern with words.
(d) Oranda Bunyaku (1749-1758)
Oranda Bunyaku [Translations of Dutch Words] consists of ten small book
lets, of which numbers,I, II, IV and VII are missing. Earliest of those surviving,
number III is dated March 20, 1751; its preface reads as follows:
Here I record what I heard from the Dutchmen this spring, taken from
the superukonsuto [spelkonst ?]. The title is Oranda Bunyaku Sanshu [Trans
lations of Dutch Words—Compilation Three].
Similar introductions head the succeeding volumes, concluding with number X,
dated March 18, 1758.

As a compilation of Dutch words, Oranda Bunyaku is closest in content to
Oranda Moji Ryakko, offering lists of words in the original Dutch, together with
a katakana version of the pronunciation and a Japanese translation of the mean
ing. In number of entries, too, the works were probably roughly equal. Iwasaki counted 314 words in the extant volumes of Oranda Bunyaku and concluded

that the total must have been almost double that number, just slightly smaller
than the 700-word Oranda Moji Ryakko,^^ There is, however, one obvious dif
ference, arising from the differing origins of the two works. While the earlier
one, based on word lists made by the Nagasaki interpreters, was organized into
word groups of similar meaning, Oranda Bunyaku was compiled directly from a
Dutch work-book and followed its alphabetical arrangement of entries. As
indicated in the prefaces, Aoki each year copied and obtained a Japanese render
ing for a section of words in the superukonsuto, an unidentified book, presumably
of technical words, which the Dutchmen brought with them. With the com
pletion of volume X in 1758, he had thus produced a simple Dutch-Japanese
dictionary, compiled from a Dutch book and arranged alphabetically—the first
such work to be produced in Edo.
From manuscript in Seikado Bunko, listed as a self-copy. Commentary in Iwasaki,
p. 121.
80 p. 121.
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The completion of Oranda Bunyaku brought Aoki's language writings to an
end. No special reason for this was recorded at the time. Otsuki Fumihiko
suggested that, after his patrons Yoshimune and Ooka died in 1751, Aoki became

discouraged.®^ Leaving aside the error concerning Nagasaki, this is doubtful
when viewed against the apparent lack of positive official encouragement of
Aoki's language studies. The reason was probably very simple; that, having
completed his ten-years enterprise in word compilation, Aoki, at the age of 61,
felt he had done enough.
IV, Konyo Manroku {1763) and Supplementary Volumes (1766, 1768)
Though Oranda Bunyaku marked the end of Aoki's regular Dutch language
studies, one final, additional record of his annual interviews must be mentioned.

As indicated by Oranda Kahei Kd, he used his opportunities of speaking with the
Dutch to obtain information on a variety of other topics; and while these were
not sufficient to a separate book, some were included among the miscellany of
fact and observation which go to make up Konyo Manroku [Random Notes by
Kony5].
As noted earlier, the first volume of this work was begun in the Gembun
period (1736-1740), and others were successively added. In 1763, Aoki wrote
a preface to a 6-volume edition:
During the Gembun period (1736-1740), I compiled volume I of Konyo
Manroku, After that I wrote many small volumes. Now I have revised
them, sometimes adding, sometimes deleting, making a total of 6 volumes.
The title is Konyo Manroku,
Three years later he wrote the supplementary volume; and two years after that,
in 1768, he finished the second and final addition.

A true miscellany, Konyo Manroku contains information on a range of topics,
matters arising from Aoki's economic and literary studies, and things he had
heard and seen. Amongst them, some record information and observations
relating to Dutch subjects. As indicated in the list of titles appended, many of
the items refer to subjects which arose in his earlier Dutch writings: writing,
currency, measures and the unicorn, for instance. The others concern equally
simple, practical matters: foreign products (especially food and medicine) and
techniques are the most frequent subjects for comment, with occasional frag
ments of geography and history.
Regarding the level of Aoki's general knowledge of the West and its place
in his scholarship in general, the extracts quoted from Konyo Manroku are
instructive. They reveal, for instance, that while direct contact with the Dutch
through the interpreters had certainly opened the way to new and rare knowledge
it was for Aoki by no means the only way to knowledge of the West, since many
of his explanations of western subjects were actually drawn from Chinese and
81 p. 434.
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Japanese works. By comparing what he had learnt from the foreigners to
things he had read in Japanese and Chinese books and things he had seen and
heard elsewhere, he was using the new knowledge to clarify and enrich his
thought in the interests of a broader general knowledge.
Not surprisingly, however, Aoki's knowledge of foreign affairs was severely
limited. Even in the context of currently available knowledge and that being
sought, by scholars such as Noro Genj5 knowledge of western science and society
did not, as Itazawa says, extend beyond kindergarten level.®^ Still, it must not
be assumed (as Itazawa does ?) that this miscellany represents the final product
or the measure of Aoki's Dutch studies.

Rather, as a series of random obser

vations arising out of his major language study, they form a interesting supple
ment to the latter; on as an indication of his grasp of foreign subjects they offer
an interesting guide to perception of western subject among scholars of his age.
Conclusion

In this paper I have indicated a number of ambiguities in accounts of the
beginnings of Rangaku and have attempted to clarify some of them by considering
the role of Aoki Konyo. In examining the circumstances under which Aoki
undertook his language studies, I have relied particularly on the diary kept by
his superior, Ooka Tadasuke, during most of the crucial years 1737-1745. From
it has emerged evidence which at some points supports, at others challenges
accounts by modern scholars.
On the positive side, Ooka's diary supports, for example, the customary
focus on 1740 as the probable starting point of Aoki's Dutch studies. It also
provides evidence to confirm Shimmura Izuru's argument that, contrary to the
accounts of Otsuki Gentaku and Sugita Gempaku, Aoki did not travel to Naga
saki to study, but perservered in Edo. In one key area, however, the diary
diverges sharply from modern studies: the interpretation it suggests of the
relative roles of Shogun Yoshimune and Aoki in the inauguration of Dutch
language study.
With regard to Yoshimune, it is clear that, both personally and as adminis
trator, he valued knowledge in general highly, and made a special effort to seek
out and make use of western scientific knowledge. To this end he had officials
obtain information on particular subjects by addressing questions through the
Japanese interpreters to the Dutchmen on their annual visit to Edo; though I have
not investigated the case of Noro Genjo, it does seem probable that, as Sugita
Gempaku wrote in Rangaku Kotohajime, Noro began his botanical research under
Yoshimune's orders. Less likely, however, is Sugita's further assumption that
the shogun reached the conclusion that to gain access to western knowledge it
was necessary to initiate Dutch language study in Edo. As Ooka records, it
Itazawa, p. 34.
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was not owing to the shogun's command that Aoki started his language efforts,
but on his own request. Yoshimune, it is true, agreed readily—he seemingly
never hindered Aoki's access to information—but he did not place obvious
importance on the project nor offer particular encouragement.
This is not to say, however, that Aoki had been inspired with the need to
begin Dutch language study as a means of obtaining useful foreign knowledge.
Rather, his first request to interview the Dutchmen, as recorded by Ooka, seems
to have arisen primarily from a personal, more narrowly academic interest in
the foreigners' writing systems. As an ofBcial, of course, he was committed to
consider the social value of his scholarly investigations as a whole, but he
did not spell out the particular merits of foreign language study, far less engage
in the apologia of his successors Otsuki and Sugita. Further, although the
nature of his subsequent efforts, especially the ten-year compilation of Oranda
Bunyaku, suggests a concern to assist later scholars, Aoki made no obvious effort
to solicit pupils, nor to promote the future development of his new field of study.
The results of Aoki's Dutch enterprise can best be judged from his several
small compositions which, except for Oranda Kahei Kd and Kpnyo Manroku, deal
with Dutch writing, vocabulary, sentence analysis and other aspects of the
language. From these one can conclude that, while Aoki never reached the
stage of actual comprehension, he knew the script, had encountered some one
thousand words and had an elementary understanding of the way words were
arranged to express an idea in a simple Dutch sentence. By modern standards
such results were poor, and, even among comtemporary colleagues, the inter
preter Nishi Genzaburo held Aoki's ability in such low esteem that, as recorded
in Rangaku Kotohajime, he tried to dissuade Sugita and Maeno Ryotaku from

attempting Dutch by citing Aoki's example.®^ Nevertheless, in a situation of
almost complete ignorance of Dutch, Aoki, working without proper texts and
in the brief period of the foreigners visits to Edo, had made a noteworthy con
tribution. He had taken the first important step towards extending a knowledge
of Dutch beyond the small group of professional interpreters Nagasaki to ordinary
scholars resident in more central areas of the country.
More significantly, Aoki's efforts were not simply a poor duplication of
those of the interpreters. While the latter were necessarily most concerned
with practical oral communication, he emphasised the written language, and in
doing so prepared to meet the special, more academic needs of subsequent Rangakusha. For example, in the description of letters and their combination in

syllables which comprises volume I of Oranda Moji Ryakko, he provided a simple
introduction to the written language, the earliest of its kind in Edo. Then, too,
with volumes II and III of Oranda Moji Ryakko and the ten-part Oranda Bunyaku,
he had prepared two simple dictionaries, of about 700 and 600 words respectively,

the latter listing items alphabetically, the former arranging them in groups of
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similar meaning. This is not to suggest that the above works were Aoki's
independent composition; indeed, Aoki himself noted that he copied the vocabu
lary of Oranda Moji Ryakko from material written by the interpreters. What is
important is that Aoki had sought out and assembled such information, making
available simple study tools for use in learning the language. One other signifi
cant aspect of Aoki's studies, already mentioned, was exemplified in the sentence
analyses of works such as Oranda Wayaku, While these were a long way from
independent translation, they foreshadowed the direct investigation of Dutch
written works which formed the basis of the Rangaku tradition.

There remains the final, more practical question of the relevance of Aoki's

Dutch language efforts in the succeeding Rangaku tradition. One should not
overstate his role. The content of his work remained unpublished and, though

there were copies of the manuscripts, these were not widely circulated. More
over, Aoki was not a teacher, nor was his reputation in Dutch, as revealed in
Rangaku Kotohajime, such as to inspire emulation. He did have one important
student, however, the doctor Maeno Ryotaku, through whom the results of his
enterprise were transmitted into the developing school of Dutch investigation.
Sugita Gempaku recounted in Rangaku Kotohajime that Maeno, having
conceived a desire to study Dutch, heard of Aoki's experience in the subject
and eventually became his pupil. Sugita did not date the incident exactly, but
Iwasaki ascribes it to 1769, the year of Aoki's death:
By chance, he [Maeno] heard that Aoki Sensei was learned in the
subject, and eventually was able to become his pupil and study Dutch.
Receiving instruction from works such as Oranda Moji Ryakko, he com
pletely memorised all that his teacher knew.®^
Maeno was fortunate in that he could indeed obtain with comparative ease
the benefits of Aoki's 18 year effort. Moreover, he followed this instruction
with a period of study under the interpreters in Nagasaki, where he also collected
Dutch-language materials for further work in Edo. Yet, while Aoki's achieve
ments were thus quickly surpassed by his only pupil, they were not thereby
rendered obsolete.

Firstly, in the area of vocabulary, the word-books Oranda Moji Ryakko
(volumes II and III) and Oranda Bunyaku remained till the end of the century
the most complete dictionary type work available for use in Edo, being suc
ceeded by Bango Sen [Treasury of Barbarian Words], published in 1798 by
Morishima Churyd, who learned his Dutch from Katsuragawa Hoshu, Maeno's
junior colleague. Moreover, while it is not certain wether Morishima used

Aoki's work directly, he organized his dictionary in units of meaning as had
Aoki in Oranda Moji Ryakko,
p. 15. The association between Aoki and Maeno is best dealt with in Iwasaki, p. 153ff.
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A second, special emphasis of Aoki, transmitted by Maeno, made a mark
on Edo Dutch language study. In about 1770, soon after his return from Naga
saki, Maeno wrote two small introductions to the Dutch language: Jigaku
Shosei [Small Outline of the Study of Lettering], which, as the title indicates,
described various styles of writing; and Oranda Yaku Sen[An introduction to Dutch
Translation], which outlined the characteristic features of the language.®^ The
details Maeno gives in pronunciation and grammar and his general understanding
of the language reveal the influence of his study in Nagasaki, but his emphasis
on the script reflects Aoki's special interest. As the main theme ofJigaku Shosei
and an important one in Oranda Yaku Sen, he describes and illustrates various
styles of writing letters and numerals, giving in greater detail and accuracy Aoki's
explanation given in volume I of Oranda Moji Ryakkd. Maeno did not publish
his booklets on the Dutch language, but their contents, rearranged, with vari
ation and amendments, appeared in Rangaku Kaitei written in 1783 by his pupil
Otsuki Gentaku, and published five years later. A type of beginners' text.
Rangaku Kaitei was in two parts, the first of which explained the history and
value of learning Dutch and the second set out the main features of the language.
Here, too, heading the discussion of pronunciation, sentence forms, etc., is a
careful outline of forms of writing; thus giving Aoki's special concern with
writing thus a central place in the earliest generally available study of the
language.
The final noteworthy aspect of Aoki's study was the sentence analysis and
translation attempted in works such as Oranda Wayaku. It was in this area that

Maeno Rydtaku and his colleagues concentrated their energies, obtaining suc
cesses doubtless unimaginable for Aoki. The first of these came in 1774, just
five years after Aoki's death. Sugita Gempaku and Maeno had independently
obtained copies of a Dutch translation of a German anatomical text, in which
the illustrations diverged considerably from the Chinese models which formed
the basis of their medical training.®^ In 1771, a rare opportunity to witness a
human dissection pointed to the accuracy of the foreign version, and the two
doctors, together with Katsuragawa Hoshu, began a translation of the latter.
Given the enthusiasts' limited knowledge of Dutch and the lack of study aids in

Edo, their enterprise was fraught with difficulty, but by 1774 they were able to
publish the results under the title Kaitai Shinsho [New Book on Anatomy], the
first full translation by Japanese of a western scientific text.
The publication of Kaitai Shinsho marked the real emergence of Rangaku,
as a school of learning in which scholars sought to obtain knowledge of western
subjects by investigating Dutch written materials. Their investigations, focusing
first on medicine and the natural sciences, gradually expanded to include matters
84 Quoted as appendix by Iwasaki, pp. 601-639; commentary, pp. 190-195.
88 The story is related in some detail by Donald Keene,pp.20-24,and by Goodman,pp.93-96.
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relating to economy, society and polity, providing small but vital glimpses of
the western world in the decades before the opening of the country in the mid19th century. Such a role, though unforseen by Aoki, was nevertheless the
final outcome of his enterprise, and it is in this that his studies of the Dutch
language obtain their greatest significance.
APPENDIX

Appended below are (i) titles and (ii) selected translations of items pertain
ing to Dutch subjects which appear in Konyo Manroku (6 vols. +2supplementary
vols). The text principally followed is that published in Nihon Zuihitsu Taikei
[Outline of Japanese Essays], X (Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1956), pp. 433-660;
any variations are noted.
(i) Titles, These are listed as they appear in the text, giving a rough guide to
sequence of composition. A general indication of the content of each item
is given by classifying each into one of 7 groups: writing; products; insti
tutions; medicine; history/geography (general knowledge); measures and
money. Asterisks refer to items which have been translated. The numbers
in brackets refer to the volume of Konyo Manroku and the page of Nihon
Zuihitsu Taikei,

(ii) Translations, At least one item from each of the above groups has been
selected.

(/) LIST OF TITLES

Oranda Moji [Dutch Writing]
Shichi On [Seven Sounds]
Rasha [Woollen Cloth]
Oranda Mu Nengo
[The Absence of Year Periods in Holland]
Sekido [Flintheads]
Oranda Yaku [Dutch Medicine]

Writing
Writing
Products

(I: 460-462)
(II: 468)
(II: 468)

Institutions
Products
Medicine
Oranda Ryojo Zu [Illustrations of Two Dutch Castles] Hist/Geog
Dai San [A Big Mountain]
Hist/Geog
Ruri [Lapis Lazuli]
Products
''Hoorakka''[Mango ?]
Products
Oranda no Sumi[Dutch Writing Ink]
Products
[The Letter "n"]
Writing
Kurobune [Black Ships]
Hist/Geog
Oranda no Shaku [Dutch Measures]
Measures
Oranda no Gin [Dutch Silver]
Money
Seiyo Insho [Western Printing]
Institutions

(II: 473)
(II: 484)
(II: 484)
(II: 484)
(II: 487)
(II: 488)
(III: 494)
(III: 494)
(III: 495)
(III: 497)
(III: 500)
(III: 500)
(III: 512)

San Yaku [Powdered Medicine]

Medicine

(III: 516)
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Kinsen [Gold Coins]
Money
Ryukotsu [Dragon-bone]
Medicine
Wasen [Japanese Fans]
Products
Ganseiso [Herb for Assisting Childbirth]
Medicine
Ikkaku [The Unicorn]
Medicine
Banshu [Barbarian Wine]
Products
Oranda Shaku Zu [Illustration of a Dutch Measure] Measures
Enso [Tobacco]
Products
Sonneueisuru [Sun dial]
Institutions
Oranda Ginsen [Dutch Silver Coins]
Money
Hindosutanto Koku [The Country of Hindustan]
Hist/Geog
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(V: 554)
(V: 559)
(V: 562)
(V: 562)
(V: 564-565)
(VI: 577)
(VI: 581)
(VI: 606)
(VI: 608-611)
(Supp.: 652)
(Supp.: 655)

(//) TRANSLATIONS
I.

DUTCH LANGUAGE

Oranda Moji[Dutch Writing](I: 460-462)
It is written in the Hoonshurin:^ "In ancient times there were perhaps three

people who invented systems of writing. First was Brahamana; his writing went
from left to right. Then came Kharosthi;® his writing went from right to left.
Lastly there was Ts'ang-chieh;^ his writing went from top to bottom."
The Dutch script goes from left to right and consists of 25 letters. It has
several forms, just like the ten, shin, so and gyd styles of Japanese writing, and
is written by joining each letter to those on either side of it. (Regarding the way
in which letters are combined I have written in Oranda Moji Ryakko.) Here I
illustrate the 25 letters and the numerals.

According to the Shoshikaiyo,^ "The Imperial councillor Pa Ssu-pa invented
the Mongolian script.® Each character has three tones: ordinary, upper and
1 In 1795 Otsuki Bansui [Gentaku] wrote "Ransetsu Bensei" [Corrections of Ideas about

Dutch Matters](in Otsuki Nyoden ed., Bansui Zonkyd [Echoes of my Forefather Bansui] Part
I, 1914) in which he listed the first 25 of these items, those appearing in the main text. His
intention was to explain and correct Aoki's views on western subjects, but in fact he only com
pleted the first four.
2 Hoomhurin (also Hoenshurin) was a Chinese T'ang period work in which ancient facts con

cerning Buddhism were compiled and classified.
2 Brahmi, written left to right, and Kharosthi, written right to left, were both alphabets of
Semitic origin. The former was introduced into India in about 800 B.C., the latter was brought
into north-western India in the 5th century B.C., during the time of the Persian domination.
4 Ts'ang-chieh was a demi-god of the Huang-ti era, credited with the invention of Chinese
characters.

5 Shoshikaiyd [Compiled History of Calligraphy] was a Chinese Ming period work which
listed skilful calligraphers from ancient times and included an outline of styles of writing.
6 Pa Ssu-pa was a Yiian period priest of the Lama religion. In about 1300 A.D., the script
of the Uighurs,a Turcic-speaking people living in Mongolia and East Turkestan, was combined
with that of a Tibetan group to form the Kalica [Galica] script, officially adopted as the written
language of the Mongolian Empire.
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lower; a word uttered lightly is the same as the ordinary tone". Since Pa Ssu-pa
was a priest, he probably constructed it by copying Sanscrit writing.
In the DaiseikijV it is written: "In the year Temmei 5(1620)of the reign of
the Emperor T'ai Tsu the Manchurian script was invented. In the year Tencho
6 (1632) of the reign of the Emperor T'ai Tsung, Tai Kai first used Manchurian
writing.® He translated the dynastic histories and distributed them throughout
the country." Since everyone thoroughly understood and used the Manchurian
script by this time, it must have been invented in the Manreki period (15731615) of the Ming dynasty.
There are 25 letters in the Dutch language, as listed below. These are
known as the "ABCD" in Holland. In our country they are called the "Dutch
iroha'\

Shichi On [Seven Sounds](II: 468)
When I asked the Dutchmen about Dutch writing it became clear to me
that, since the combinations of Dutch letters are all based on five sounds vowels,
then the five vowels of Chinese must be derived from those of the West. I have

dealt with this in detail in Oranda Mop Ryakko; it is something we ought to think
and know about.

"ai" [The letter n](III: 495)
Although the Dutch letter "n" {enna is not the pronunciation but the name
of the letter) is read in combinations as "na", "a?/", etc., when we read it in iso
lation it becomes indisputable that the letter"n"corresponds to the iroha"n"[^].
Now, when Kobo Taishi went to China he learnt the European alphabet and,
returning, constructed the iroha. The way of combining iroha symbols is also
based on the European method but with the symbols arranged lengthwise. Thus
iroha "n" is the same as the Dutch letter "n".
11.

COINS AND MONEY

Oranda Ginsen [Dutch Silver Coins](Add. Supp.: 652)
The Dutch silver coin ''harofurobei" [half-rupee] is as illustrated [omitted].
There are two types of"rupee"[robei]. The larger, weighing 3 momme,is called
simply "rupee"[robei]; the smaller, weighing 5 Z>M,®is called "half-rupee"[harofurobei].^ ''Harofu'' means "half", hence the latter name means "one half of the
rupee".
Previously, when I wrote Oranda Kahei Ko, the Dutchmen told me that
these coins existed. This year for the first time I saw them.
^ I have not been able to identify either this work or the person Tai Kai.
8 I have not discovered the significance of the title, unless it refers to the seven tones[shichi

on, shichi sei] of the Chinese musical scale. Otsuki Bansui's commentary makes no mention
of the title.

9 The momme was roughly 3.75 grams; the/w/a was one-tenth of the momme.
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MEASURES

Oranda no Shaku [Dutch Measures](III: 500)
In Holland a finger's width is called a duimstock, and the method of measur
ing comes from this. Thus, it has been said that they also refer to a shaku in
terms of "feet".^°

In Kago^^ Confucius said: "Stretch out your hand and know a shaku\ stretch
out your finger and know a sun,'' It seems, then, that the same thing applies in
China.
IV,

INSTITUTIONS

Oranda Mu-Nengo [The Absence of Nengo in Holland](2: 473)
In Holland there are no year period names. This year, Kampo 2, is thus
called 1742. Now, since it would seem from this that only a few years have
elapsed since the foundation of the country, I asked the Dutchmen about this.
They said that the actual birth of the country was 5746 years ago; the date 1742

probably refers to a restoration in the country's development.^^
Seiyd Insho [Western Printing](3: 512)
Looking at Dutch herbal, etc., we can see that it is exceedingly precise,

superior to that of the rest of the world. That Western printing makes use of
an implement called a ''rajiten" [Jl^x^] is recorded in the book Ensai Kiki[Illus
trations of Strange Implements of the Far West].^® The passage is as follows:
"In Western printing a rajiten is used, thus giving the printed matter gradations
of thickness and depth. Their craftsmanship is extremely precise and detailed."
Now, Ensai Kiki Zusetsu is a work communicated orally by the Westerner
Johannes Terrenz during the Tenkei period of the Ming dynasty, and translated
and illustrated by Ocho, a man from the Western provinces. It contains illus
trations of various Western Implements together with explanations. (There is
also an illustration of the rajiten,) Indeed, written with the aim of assisting the

government of the country, it is a book well worth investigating.
^^Sonneueisuru"[The Sundial](VI: 608-611)
In Holland a sundial is called ''sonneueisuru"[zonnewijzer]. There is no single
method of construction. Here I give an example. In Holland there are twelve
hours of daytime and twelve hours of night, night and day together coming to
10 The shaku, a measure of length, was of several types; the magarijaku {kanejaku) was

roughly 0.303 mm. The sun was one-tenth of the shaku,
11 Koshi Kago [Domestic Sayings of Confucius] was a collection of sayings, deeds and dia
logues attributed to Confucius.
12 The computation used by the Dutchmen was that based on a literal reading of Genesis,
12 Also known as Kiki Zusetsu [Illustrated Explanations of Strange Items], this was a Ming

period work,illustrating some 39 objects. The main text was compiled by the Jesuit missionary,
Joannes Terrenz, the supplement by the scholar Ocho. Aoki's explanation is incorrect on this
point. I cannot identify the rajiten [Si^.®].
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24 hours. In one hour there are 60 minutes, the total for a day and a night
being 1200 minutes. By knowing the Dutch directions of North, South, East
and West and the numbers from 1 to 12, we can calculate the hour.

If we point the metal needle to the number representing the angle of that
country's inclination against the North Pole and place upright the needle indi
cating the numbers, the number to which the needle points indicates the hour.
Per example, if it is a country having an angle of inclination of 30° against the
North Pole, we point to the number 30. I have learnt as follows: If we add a
circle to the number 1 it becomes 10; if we add a circle to the number 2 it
becomes 20.

Note: Below the needle which records the angle with the North Pole is a line
like this
We point this line to the angle of that country.
V.

PRODUCTS

Rasha [Woollen Cloth](2: 468)"
In Tozaiyoko Ku'ei wrote: "The woollen fabric toromen cannot be pierced
by sword or by arrow."; thus, if it could not be pierced by sword or arrow, it
must have been thicker than the toramen we have today."
In the same book it is written: ''Tora'' is woven with hair and down. Long
pieces extend to 6 or 7jo per roll." Nowadays people call it tararen.
Thus, although toramen and rasha are difficult to differentiate, it seems that
toramen was a type of rasha. Originally, in China, they translated Western
rasha as toramen, and later erringly considered it to be the same as our present
Japanese toramen. In Holland they call rasha ''laken'\
VI,

MEDICINE

Oranda Yaku [Dutch Medicine](2: 484)
When Dutch people take the laxative hiyoruhanhaarumuchi[purgeermiddel?],
14 Vocabulary items:
1) Rasha, From Portuguese raxa, a type of thick woollen cloth, imported into Japan in
the late Muromachi period and used especially for coats of arms, fire blankets, etc.
Also a general word for woollen cloth.
ii) ToromenItoramen, probably from Sanskrit ttila.
a) pron. toramen, A white cotton fabric.
b) pron. toromen, A foreign-made woollen cloth. In ancient times rabbit hair was
combined with the cotton thread during weaving. Now no hair is added. There is also
a Japanese variety.
iii) Tararen, Same as toramen,
iv) Laken, General Dutch word for cloth.

Tozaiyoko [Notes on East and West] was a Ming period work, treating mainly countries
with whom China had trading relations. "Eastern'* countries centred on the Philippine

archipelago, the Malaccan peninsula and Borneo Straits area. "Western" countries included
Indo-China, the Malay peninsula, Java, etc. Countries with whom China had no relation were
included in a special "foreign" section.
16 Jo, a measure of length, was about 3.030 m.
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an electuary in common use, they make it a little sour, so that the motion is
extremely soft. They do this by boiling the fruit of the Dutch tamarind tree
and straining off the juice.
If we soak this fruit in honey and eat it, it makes the inside of the mouth
cool and fresh.

Ikkaku [The Unicorn](V: 564-565)
The daitsuji [great interpreter] Imamura Genuemon, having studied several

Dutch books, wrote his own theory of the unicorn, adding an illustration of
one.^^ In his outline he says:
In the book written by Haurusuheneetosu we find: 'The gamu of the
country of Turkestan (in Turkestan 'gamu' is used to refer to the king)keeps
unicorns. Moreover, in the capital Ranfurii there is a small statue of one.
With regard to its shape, the head is flat like that of a wild boar; its tongue
is pointed, like a fish-hook; its eyes resemble those of a rhinoceros."
Haurusukotohyusu said:
The unicorn is like a young grey colt; its head is covered thickly with
hair; it has a beard like that of a goat; on its forehead it has one horn of
about 2 kobito [cubits] in length (about 3 shaku 2 sun according to our
present magarijaku).
Moreover, the author Rorateueikitebaru of Hononii [place name] wrote:
I saw two unicorns which flourished in the stables of the keruku [in
Holland a big family is called a "keruuku"] of Mecca(the capital of Arabia).
One was fully grown and like a 30-month colt; on their foreheads was one
horn, about 3 aira [just over 6 shaku 8 sun calculated in magarijaku]. The
smaller one was like a one-year old colt, with a horn measuring about 4
hands.

Note: the Dutch standard measure is equal to 2 shaku; the Dutch use the
words hand and finger to designate shaku and sun.
These unicorns were black in colour; their heads were like those of

deer; their necks were short and were thinly covered with hair; their manes
were short, with the hair falling over to one side; the feet were narrow like
those of a doe; their footprints were slightly split at the tip, like those of a
sheep; on the right foot there was much hair.
Unicorns are the favourites of young girls, who enjoy their fragrance. It has
been said that at one time the word unicorn referred not to an animal, but to a

one-horned fish of the northern sea. This theory likewise has not been proved,
so one should not place too much confidence in it. As I wrote in Oranda
Sakuragi Ikkakuju Setsu [sic], we cannot know about such animals of the moun
tain and the sea.

That is as it has to be.

"I cannot identify this work by Imamura, nor the books to which he refers.
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It seems to me that, although this sketch which I have included of a unicorn
also appears in the books of Holland (in Holland honzo is called), if we do not
know about the animals of the mountain and sea, we still cannot place con
fidence in the theory.
VII, GeographyIHistory

Daisan [Big Mountain]
The Dutchmen say that there is no mountain which can equal Mt. Peak of
the Canary Islands in height.^® They say that in shape the mountain is like an
upright spear, and that it is taller than Mt. Fuji.
Acknowledgement I wish to express my sincere thanks to Professor Yojiro Kimura of the
Department of History and Philosophy of Science, Faculty of Liberal Arts, University of
Tokyo, for the many hours he devoted to the close supervision of this research; to Professor
Masao Watanabe of the same Department, for his generous assistance and advice throughout
my stay at the University; and to the staffs of the University of Tokyo libraries and Seikado
Bunko for their help with materials. My stay in Japan was made possible by a grant from the
Australia-Japan Business Cooperation Committee.

18 Peak of Tenerife is a volcanic mountain the highest in the Canary Islands. It is by no
means as tall as Mt. Fuji, though to the Dutchmen passing in their boats on their way to the
East, it may indeed have seemed so.

Tetsuro Nakaoka: Ningen to Rode no Mirai

(the future of man and labor—what can be expected
from technological progress?—)
Chuokoron 1970, 214 pp.
I doubt that there is a single person today capable of presenting a clear and
convincing vision for the future structure of human society. In this respect the
author of the book on the future of man and labor is honest. Let us discuss some

of the valuable suggestions that I have drawn from this book.
Quoting Rousseau's Emile, Nakaoka says that craftsman before the Industrial
Revolution—before the Meiji period in Japan—"could, no matter where he was,
pack up his belonging in a bag and leave his workshop, relying on his own two
hands, should he be subjected to persecution." At the end of the book Nakaoka
writes "I may just be dreaming of a modern version of the old freedom 'to pack
up one's bags and leave, relying on one's own two hands'."
My (the present writer's) dream is more heroic. For the past ten years I
have advocated a political phylosophy which I termed peaceful coexistencialism.
In my opinion, progressive forces in Japan should have anticipated such inter
national political developments as West Germany's diplomatic stance and the
policy of the Italian and Canadian governments of recognizing China long before
Japan's anti-Communist government took the political advantage by recognizing
China last year.
The vital point of my phylosophy stems from the idea that the best way to
a truly bright future for mankind is to assure "the freedom to leave (his country),
relying on his own two hands" for every ordinary man (or woman), not only
for one who lives in such a devided country as Germany or Korea." The above
freedom had been assured for a few outstanding artists, technologists, and thinkers
in various countries since times past, and they often forced to use it. These ex
amples were China's Confucius in the 6th century B.C., Anaxagoras and young
Plato of ancient Greece, Avicenna and Ibn Khaldun of medieval Islam, and

Leonardo da Vinci of the Renaissance period. Even today such freedom is still
assured only for outstanding artists, scientists, and engineers outside the com
munist countries.

In order to popularize such freedom for ordinary men and women, two
different types of national state will be necessary for each area (nation), where
the same native language is sporken and the similar social customs are used. One
is the non-Stalinist communist state, and the other is the reformed capitalist
JAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 11 (1972)
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State. It is my belief that only through such freedom will it be possible for every
government which presently exists on the earth to get away from the internal
corruption and rigity. Moreover, I believe that without such freedom it would
be difficult to discover and create the third and truly new form of democratic
society for the future of mankind.
Getting back to the book on the future of man and labor, the author says
that Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and Marx all considered "labor" to be indispensable
to man's truly human life and self formation (self taught)and that what they had
in mind by the word "labor" was that of craftsman. Nakaoka hiself regards the
labor of craftsman as the desireable prototype of free human labor in the future
ideal society. He also says that in today's highly industrialized society only the
labor of higher personnels in big business or higher staffs of large research insti
tutes contains the same flavor of craftsman's. In his words,"the greater portion
of their work is still based on their personal training and experience."
But the author also says "although such labor of modern elite craftsman is
undoubtedly enjoyable for himself, the greater part of his enjoyment lies in his
advantageous position to do something big by using the power of organization
and at the same time extend his own ability. Thus he completely confuses the
power of organization with his own personal ability. As a result, Nakaoka
emphasizes, the world of businessmen and even that of scientific researchers,
nowadays, are becoming similar to the medieval Church in terms of the enormors
organization with the wide and strong power. The way of thinking of the ma
nagerial or administrative staffs within such organization also seems to be ap
proaching to that of the medieval church people.
The author focuses attention on the fact that this trend is no longer confined
to the capitalist system alone. While pointing out that modern capitalism's
slogan of "separation of management and ownership (separation of manager and
capitalist)" has brought no improvement in the situation whatsoever, he also
points out the fact that in the communist countries only a few administrative
staffs are controlling people under the name of the whole workers. Furthermore
he says that even the triple union of workers, engineers, and managers that was
promoted during the Great Cultural Revolution in China, would include in itself
the danger of gradual deterioration to a medieval type of mechanism in the near
future, although he highly evaluates the recent achivement of the tripple union.
Thus, sympathizing with the ideal future society of which Marx dreamed—
ownership of all means of production by the commune and the cooperative labor
of all the people—the author reveals his doubts whether this ideal society could
be realized in some days.
Now, we should ask the question: Can the future world be better than

such as predicted by some sociologists that "a few elite will get busier and the
masses will have more and more leisure time."
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The actual situation in Japan is still a long way oflF from a society in which
the masses have more free time than they can know what to do with. The vast
majority of Japanese are driven by computer systems and other machine systems
to which they are forced to adjust themselves physically and mentally. Another
thing worthy of attention is that because ofthe development ofthe socioeconomic
machinery which controls the above systems,interpersonal relations both at work
and at leisure are increasingly indirect by the machines interposed between man
and man, and people are coming increasingly under the illusion that they are
controlled by the machines when they are actually controlled by other men.
This book seems to be colored to some extent by the above illusion. I think
such illusion should be superseded by the analysis of concepts of technology that
has been developed by Prof. M.Taketani and his school. According to his view
point, in short, technology consists not in the systems of machines composing
the means of production, but in the man who consiously applies some objective
law of nature to productive purposes. This book, however, does reflect very
well one side of actual world in which not only the common people but enen
the top level managers or administrators in big business or government in a
highly industrialized country are being controlled by the social machinery itself
rather than the latter being controlled by the former.
Nakaoka says that in order to get out from this unhappy situation for human
beeings, labor unions should make much more effort to transform the labor of
workers into more stimulative one designed to "develop basic human abilities" of
the workers themselves. In order to achieve such transformation, they should
win much more discretionary power concerning the processes of work in their
factory or office, as well as more right to participate in management. To win
these power and right, it would be necessary for common workers in any factory
or office to join into the civil movements for social welfare in the local com
munity where they live, and also to cooperate with understanding members in
the technical or administrative staff of the organization in which they are em

ployed. In these points, I agree with the author of this book whole-heartedly.
Yasuo Shizume (Science writer)

News

Annual Meeting

The History of Science Society of Japan met for its 19th meeting on May 13 and
14, 1972, at Nanzan University, Nagoya. The following are the papers and the
symposium presented on that occasion.
May 13

Some Preliminary Considerations on the History of Science during
the Tokugawa Period
Kohji Miyake
Daisassho and the Science of the Populace
Manpei Hashimoto
On Banyo Fukyuzan, a Mathematical Book in the Early Seventeenth
Century
Kazuo Shimodaira
Plant Physiology in Shyokugaku Keigen
Ichiro Yabe
The Works of Udagawa Yoan

Tatsumasa Doke

The Interactions between Chemical Research and Instruments

in the Early Meiji Period
Soda Industry in Japan (1)
The Diffusion of Copernicanism in the Far East
Newton and Optics

Kunika Sugawara
Chikayoshi Kamatani
Shigeru Nakayama
Satoshi Ihara

A. Borelli and the Demonstration of the Mertonian Rule based

on the Graphical Representation
Karl Marx's Notes on Differential Calculus

Masahiko Yokoyama
Hiromu Watanabe

On Maxwell's Equations
Osamu Tsukada
The 1898 Meeting of the German Scientists and the Ether Problem
Tetu Hirosige

Sommerfeld and Planck, 1915-1916
Sigeko Nisio
The Birth of Accelerator Physics
Shigeki Matsuo
The Revolution of the World History and Some Problems in the
History of Science and Technology
Shia Seiki
Stages of the Second Industrial Revolution
Shia Seiki
Women Scientists in Action

Aiko Yamashita,
Akashiko Yoshimura & Teruko Sekine

May 14

A History of Technology in Germany
Masataka Baba
A Comparative Study of the Chemical Nomenclature
Eikoh Shimao
The Background of the Static Atom—Parson, Lewis and
Langmuir—
Chiyoko Fujisaki
On the Structure and Development of Atomic Concepts
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in Chemistry
The Development of the Theory of Catalysis
Agricultural Plant Physiology in the Edo Era

Minoru Tanaka
Tadashi Yoshida
Hisaharu Tsukuba

The Method of Charles Darwin: What He Owes to John

Herschel
Fuyuko Egami
A Philosophical Profile in the Development of Molecular
Biology
Mieko Ishidate
Special Theme: Cultural Properties and Their Protection in Science and
Technology
Some Relics of the Introduction of the Modern Technology
during the Later Tokugawa Regime
Toshihiko Kikuchi
Some Lessons from Examining Cultural Properties of
Mechanical Technology
Hiroo Kato
On the Relics of Electric Machines in the Meiji Era Toshio Yamazaki
Symposium: Science and Technology in the 1920's
European Science and Scientists
Eri Yagi
The State of Science and Technology in America Tatsuya Kobayashi
The Problems of Philosophy and Science in U.S.S.R. Masanori Onuma
The Conversion of Science and Technology
Shia Seiki
Technology and Society in Japan
Toshio Yamazaki
Mining Hazard and Technology
Kunioki Kato
Japanese Imperialism and the Electrochemical Industry Tadaaki Kimoto
Chemistry and Society
Tatsumasa Doke
Geophysics in the Early Years of Showa
Yoichiro Fujii

Discussion

(Chairmen: Kenichi Iida & Genji Jinbo)

XlVth International Congress of the History of Science, 1974

The Organizing Committee of the XlVth International Congress of the History
of Science has made its first announcement in its recently circulated Bulletin
No. 1, which is as follows:
Bulletin No. 1

Place and Date

The XlVth International Congress of the History of Science
will be held in Japan in 1974 under the auspices of the Inter
national Union of the History and Philosophy of Science.
The dates and places are:
19-24 August, Tokyo,
26-27 August, Kyoto.
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Organization
of the Work

The activities of the Congress will consist both of invited
lectures and reports grouped in symbosia; and of free papers
under the following Section headings:

1. Science and Technology in Antiquity, Middle Ages,and
Renaissance

2. History of Mathematics
3. History of Physics and Astronomy
4. History of Chemistry (including Pharmacology)

5. History of the Biological Sciences (including Medicine
and Agricultural Science)
History of the Earth Sciences
History of Technology and Engineering
Science and Society
Science in Non-Western Traditions (Arabic, Indian,
Chinese, Japanese, etc.)
10. General Problems (including Social Science, Science of
Man, Philosophy and Methodology)

6.
7.
8.
9.

The subjects chosen for the symposia, and details of their
organization, will be stated in Bulletin No. 2.

Free^Papers

Those scholars who intend to present papers at the Congress
must be properly registered as active members. They are
requested to indicate the title of the paper on the enclosed
preliminary inquiry Form A, which should be sent to the
Organizing Committee by 15 June 1973. Summaries of the
papers, written in English or French and typed on a form
which will be sent with Bulletin No. 2, should be returned

by 31 December 1973. Papers to be read at the Congress
must not exceed ten minutes(5 typed pages, double spacing),
thus allowing for five minutes' discussion. The papers will
be reproduced in the Congress Proceedings by photo-offset
taken directly from the authors'own typescripts. Organizing
Committee of the Congress reserves the right to decline any
paper which does not appear to lie within the framework
of the Congress or to meet generally accepted scientific
standards.

Languages

Registration

Papers may be read in English, French, German, Russian, or
Japanese, but both papers and their summaries should be
submitted for reproduction in English or French.

All participants must register in either of the following
categories:
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1. Active members, who will be entitled to participate in all
activities of the Congress and will receive a copy of the
Proceedings,

2. Associate members, who will not be entitled to present
papers or to receive a copy of the Proceedings, but will
be entitled to participate in all other activities.
Those who wish to register in either category should return
the enclosed Forms A and B to the Organizing Committee
by 15 June 1973.
Registration Fees

Registration fees are twenty thousand yen (¥20,000) for
active members and ten thousand yen(¥ 10,000)for associate
members. Further details, including the arrangement for
their payment, will be given in Bulletin No. 2.

Travel and

The Organizing Committee of the XlVth International Con
gress of the History of Science has appointed as its oflScial
travel agency Japan Travel Bureau (JTB) which will ar
range accommodation and domestic tours. The Organizing
Committee can not perform these services. Further infor
mation concerning travel arrangements will accompany

Accommodation

Bulletin No. 2.
Bulletin No. 2

Those who have replied to the present bulletin by completing
and returning the appropriate forms will receive a copy of
Bulletin No.2toward the end of August 1973. It will contain
a registration form, reproduction forms for papers and their
summaries, and further details of the program.

Forms and correspondence relating to the Congress should be sent to:
Organizing Committee
XlVth International Congress of the History of Science
c/o Science Council of Japan
22-34 Roppongi 7-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Japan

[Forms A and B are not reproduced here.]
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Information for Contributors

I. Manuscripts
1. Reviews, research surveys, source materials, documents and original
papers are acceptable.
2. Articles may be written in English, French, or German.
3. The title and the author's name should be typed on a separate page,
with the author's present position indicated in a foot-note.
4. The text should be typed double-space on paper of standard size and
weight, about 65 spaces per line and 25 lines per page, with margins
of 4cm. at the top and 3 cm. on the left.
5. All special types, such as italics and Greek letters, should be so desig
nated in red.

6. Notes and references should be compiled at the close and not appear
as foot-notes in the text.

7. Figures and tables, other than simple tabutations, should be prepared
separate from the text on standard size paper, with their proper locations
noted in red.

8. Figures should be drawn in black ink, one figure per page at actual
size, and collected together after the text and notes.
9. Tables should be similarly prepared.
10. For each table and figure, the author's name and the page where they
appear in the text should be noted in red at the lower right hand corner.
11. Titles and explanations, which are to accompany figures or tables,
should be typed, one to a page, with the author's name and the page
in the text indicated in red as above.
II.

Procedures

1. The original manuscript plus one copy should be sent to:
The History of Science Society of Japan
Department of Humanities
Tokyo Institute of Technology
2-12-1, O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo
The author should be sure to retain one copy.
2. The following information should also be provided: 1)title, 2)author's
name, 3) present position (title, address, phone), 4) home address and
phone, 5) preferred address, home or office, 6) whether or not separate
covers are wanted on reprints.
3. One hundred copies will be sent at no charge. The author, however,
will be expected to bear the costs for separate covers.
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4. Non-members from outside Japan who submit manuscripts will be
charged a ¥^,000 publishing fee. Solicited manuscripts are of course
excepted.
5. Any author who has submitted a manuscript must request permission
from the editorial board before sending it to another journal.
III. Corrections to Proofs
1. Only the first proofs will be submitted to the author for correction.
2. The author must bear the costs that arise from introducing any revi
sions or additions, including notes in proof.
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